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Welcome to the Azcan Empire, the subject of 
the first Ka’s Adventurer’s Guide to the Hol- ~ 

low World from TSR, Inc. These Adventurer’s 
Guides are much like the Gazetteers that de- 
tail the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS@ game’s 
Known World game setting; in fact, they are 
about the very same planet. There’s one big 
difference: the nations of the Adventurer’s 
Guides are on the inside! 

This supplement, and those that will follow, 
are all designed to accompany the HOUOW 
WORLDm boxed set. If you do not own a copy 
of the boxed set, you may have some difficulty 
implementing parts of this supplement. For 
instance, you’ll he missing much information 
on the Azcans’ neighbors, and you won’t have 
the boxed set’s complete rules for character 
skius. while some information from the 
Boxed Set and earlier Gazetteers is condensed 
and summarized here (or expanded if relevant 
to the Azcans in particular), it’s just not 
worthwhile for us to reproduce so much infor; 
mation, especially when there’s so much that’s 
new. 

If you’ve been following the Gazetteer line, 
you may already have heard about the Azcans, 
and you know enough about the latest D&D” 
rules, such as skills, that you’ll be able to get 
by just fme without the boxed set. 

Even if this is the only D&D product you 
own, we hope you’ll fmd it novel, intriguing 
and useful for adaptation to your campaign. 

The Adventurer’s Guide = 
This Adventurer’s Guide describes the Azcan 
Empire of the D&D@ game’s Hollow World; 
its geography, customs, people, and history. In 
this package you‘ll fmd the following: 

This 64-page Guide to the Azcan Empire, 
including complete information for the 

1’ Dungeon Master. Included is a 16-page 
pull-out section for players, presenting 
common knowledge concerning the Az- 
cans, and showing haw to create and role- 
play ~ z c a n  player characters: 

ideas ?ob;Azcan-based &npaigns, new 
monsters, and of course ready-to-play 
adventures; 
a full-color, fold-out map sheet dep 
the Azcan Empire in full detail; and 
a three-panel cover portraying additional 
maps and floorplans. 

. 

Using This 
Adventurer’s Guide 

53 
0 

The fmt thing for player and Dungeon Mate 
&e to do is to read the Players’ Booklet. 

The chapter “What Everyone Knows. . . 
serves as an introduction to the Azcans. VaJi- 
ous facers of Azcan life-from history to 
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I suDerstitions-are addressed. Each passage is 
toid from a specific point of vim, either native 
or foreien. Not d the information is - 
accurate-not every,speaker (even the native 
nnes) has nerfect access to the truth, and 0 

counts you can grasp the essence of the Azcs 
culture and nation. 

on how to create Azcan player characters. 
Though they can he clerics, fighters, magic- 
users or thieves, just like other humans, Az- 
cans do have special benefits and penalties due 
to their cultural heritage and the magic of thl 
Hollow World. 

We also discuss game information of im 
tance to player characters, including option 
skills and magic in the Hollow World. 

Finally, we provide a glossary of Azcm 
terms. including a helpful guide to the pro- 
nunciation of Mesoamerican-based words. 
Many of the terms in the glossary appear only 
in the DMs book-but it’s okay for players to 
read them. Even with the defiition provided, 
the words will not be completely understood 
by players; only the DM has the whole story. It 
can a~tually make things more interesting, 
though, if players have some incomplete 

e Following that overview comes information 
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knowledge about various parts of &can cul- 
ture. In the course of their adventures they’ll 
be eager to learn more! 

If you are only going to be a player, please 
stop &e; you’ve read through tho Players’ 
Section; and read no further than this point 
here. The information in the rest of this book- 
let is rexrved for the Dungeon Master’s eyes. 
Knowing secrets ahead of time wiU only spoil 
your fun. 

Dungeon Masters, welcome! After reading 
this booklet, you’ll be closer to a complete 
understanding of Azcan culture. 

First we discuss the uuth of Azcan &tory- 
something the players might never fully know, 
thanks to the sbud ing  mists of and the 
Azcan emperors’ habit of burning the histories 
commissioned by their predecessors. 

We go on to discuss the unique Azcan d- 
endar: how it works, what it means, and how 
the Azcans use it to predict the future. 

The geography of the empire is described in 
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detail, from rivers to ruins, forests to forts. 
M e r  showing where it 
to how it happens: m e  in the Azcan Empire, 
for each difTerent class of people. 

ple who control society and culture. We de- 
scribe govement and rehgion, the deeply 
intertwined pillars of the Azcan world; and 
trade, which almose has a sepmte b e n c e .  

Not eveqone in the empire likes the way 
things are run. You’ll ieam about the “New 
Way:’’ which combines religious convictions 
with revolutionary political as~irations. P 
characrers repelled by the savagery of 
culture will be p l d  to Iearfrof the New Way. 

NPCs and monstes round out our survey of 
the empire. F i d y ,  we go on to give the DM 
sonie solid material for play: ideas for cam- 

in the Azcan Empire, plus adven- 
adventure outlines. 

Of course, we nillst say more about the peo- 

you’ve read this book, you’ll be 
to run a thrilling campaign in 

the hot, merdess lands of Azca! 



,. 

ne.Inunortals were supmnely b o r t a n t  to 
these desperate &yemi, %la& ,chiefged was : 
the s u n ,  brinw,o@fe md death,rptcon-of 
war, who brought life and light to tlie,world, 
and whose dangerous 
weak in heat and thirst.. 
(long forgotten by today's Azcans) were hoa- 
ored as w d ,  hut it was +e sw who held the 
hcaru and irmgidazons of this dolent people. 
Sometimes; to  placate 

taim.&o had mi@md, wet so d d y ,  de- 
veloped a civilization. The Aacanswere 
caprivated by the 
enigmatic glyphs, 
created by the Oltecs. N 
war on,.& other. Along-with-mrar, there. was 
trade between the peoples The.n 
tld. in the 0adMd &teste by 
hills, and began to:mimic theha 

. ,  
. ,  

The Oltec Conquest 

it a 
co - 
tile csIanization.,Thefoaner 0omdic:tribCs- 
men adopted even more of&eir RIiwers wa)rsz. 
they.evea began to c&M@~cM&lnm 
O.$zitiotl, .the -e by whi& thesun 

e 
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to the lowland cities, which he dedared free of 
the Oltecs’ rule. The land drank rivers of 
blood as the former empire dissolved in a pro- 
tracted civil war, for the Oltecs were loathe to 
lose their fertile lowland provinces. 

The End of Time 
After five centuries of struggle, an outside 
event brought to a dose the days of Azcan- 
Oltec rivalry. This was the Great Rain of Fke. 
the Blackmoor cataclysm-the fiery end of 
Blackmoor’s technological civilization. To the 
Azcans, who (apart from the most ewaordi- 
narily widely-traveled traders) knew nothing of 
Blackmoor, it was the end of the world. 

The mythology of the Azcans had long pre- 
dicted that the world in which they lived would 
end, and be replaced by another; and a cata- 
clysm of earthquakes would herald this end. 

The fearsome nudear devices of Blackmoor 
were so powerful that they unleashed earth- 
quakes, tidal waves, and volcanoes like as had 
never before been witnessed by human eyes. 
The blasts were so mighty, the very axis of the 
planet was shifted. 

What had been a lush tropical rainforest, 
home of the Azcans, underwent a drastic di- 
matic change. At the same t h e ,  fallout from 
the distant explosions-the “Great Rain of 
Fire,” as it was later known-resulted in dis- 
ease, famine, and pestilence on a global scale. 

The Azcan way of life simply could not 1 
survive under these conditions. 

Indeed, thii is quite like what came to pass: 

The Preservatic 
As the Axcan and Oltec cultures on the outer 
world hurtled toward what seemed inevitable 
extinction, two Immortals (both of them long 
followed by both cultures), Otzitiotl and Ka- 
laktada, intervened. They summoned vast 
magical energies and transported the remnants 
of both civilizations to the interior of the plan- 
et. Many Oltea and Azcans had already for- 

saken their old ways and migrated or adapted ” 

to the new conditions: these were the ancestors’ 
of the Atmaghin Clans and the Ethengars. 

In the Hollow World, the Immortals saw to , 
it that both cultures, influenced by the SpeU 8 

of Preservation, would endure and maintain 
their ways as of old. The lands in which they 
were deposited resembled the original home- 
lands on the outer world. They were placed 
near enough to each other that they could 
continue their eternal suuggle (or at least it 
seemed eternal, in their folklore). 

But the Azcans had new neighbors as well. 
Neathar men were more numerous in the Hol- 
low World than the outer realms, and the 
Azcans eagerly waged war against them. The 
Azcans returned to their new, blossoming 
capital of Chitlacan with rich booty, many 
slaves, and s d i d  victims. 

, 

The Winged Serpents 
Across the millennium and a half after the 
arrival of the Azcans in the hollow world, 
among scores of priest-kings, one name stands 
out and is remembered: Atruauin, who was 
called Queualccatl, “the Feathered Serpent.” 
Atruatzin, say the legends, was master of every 
art known among Azcans: He was a clever 
craftsman, a shrewd d e r ,  a wizard, a priest, 1 

and of course a warrior of stature bditting a ’ 
~ 

great king. ! 

When the evil elf Atzanteotl came into full 
Immortal status in the sphere of Entropy, 
Auuatzin was d e r  in Chitlacan. He had ush- a 

ered in an era of peace and prosperity, the like 
of which had never before been known. He 
promulgated wise laws, and ruled evenly and 
justly. To bind the empire together, he built 
an efficient network of runners who could 
carry news and messages throughout the land 
in a matter of days. 

But ill winds brewed. Atzanteotl coveted 
the Azcan race, and would not rest until their 
h e m  were thoroughly corrupted to his way. 

Because Atruauin resisted the dark Immor- 
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tal’s temptations, Atzanteotl manipulated 
others in the religious and government 
archies, leading to an overthrow of the 
or. Auuatzin fled to the mountain foruess o 
Quauhnahuac, but eventually he was dis- 
lodged from there. 

As Atzanteotl consolidated his power over 
the Azcans, Atruatzin and his last followers 
fled through the earth, and finally built them- 
selves a settlement underground. Atruatzin 
named it Mictlan, after the mythical home of 
the dead. The only building they had time to 
make of stone was a temple. 

All too soon, a band of elves-the ancestors 
of the Schattenalfen, who were already being 
swayed by Atzanteotl‘s whispers-came upon 
this place, took the settlement by force, and 
re-named it Aengmor: Once again, Auuatzin 
was dislodged by Atzanteotl‘s machinations; 
and now the last of his followers had perished. 

Atruatzin’s path mirrored that of his neme- 
sis, Atzanteotl: He went from the Hollow 
World to the Known World. He emerged 
among peoples descended from the Azcans 
and Oltecs, and adopted their ways. He be- 
came a hero of their culture, and followed the 
Path of the Polymath to Immortality. As an 
Immortal, he took his name from among his 
adopted tribes: Auuaghin. But he did not 

rget his native people. 
In the Hollow Wodd, meanwhile, the myths 

and prophecies of Auuatzin grew. They be- 
came a beacon of hope among those who 
prayed for the end of Atzanteotl‘s diabolical 
rule. 

+en war will come amongst the Immortals, 
and Auuatzin will return to challenge Atzan- 

< A  day of reckoning is coming soon, they say, 

:od for the fiery throne in the sky. 

Atruatzin’s Dream 
There exists an ancient legend-suppressed 
by Atzanteotl’s priests, but kept alive by 
those who hope and wait-that tells how 
Auuatzin was driven from Chitlacan: 

[n his age, wise Atruatzin fell ill, and for 
many days writhed with the fever. After- 
wards, when he told what he had seen, he 
confessed that he could not know whether 
it was real, a dream, or some stranger thing 
spawned of Immortal will. 

Three wizards had come to him, and 
prophesied Chitlacan’s doom. 

The fmt was broad of chest, of raspy 
voice, and wore a mask of mottled green 
stone, adorned with the teeth of terrible 
lizards. “My child,” said the wizard, 
though Auuatzin’s life had marked the 
movement of more calendars of stones than 
anyone was alive to remember, “you will 
leave this city, for there comes one whose 
power, in your infancy, you cannot with- 
stand.” Atruatzin responded, “No! I am an 
old man and will never leave my city, nor 
betray my people, though it cost me m 
very soul.” 

A second wizard came before him, and it 
was as though Auuattin was looking upon 2 

clear pool, so like unto his own was this 
stranger’s face. “My twin,” said the wizard, 
“bow down before me, honor me, and I 
will deliver you all the world; hand in hand 
we will rule, as brothers, unto eternity!” 
Again Atruatzin declared, “No! I will nevet 
bow down and honor any save our Immor- 
tals who have protected us and saved us 
from the end of the world. Nor will I ever 
acknowledge a twin, a proper equal, as’my 
overlord. I would m n e r  suuggle for eterni- 
ty than live in submission to such a one.” 

Finally there came a third wizard, shining 
like the sun, who spoke to him 
“You will wander many long 
and through and beneath the e 
great sea of reeds where, alone, you 
fmd a home. You will behold &e ris 
falling of chiefs and kings and nations, but 
you will not die of your age. You will r 
turn, made child again, to reclaim y 
people, your children. You must do 
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because you are the I d  that closes the 
circle, you are both the son and the fathpr. 
Though thu world perish, you are seed of 
the next.” A third time Atruatzin cried , 
denial. “No,” he wept, “I am but amah 
an old man, who will scan lie down to r&t 
forever beside his father and brothers, $0 
were mortal as am 1.” 

When Atruatzin awakened from the ’ 
fever, his mind was clear and his body w b  
as though he had lost fdty years of .gin$ 
The disease had taken much of the city, , 
however, and so Atruatzin and his peoplk 
retreated to the clean air of the mountaip. 
When he returned he found that liars add 
imposters had taken control of the land.1 
saying he was dead of the plague. These’ 
evil men blasphemed the temples with ai 
new god whom, they claimed, had spared 
those who had survived, and would makk 
the Azcan people great. 

Thus was Atruattin left bereft of his , 



this world of illusid 
and usher in a new 

Arrival of the Schattenalfen = 
As time went (MI, other w e s  arrived. in the 
Hollow World; espeWy.ha@d wee & 
Schattenalfen, who appeare.& ;bout &400 
years ago. The da&,slexi~.Azcans-and.the I 

pale, magical Schamplfen.hated. one another 
on.sight and beganm intermipent war whose 
ferocity was even greater than *ad of the con- 
flict with the Oltecs (who had by now been 
driven far back into the mountains). Though 
Atzanteotl also guidqd the Schawna&n, he 
didn't mind them:fightjng.with theAzcans; 
he'd nwer let-them wipe m e  another out: CHc 
also considered !the wasfae and hatred useful 

ering bo&,races: 

Recent Years 
Thanks to yhe Spell OfPresemtion, change : 
comes slowly in the HoUow Worlct; QF centu- 
ry in a Hollow World culture is mdlr  a 
like .the one be.fo$e, and ,the$ one that will fd- 
low. The Atcan Empke is no;emprion. Ri- . . 
vahy with the Oltec.,mtinwes, m.+s that 
withthe more dangerous S g h a t t d e n :  We 
with the Traldax and Milenbyis very brisk 
(though periodically interrupted by large out- 
br& of merry piracies).,. and the A z c a & i @ ~  

2 .  

sect that challenges Aueteotl 
awaitghe prophesied r e m  of Atmarim- 
remainsshrpuded.in secrecy, yam 

Other recent eventsge dc.scribed..in.thewazious 
chapters of this boolo, and 'their dates arm a o d  
on the timeline below. 

Timeline of Azcan History 
The Azcans have a difkrmt anderstmnding d 
time than outsiders. T k e y  understarid it:& 
cyclical term (whij.you'll sae better a$co 
you've read aMut theirzalen~.A.snich, the 
term "rip&c"'is Wcontradirtory m an - 
Azcan, because time dc$% liortravelith aha:  

The Azcans mark four historical events of 
great importamx: The C o n q u e s r ( ~ p ~ ~  
the conquest ofthe.Oltm; acridg, as:pw::. 
already how, they juss wonkheirin&pen-. . 
dence); the Destruction or Friservadoni~ea: 
the outer world was apparently destroyed, but 
the Azcans were saved)? tke.Revelatioa%& 
Auanmtl purp6tdylv'revcakql himsrlf.mk 
gmrdim and saviofid&e,Akan people,); ad 
the Great Conquest--afuture date.whcn, 
Auanreotl has promised, the Azcans will rule 
this wld. As youcgn.see;:tbkidlike mi~~le,-  
because it  re.tums.rd.Conqukst in the end. 

Yean and dates (txckpdD1& the ever- . . , 

important m a l o g i d  symbols) are b h m e d h  
the Azcans, just as4mr itscE.is confqseil by : 
the new-xnhg r c k  of the +Mow'W:  
The Azcans tehd.tamakedtinaacts of how 
many years ago something happened-wd. 2 

these errhnans are oftemfa off thc& ... ~ 

Years are sonrc&pes.markad,&th a f i q k m ~ '  
of accuracy, according to how many years the 
current sovercign,has,reigaed. 

fmmuon it wouldg&rs.historians frdh an; 
other cul~trc,& thcprerogative.66each I& 
emperor to burmall rhc&mries rccotdcd at , 

the cornmadd of his prdecrssotc and c&- 
sion neiv ones ( f e v d a r a h t f ,  of 2 '  . 
come)+ This mcapwha~hzcad.':histq.',' iaas 
conv&tcd&rnyrhologyd falldoc&, in- ' -  

scribed with generations of intentional and 
accidental emrs of Earn: N d g  the pprsitt, 
histories.are written mas to gl0rifYth.e rnmtsnt 

Further exacerbathag &e problem; and thd'i 
' 
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tlatoani or emperor, and present him as the 
uue chosen avatar of Atzanteotl, the pinnacle 
of Azcan historical progress. 

Fortunately, we game designers and 
Dungeon Masters can, like the Immortals, 
pretend omniscience and compile timelines 
like the one below. It puts the events of Azcan 
myth and history in chronological order, with 
the year equivalent according to the outer- 
world Thyatian calendar: years BC, “Before 
Crowning,’’ and AC, “After Crowning” (of 

BC 4,000 Protected by deep forests and i hel- 

the first Emperor of Thyatis). 

tering hills, and isolated from the blossoming 
technological civilization of Blackmoor, 
Oltec culture arises. 

BC 3,850: A group of warlike, flatland tribes 
are colonized by the Oltecs. These tribes 
fiercely ding to their distinct heritage in spite 
of the Oltec conquerors. 

BC 3,500 Following a failed military coup, a 
rift occurs in the Oltec civilization, as the ag- 
gressive “Azcan” cities declare their indepen- 
dence and begin to wage war on the Oltecs. 
According to modem Azcan histories, the 
hated former masters were overthrown and 
enslaved; in fact, the Oltecs and Azcans exist 
side by side for almost five centuries, altemat- 
ing war and commerce, until outside forces 
literally destroy the world they know. 

BC 3,000 Powerful technological devices in 
Blackmoor explode, shifting the axis of the 
Known World in an event later called (on t h i  
surface) the Great Rain of Fire. To the Azcans 
and Oltecs, it is understood as the vengeance 
of the Immortals, the end of the Fifth Sun. 

As both civilizations were threatened, vast 
numbers of both tribes are whisked away mag- 
ically to the Hollow World by the Immortals. 

BC 2,800: Azcans and Oltecs on the outer 
world have practically vanished, dispersed 

ancestors of the Atruaghin Clans. They retain 
a dim memory, retold and altered into myth 
and folklore, of Atcan and Oltec glory and 
strife. They also remember the mysterious 
disappearance of many kin. 

BC 1,700 An event occurs on the outer worl 
which will profoundly affect the course of 
Atcan civilization. Elves in Glantri discover 
and accidentally detonate a Blaskmoor device 
resulting in a minor cataclysm. The survivors 
hide in the caves beneath Glantri and the 
Broken lands. Split into tribes, they travel 
widely; these are the ancestors of the Hollow 
World’s Gentle Folk, Icevale Elves, and the 
Azcans’ mortal Hollow World enemies, the 
Schattenalfen. A fourth group, led by an elf 
named Atziann, had no survivors save that 
king. 

BC 1,650: Atziann, king and sole survivor of 
clan of Glantrian elves who had been driven 
underground, emerges in the Hollow World 
near Chitlacan. Faxhated by the Azcans, he 
spends several years traveling unseen and dis- 
guised among them, before continuing his 
quest for Immortality. 

BC 1,500: The elf, Atziann, achieves Immor- 
tality in the Sphere of Entropy, and takes the 
Azcan formulation of his name: Atzanteotl, 
“Atz im the Divine.“ He begins whispering 
to selected subterranean elves and Azcan 
rulers, tempting them away from their old 
faiths with promises of gain and glory. Auuat 
tin, the Azcan priest-king, resists. 

BC 1,494: A terrible plague suikes Chitlacan 
killing almost two thirds of its population. 
Atruatzin, himself a survivor of the disease, 
driven from Chidacan by his rivals, who are 
secretly supported by the Immortal Atzan- 
teotl. Auuatzin and his loyal followers retire 
to the mountain fortress of Quauhnahuac. 

10 



BC 1,484: Driven by the whispers of Atzan- 
teotl, and his own fears that Auuauin may 
reclaim the tbrone, the treacherous new Azcan 
emperor leads a massive assault on Quauhna- 
huac. Everyone found in the fortress is slain or 
sacrificed, but of Atruatzin there is no m e .  
The priests ~ f s e  the land on which Quauhna- 
huac is built, and sow salt among the ruins. 

BC 1,470 The Chochomecs (an Atcan tribe) 
desert Atacalpa, migrating to Oltec lands of 
the east. 

BC 1,468: Auuatzin and his followers find a 
resting-place, where they build a temple to the 
old gods. They name it Mictlan, after the leg 
endaq land of the dead. 

BC 1,420: The underground elven wanderers 
stumble upon Mictlan, and overthrow the 
humans. Those elves who have been seduced 
by Atzanteotl declare that the temple is sacred 
to him, and he has given them victory over 
their enemies and a place to call home. These 
elves become the SchattenaJfen. Most of the 
elves are uneasy about this alien Immortal. but 
they are weary, and so they settle and build 
the city of Aengmor. Auuatzin escapes alone. 

BC 1,410: Auuatzin finds his way to the outer 
world, among the descendants of the Azcans 
and the ancestors of today’s Atruaghin c lans .  

BC 1,400: A group of Schattenalfen are driven 
out of Aengmor (by the will of their patron). 
They retrace an earlier expedition's path to the 
Hollow World. More will follow their path a 
century later when (apparently) 
destroyed. On the surface, Atrtzatzin has unit- 
ed the Atruaghin clans; changes his name to 
Atruaghio. 

BC 1,395: After an unsuccessful bid to 
the Kogolor dwarves, the Schatteaalfen 
on to settle near the Azcans, with whom they 
immediately make war. Atzanteotl delights in 

and enmucages the instant, uncompromising 
enmity among his fdliowers. 

BC 900: Atruaghin visits Quaahnuh 

BC 800: Auuaghin 
leads revolt against the om. 

BC 795: Attuaghin completes the Path of the 
Polymath and achieves ImmortaIity; he joins 
the Sphere of Thought. 

BC 322: A S&atten&en attack an& 
southern Azcan city of A x a t 4  for the sev- 
enth, and last, t h e .  

AC 814 A massive S c h a t t d e n  inh ion  is 
turned back at the Battle sf HuLnla. 

AC 815: The attempt to carry the wa6onw the 
Schattenalfen lands ends in mhsh and disas- 
ter at the Bade’of Wondyviel. 

AC 940 A boatload of refugees from the 
Stonecarver culture, driven ashore by a titanic 
hurcicane, found the t o w  of Coiima. 

to surface worla 

e 



the Hollow ,W.. 
The DM realizes 

..ris, “Weeks” & “Months’ 
m e  combining of two dimensions of time 

to structure the calendar carried over to the 
Hollow World. Instead of the sumand moon, 
however, it is based on the motions of the 
floating continents near the sun. 

start mall. Azcans mark divide their 



days by rains instead of nights, since once per 
twenty-four hours precipitation falls on the 
Azcan lands. Like night on the outer world, the 
rain is the time that many animals d e  in and 
rest; other creatures, like the nocturnal animals 
of the surface, come out only in the rain. 

Like the calendar of the Thyatians on the 
outer world, the Azcan calendar is divided 
into what we might call “weeks” and 
“months” (the Atcans don’t). But don’t think 
they’re very similar! 

The familiar Thyatian calendar (d. GAZ 1, 
The Grand Duchy of Khmeikos) has a name 
for each day of the week-Lunadain, Gruna- 
dain, etc.-and a name for each month, but 
not a name for each week itself, and a number 
rather than a name for each day of the month. 
Hence, the Thyatians have the day “Grom- 
dain, 2 Kaldmont.” 

The Azcans reverse this. The days of the 
month, rather than the days of the week, each 
have their own name, while each day of the 
week has a number. 

Eight rains mark the Atcan “week,” the fm 
building block of their calendar. Each day is 
given a number. Though the number does not 
have a name as such, it is assodated with a 
symbolic word, such as the Priest, or an Immq 
tal’s name. This symbol is not used in convea- 
tion, but is important for soothsayers and 
astrologers who want to determine how auspi- 
cious a day would be for some or other activity. 

Twenty-one rains mark a “month.” Each day 
of the month has its own name-just as each 
day of the outer world week does. There is also 
a glyph (the Azcan form of writing) for each 
name and day. 

To generate the name of each dav, the Az- 
cans &e the numbers (which run order) 

The Azcans divide their year in two parts: 
the “dry season” and the “wet season.” The 
difference between these two “seasons” is 
minimal-about one hour of precipitation in 
the dry season, and two or three in the wet 
season, in the rainforests. In fact, in some 
parts of the empire (like the northern forests 
and the hiUs and mountains) it doesn’t exist. 
Nonetheless, dry and wet seasons are an inte- 
gral part of the calendar, probably because of 
stubborn c u l ~ r a l  memory of the seasons on 
the outer world. 

Putting all of this together, we can discover 
that the Thyatian day of “Gromdain, 2 Kald- 
mont” translates to the k c a n  day of “6 Coz- 
caquauhtli Wet” (“cozcaquauhtli” means 

author does!) 

The Stone Calendar 
The actual physical calendar of the Azcans i s 1  ;F 

traditionally a circular slab of stone, with two 
distinct rings sculpted upon it. In the center is 
a hole, making the stone like a wheel. The 
smaller inner ring, around the hole, has the 
eight numbers. The outer ring has the twenty- 
one glyphs for the name-days. Between the 
two rings is a decorative band, containing 
geometrical designs or celief sculptutes of 
birds, animals, plants, and monsters familiar 
to the Atcans. 

To mark the passage of time, the A 
two stones or pegs, which fit into the 
the name-days and number-days. At 
awakening, after the rain, both pegs 
moved forward one, producing the LUU 

3 
% 

and add the names (w&& also Nn in a SA 
order). Combining eight days per we 
twenty-one days per month, we fmd 
cycle of eight “months” results, in w 
of the 168 days has a unique combina 
number and glyph. This conveniently 
half a year. 

new day. 



What Does It Mean? & 
By now you may well wonder: Why all the 

bother? Why do the Azcans need such unique 
names for 168 days? Why not have a lot more 
repetition, like the Thyatian calendar? 

As far as the Azcans are concerned, the an- 
swer is simple: Knowledge. Like their favorite 
Immortal, Atzanteotl, the Azcans are extreme1 
fatalisdc. Consequently, they’re always anxious 
to see what fate has in store for them. Their 
relatively complicated calendar is intended to 
help them do just that. Whether or not it actu- 
ally works is of course up to you, the DM. 

The Azcan calendar says a lot about the 
culture and attitudes toward time. Our famil- 
iar calendar, like that of the Thyatians, sees 
time as linear-each year has a number which 
follows the one before, and each year is broken 
down into neat little compartments of 
months, weeks, and days. 

time as cyclical, and this is embodied by the 
very structure of their calendar. Rather than 
rigid compatunentalizations, they use two 
repeating cycles-the numbers and names- 
which interact to generate the unique days and 
the larger cycle of the year. 

In the bigger picture, they believe that all of 
time is a great cycle, which undergoes birth, 
growth, decay and destruction on a cosmic 
scale higher even than the Immortals. The 
miniature cycle of the day, the week, and the 
seasons of the year, is mirrored outward unto 
the iafinity of the multiverse. 

Keep this in mind when you role-play Az- 
can NPCs. Although they are (literally) reli- 
giously aware of the passage of time, they are 
rarely hurried, since they have a deep-seated 
attitude that all things return in due time. So 
why not relax and appreciate the Immortals’ 
gifts? (unless, of course, you’re at war. . .) 

Okay, now you can skip on to “Dates of 
Importance” if this is too heavy. Now, on to 
the details! 

t 

The Azcans, on the other hand, understanc 

The fmt thina that Azcan soothsayers learn 

about are the words tied to the day-num 
They leam that the days of the week are 
marked by four pairings, each of which i 
nemesis of the other. They are as follows. 

1 Atzanteod 
2 [Nameless, 01 “the twin”] 

Emperor 
Otzitiotl 

5 Priest 
6 Kalaktatla 
7 Soldier 
8 Death 
Let’s talk about each pair. 

The nemesis of ~Attaoreotl is unnamed. 
Sometimes it is called “the twin,” as Atzan- 
teotl’s pairing. Atzanteotl‘s foUowers 
there is nothing to qualify as Atzante 
equal and foe,.save the 
for all-which of course has no n 

Soothsayers who believe in the 
(see the “Religions and Priestho 

, I  

twin”), the promised one who 
free thehcans from Atzanteotl’s grip. Of 
course, the priests of Atzanteod would tell 
nasty things about this day, when it is sac 
to their Immortal’s enemy! 

The nemeses of Emperor and Priest are 
comment on the betrayal of 
by their Immortals in the 

Atzanteotl’s clerics. The ueacherous Immortals F. 
are the ~d nemeses of earthly rulers. But ~ 

the Priest and Emperor themselves are nemeses # 
of the Immortals, symbols of vengeance and 1 
defiance, devoted to the eradication of th 
faiths. 

Death as the nemesis of the soldier is 
ous; the soldier as nemesis os Death, however, 
marks the belief that those who die in combat k# 

: 

are promised paradise. d, 



The last six days are interesting, and hold in 
common the fierceness of the Azcan spirit, in 
spite of their fatalism. When death and the 
myriad curses of the Immortals are inevitable, 
the Azcan still holds himselfproud and defi- 
ant, and turns the Immortals’ scorn into their 
own pride. By embracing their fates, the Az- 
cans believe they can transcend them. 

It is fmt of all held that the day of Atzan- 
teotl is universally good, the Nameless day 
universally bad. (Soothsayers of the New Way 
invert this, since they believe Atzanteotl is an 
evil scourge upon the Azcan people). Because 
it is so unformitous, work is not done on the 
Nameless day: it is a day of rest. 

For individuals, the number associated with 
his social dass is good (nobles are grouped un- 
der the Emperor’s day; commoners and traders 
under the Soldier’s), and that day’s nemesis is 
bad. Other days are basically neutral. 

Beyond this basic goodlbad judgement, 
soothsayers will take into account the symbol 
itself when judging the wisdom of an action 
on a particular date. The emperor, for in- 
stance, is routinely counseled to do important 
actions on “one” days, and battles are, when- 
ever possible, waged on “sevens.” 

The numbered days are but half the story. 
The other half-the named days, shown on the 
chart-combine with the numbers to produce 
the entire day for the soothsayer to interpret. 

Apart from the nameless day, which is be- 
lieved by all except those of the New Way to 
be an ill omen (and hence it, like the nameless 
number-day, is a time of rest), there is no such 
value to the name-days. Instead, they have a 
meaning understood by sympathetic magic: 
Each day is believed to have a mystical connec- 
tion with that which it depicts. The nature of 
this connection depends on the number with 
which it is combined, and the person whose 
fate is in question. 

is looking for a good day to set out on a jour- 
ney, so he consults the local soothsayer. Two 
options are 7 O h  and 8 Tecpatl (the wet or 

Let’s get concrete with an example. A trader 

dry season doesn’t matter for these thmgs). The 
obvious choice is 7 O h :  The number 7 is veT 
favorable for the trader’s social clus, and Ollin 
is the glyph of movement. The merchant had 
best not delay, though! The next day could be 
very unfavorable-8 is Death, the Soldier’s 
(and trader’s) nemesis, and it falls on the day of 
the flint knife. Might the merchant bc at risk of 
death by M e  that day? To answer this ques- 
tion, the sootbsayer may delve into further 
derails. like the signs under which the trader 
was born. It can make for a very complicated 
(and posrjbly very expensive, depmding on the 
soothsayer’s rates!) bminess decision. . . 

Using This Stuff 
Needles to say, with so many important 

decisions to be made all the time, there are 
quite a lot of soothsayers in the Azcan Empue, 
busily employed. Most of them disagree with 
each other on nearly every point, and the 
whole matter is much less a science than their 
Public Relations people would admit. 
Hoax or not, it can be a fun addition to 

your Azcan campaign. No self-respecting Az- 
can (adventurers included!) will do anything 
of importance without consulting the local 
soothsayer. Wealthier Azcans hire full-time 
soothsayers to serve themselves and their own 
family, hirelings and servants. 

fact. Most commonly their character dass is 
cleric, magic-user or thief. Many of the thief 
class are charlatans, plain and simple, willing 
to augur anything if the customer has some- 
thing valuable to barter. For proteaion, the 
customer can demand proof of the soothsayer’s 
knowledge, if he doesn’t have an established 
reputation. (If he docs have such a reputation, 
to demand his credentials is a serious insult 
indeed. Soothsayers are very touchy about the 
respectability of their persons and profession.) 
Soothsayers who have been educated in the 
schools run by the priests of Atzanteotl are 
given diploma tablets inscribed with that fact. 

Who are soothsayers? Just about anybody, in 
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(Bpe talk more about the schools in the “ 
in the Azcan Empire” ch 
then taken as a skill (bas 
see the Players‘ Book for moFe 

measure in game terms 
abiliq of someone’s propheci 
shows their fandiariry with the cale 
the intricacies of Azcan divination t 

to the roll of the 
may deride, for drama, suspense, and 
neat role-playing 
come tme. Penhaps some 
individuals do have a direct line to the 
of Fate, and can see +e future. 

They don’t necessarily realize it-pi 
the scene when a PC who assumes he’s 
been making it up as he goes along fin 
piwphedes have dl been coming 
these could have been pretty outrageous 
(“Umm . . . 8 Malinalli, that’s grass . . . 
good, you should avoid eating vegetables 

The soothsaying skill doesn’t neces 

The m t h  or falsehood of 

- 

grains that day; you could choke to death on a 
tortilla”-and it happens!). Such a character 
could be forcibly picked up by the Iixal 
prince, or the emperor himself, who has re- 
cently executed all his soothsayers for making 
incorrect prophecies. 

Dates of Importa ! 

1 Xochitl: Persons bGLLL 
grow up to become great musicians, phpi- 
cians, and weavers. 
3 Quauhtli (Dry): Emperor Moctitlapac’s 
birthday, an occasion for joyous celebration 
and special sacrifices. 
1 Miquiztli (Dry): On this day each year the 
final game of the tlachtli tournament is 
played, and the last of the losing teams is sent 
to Atzanteotl (that is, sacrificed). 
5 O h  (Wet): Each year the middle-level 
priests of Atzanteotl are supposed to begin a 
pilgrimage on this day to Tehuacan. 

uIw day are said to 



Chart: The Azcan Calendar 
Azcan Da ThyatLn Equinlcnt 

(Dry/& Scsson) 

1 Cipudi (cmodile) 

4 Cunzplllin (lizard) 

2 h a d  (Wind) 
3 Wli (House) 

8 M d i  (Rabbit) 
I Ad (Water) 
2 llcvindi (Dog) 
3 Ozomvli (Monkey) 
4 M d h d i  (G-) 
I And (ked) 
6 Occlod (Ocelot) 
7 Quzuhrli (Eagle) 
8 Cozcaquauhtli (vulrnrc) 

4 W r l  (Flown) 
5 [Nnmclcsr] 

6 Ciputli Craodilc) 
7 E n d  (dind) 
8 Cdli (House) 
1 Cucczpdlin (Lizard) 

3 Miquiztli (Dnsh'f-Hd) 
4 Mvid Deer) 
5 Tochdi {Rabbit) 
6 Ad (Water) 

8 Ozornntli (Monkey) 
1 Mllindli (Gm) 

4 Qumhdi (Eagle) 

2 Cold (serpent) 

7 lrcvintli (DOC) 

I Cozuquluhdi (V"1nUc) 

2 [Nunclcss] 

3 Cipudi (Craodilc) 
4 Eccld (Wind) 
5 Wli (Hoyc 
6 Cunzpdm hzard) 

8 Miqukdi (Death'tHcd) 
1 M v d  (M) 
2 Tahtli (Rabbit) 

4 Iirvrotli (dog) 
5 Omrnatli (MonLey) 
6 Mdidli  (Gw)  
7 Autl (Reed) 

7 coad (Smp€nt) 

3 Ad (wm 

8 ocelod (Ocelot) 

1 NuwrnontlFclmonr 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

1 VlrnmontI~or,t  

15 
16 
17 
18 19 

22 23 

20 
21 

24 2s 

27 26 

28 

8 Cipvtli (Cmodile) 8 
1 Eeud (Wind) 9 
2 Wli (House) 10 

11 
12 

5 Miquhdi ( D e d s - H a d )  13 

15 
16 

7 Mtli (Rabbit) 

1 Lcuinrli (Dog) 17 

6 M a d  (Deer) 14 

8 Atl pate*) 

2 Ozormdi ( M d e y )  18 
3 Mdindli (Gam)  19 
4 A d  (Reed) 20 
5 &clod (Ocelot) 21 
6 Q u d d i  (Eagle) 22 

1 E p d  (Flint Knife) 25 

7 Corr vauhtli (Vulme) 23 
8 ouinlpMovcmcnt) 24 



I am Atruatzin, and I am Immortal. I hsve 
beheld the raw substance of the universd, 
and see that it is made in many dimensibns. 
First among these are time and space, ed- 
folding and surrounding and permeatin 
each other. As my people have flourishel 
across time, so too they span great space for 
theirs is the mightiest empire in the Lao& of 
the Red Sun. . . 

The central and most populous of the Azfan 
lands are tropical rainforest. Beneath the ~ 

thick, verdant canopies that stretch toward 
Atzanteotl’s throne high in the sky, the lahd is 
remarkably flat. The vine-covered trees dd not 
blot out the sun; plenty of reddish sunlig t 
reaches the forest floor, which is overgrow 

shaped forest stretches from the Gulf of 
Aztlan and the Schattenalfen borders, be 

with bushes, ferns, and creepers. This cre P cen 

tween the Malpheggi Swamps and the 
Mountains, along the shores of Lake 
to the Bay of Uaxactun. 

Along this crescent also is the 
the Azcan populace. Well more 
the Azcan People live in the 
that surround Lake Chitlaloc. 

The air of the 

soil of the rainforest 
cans is not rich, the regular rains help the 
coax maize and vegetables from it. 

Outside of the empire’s heartland, thin 

loc the rainforest fades to temperate, deci u- 
ous woodlands, which meet the wastes of e 
Beastmen. Some towns, such as Izumal, 

the rich soil and trading with the Beastme+ for 
resources from farther north. 

distinct because of the difficult 
tains that surround the Bay of Colima. 
range includes two active volcanoes: 

are somewhat different. North of Lake +- 
in the region, receiving generous 

The southwest portion of the empire is 

I” 

Kalaktatla and Mount Tipaltatl. 
South of the Snake River is sparsely popu- 

lated rainforest. The one city that used to be 
here was Axateotl; but now it is only ruins, a 
victim of the repeated wars with the khat- 
tenalfen. Most Azcans have seen the south, ., 

however, since their time as soldiers inevitably: 
includes a tour of duty, if not an actual cam- 
paign against the Schattenalfen, based in 
Ximac Fort. 

‘ 

The Southern Hills 
The Azcans maintain a special interest in 

the southern district, because the foothills of I 

the towering World Spine are rich with gold 
and other precious metals. Southeast of Ximac, 
Fort are the two major Azcan mines: Cha- 
pultepec (“hill of the grasshoppers”) and Te- 
petitlan (“beside the hill”). Tepetitlan seems ’.’ 
to be the richer of the mines, but it is also the 
most dangerous, being in territory claimed by 
the Schattenalfen. To the southwest are the 
Scattenalfen forts of Ploiec and Myridas, near . , 

which the Azcans and Schattenalfen fought 
the bloody Battle of Ploiec, sixty years ago. 
Since then the Azcans have been able to use 
the Tepetitlan Mines without too much chal- 
lenge. Attempts to settle the region, however, 
have invariably ended in disaster, since the 
tlatoani is unwilling to establish an entire gar- 
rison so near the Schattenalfen. The lesson of 
Axateotl has not been forgotten. 
Thus the Chapultepec Mines, although 

poorer than Tepetitlan, have produced more 
gold over the years. They too are subject to 
occasional Schattenalfen harassment, but 
nothing like it was in the past: A massive 
Schattenalfen army overran the mines (and an 
adjacent town, now abandoned) and headed 
toward Tenpocatliotl. The Atcans met them a t  
the Battle of H u d a  and, though outnum- 
bered, turned them ba& with a combination ‘ 
of individual bravery and brilliant strategy. At 
the emperor’s command (ignoring the advice 
of countless soothsayers), they attempted to 

’ ~ 



move the war to the Schattenalfen doorstep. 
An army was assembled and marched along 
the east side of the Toltenco Mountains (the 
range of the World Spine which stretches to 
the Snake River). They picked up a host of 
Lizard Man mercenaries from the neighboring 
Malpheggi Swamps as they went. Their goal 
was to sack the Schattenalfen town of Ran- 
thryl; but the Schattenalfen ambushed and 
virtually annihilated the army at the Battle of 
Wondyviel. 

Soldiers and miners are the main residents 
of the southern region, then, and in fact the 
government is d e l y  one of military com- . . 

mand. A few traders out of Tenpocatliotl ply 
the region, bringing the blessings of civiliza- 
tion to the troops, sometimes even daring to 
deal with the Schattenalfen. (Many soldiers 
whisper that the disaster at Wondyviel was due 
to a merchant traitor who bargained knowl- 
edge of the Atcans’ movement and composi- 
tion for Schattenalfen gold.) 

. ,, . ,  
Towns and Villages 

Towns and vdlages are scattered across the 
empire, especially in the Lake Chitlaloc re- 
gion. Atcan l i e  is predominantly urban; this 
was so even before the Preservation, when the 
nation was moved to the Hollow World. The 
dangers of the Hollow World wilderness (such 
as dinosaurs and the flymg viper) have insured 
that very few Azcans live alone or in far-flung 
homesteads. At the smallest level, they have 
agricultural villages of only a few hundred 
residents, complete with walls and sharpen 
stakes to keep away the dinosaurs and othe 
attackers. Each village also has a small sh 
and a priest of Atzanteotl, who in 
ranks the calpullec, the elected vill 

Outside each village, great ua& o 
have been cleared and plowed, and field 
maize, beans, peppers and other aops fl 
ish. They are often surrounded by wooden 
fences and light stone walls, scarcely a deter 
rent for the types of dangers that wander th 
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forest. The desuuction of these fences usually 
creates enough noise to rouse the villagers, 
however, whmnight be able to drive away the 
threat. 

The vdages are tca numerous 
but the largest listed and named 
out map. Some of the towns (all 
populations in the thousands and are noted o 
the boxed set map) are noted and described 

Nestled between the Atdan Mountains and 
the Bay of Colima, this is one of the Azcan 
Empire’s most unusual communities. 

&lima was founded s ix ty  years ago by refu- 
gees from the primitive Stonecarver culttire. 
These,people alternate wandering ahd settled 
life. When they settle, they live in a place just 
long enough to carye one or more awe- 
insipring stone statues: then they move on. 

It was possible’to settle here due to unique 
circumstances: The fact that the area belongs 
to the Azcan Empire (which keeps most peo- 
ple away), and the fact that the Atcans never 
really bothered to settle here (thanks to the 
forbidding Aztlan Mountains). 

Survival was possible here for the same 
reasons-though life is far from easy for the 
Colimans. They would be prosperous enough, 
if it were only a matter of tending their flocks 
and hamestingthe bounty of the sea. Unfortu- 
nately they suffer frequent attacks from the 
Merry Pirates. Still, this “pruning’’ (as the 
pirates call it) keeps the village small and poor 
enough for the &cans to overlook its pres- 
ence. Sometimes the attacks are terrible, such 
as the great Atcan assault almost forty tides 
ago (the Colimans do not know the Azcan 
calendar, and so count years according to the 
regular, annual tidal.changes), but always the 
Spell of Preservation ensures that enough Col- 
imans, their buildings, and possessions survive 
to carry on the culture. 

itself is named after the Merry Puate navigator 
The town is named after &bay, which 



who claimed to discover it. (It used to have an 
Azcan name, in the days of Atruatzin, but it 
has been long forgotten, even as the Azcan 
town that was once here was destroyed in the 
was, when Atzanteotl elevated a pretender to 
the Azcan throne.) 

There are really two distinct parts of Col- 
ima: "the village," the coastal hamlet fou ded 
by the Stonecarvers, and the town proper, 
which is considerably larger and farther 
inland. 

The figure which the Stonecawen are 
rently sculpting is that of a great giant, curled 
up against the cliff wall beside the village. 

Colima attracts a fair number of foreign 
merchantmen, especially in times of war; At- 
can merchants meet them here. Ships would 
rather avoid the longer, more dangerous jour- 
ney to Huitlakha. They would also prefer to 
reduce their chances of being arbitrarily de- 
dared enemies and sacrificed to Atzanteotl. 

the present day, induding a map and key for 
the village, is found in the module HWA 
Nightrage.) 

Tduacan 
This town is notable because it is contains a 
site sacred to Atzanteod. Every year, mid-lev. 
priests make an annual pilgrimage of purifica- 
tion to the shrine. They arrive on various days, 
depending on the town from which they set 
out, but they all depart their towns and villap- 
es on the day of 5 Ollin (the number 5 being 
good for priests, and Ollin being the glyph oi 
movement). 

The tecuhtli of Tehuacan is a fat old warrior 
named Itzacoatzin. He was once a proud sol- 
dier, leading several remarkable raids against 
the Schattenalfen. He has dedined in his m i c  
dle years, however. He gained the governor- 
ship of Tehuacan mainly because he is a cousin 
of Moctitlapac. the tlatoani, and staunchly 
loyal. He is also very malleable in the hands of 
the detgy, who have an understandable inter- 
est in keeping tight control on the holy town. 

1- 

1 
(A more detailed description of the town in 

he is valued as an administrator because he 
follows the directives of the Chitlacan hierar- .I 
chy without question. * 

5 

'I 
Forts 
Being a warlike people, the Azcvls of course 
have made many enemies: wen as they send '! 

forays into neighboring lands, so too must > 
they be ever vigilant for rembuuve strikes. A 
key part of the empire's defense is the networb 
of great forts. .Each serves twofunctions: It is a8 
rallying point for defensive action, and the .I 

launching point. for offensives. Each has a 
large contingent of warriors, who train, drill, ~' 

and mount petty raids just to keep their skills 
honed, until the moment of a great attack. 

Side by side with the miliary commanders, j 

there is a military-religious hierarchy of Atzan-: 
teod's priesthood, here to serve the spitimal ? 

needs of the soldiers (and their temples' need 
for a constant supply of sacrificial victims). 
Besides a commanding officer, each fort has a 
chief priest, who offiudy conunands all &et 
priests and often in practice has the ability to ... 
overrule the nominal commander. 

below, noting their purposes or 
importance. 

Fort Hueca 
This stronghold not far from the Malpheggi 
Swamps is the center of recruitment of lizard 
man mercenary auxiliuics, with which the 
Azcvls supplement their own armies for as- 
saults against the Oltecs and Schatt 
a couple of incidents it went the 0th 
The Schattenalfen hired the lizard men t 
attack Fort Hueca! 

Fort lxtlapac and Xichu Fort 
Both of these northern forts indude a na 
detachment as well as a standing army. They 
ward off the northern Beastmen and Ncathar, 

We briefly discuss some major Azcan 
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and are also diligent hunters of the dinosap 
and other beasts of the Chitlalw River that 
might be obsuuctions to travel and commerce. 

Ximac Fort 
ximac ~ o r t  has immense strategic ~gnific-ce. 
As the muthemmost end of the Chitlacan 
Road. it is the gateway to the fertile farms and 
rich cities of the empire’s heartland. It is also 
the stmingpoint for expeditions to the eeS 
of Chapultepec and Tepetitlan. Finally, it b 
the edge of the territory over which the Azcans 
and Schattenalfen have fought for centuries. 

It is not by chance that h a c  Fort has the 
largest garrison of any fort in the empire, the 
most competent officers, and the most podrer- 
ful military priests. 

The emperor always takes care not to let 
Ximac Fort be too powerful, however, lest it 
be the launching point for a mutiny. 

Fort zitapan 
This is one of the smallest of the major forts. 
It appeared fint as a wayside on the uail from 
Yuzihuapac to Atacoatli. It saw some service as 
a base for raids against the easern Neathar, 
and as a recruitment center for Malpheggi i 
lizard man mercenaries. Sometimes the Atlpans 
attack the Gentle Folk of the forest east of, 
Zitapan; were it not for the Sped of Presem- 
tion, and the interests of certain Immortals, 
that forest would long ago have been overrun 
by Azcan warriors. 

Fort Zitapan is best known as a haven fot 
less formidable warriors. New recruits, young 
officers, and proven incompetents who canhot 
be trusted with the strategically vital forts 
along the empke’s perimeter often wind up 
here. 

Zitapan has had its moments of glory, s&h 
as the infamous Battle of Tihuantepec. f i l e r  
learning that Zitapan was the “weak link” + 
the Azcan defensive chain, a horde of Balatai 
Neathar forded the Tolai River, marched 
through the rainforest between the Gentle 
Folks’ forest and the Malpheggi Swamps, and 

attempted to sack Yuzihuapac. The Azcans 
were outnumbered, outweaponed, and pre- 
sumably far surpassed in skill and experience. 
Only the brilliant strategy of a young com- 
mander (and perhaps the helpful wink of an 
obscure Immortal) saved the day. The Neathar, 
more confused than actually cut down, retreat- 
ed in disarray and swore never again to trust 
spies’ advice about Azcan forts. (The com- 
mander’s name, by the way, was Otziltipac.) 

Cities = 

is no 
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Huitlak tima 
This city of 45,000 is on the western shore. It 
is the empire’s main connecting point with 
other civilizations. Zaders from the Traldar 
Kingdoms, the Milenian Empire and even 
more distant lands come to trade goods, and 
Azcan traders depart from this port for their 
long ocean journeys. 

Huitlaktima is charged with the defense of 
the empire from attacks from the west. Most 
threats consist of pirates from the Merry Pirate 
Seas. The military in Huitlaktima is well 
equipped to repel a “real” invasion, but the 
pirates’ hit-and-run tactics baffle and frustrate 
them. 

The ruler of Huitlaktima is Prince Tlach- 
tadatlan, the third surviving son of Moctitla- 
pac. He is pretentious, stuffy, petty and 
incompetent. He could not govern the city 
were it not for the advice and assistance of 
Chupicuaro, the high priest of Atzanteotl. 

is naturally home to a great many powerful 
traders. They appreciate the Tlachtatlatlan’s 
incompetence, since it gives their activities 
greater latitude. They suspect that the priest 
Chupicuaro is more influential than generally 
believed, and wonder what sinister plans he 
may have in store. Many of the merchants are 
secret converts to the New Way. 

Huitlaktima is also known for the House of 
the Magician, a sort of academy for the promi- 
nent magic-users of the empire. It is a step 
pyramid, once a temple consecrated to 
Otzitiotl. 

in module HWA1, Nighmd. 

Tipcatliotl 
This southern city is the second largest in the 
Empire. It is near Ximac Fort, the vital bastion 
for defense against the Schattenalfen (and a 
base for launching attacks). Tenpocatliotl itself 
contains numerous garrisons. 

The nearby southeastern hills are rich with 
gold. Most notable are the great mines of Te- 

As the center of foreign trade, Huitlaktima 

A map and key to Huitlaktima are provided 

petitlan and Chapultepec, but there are scat- 
tered small camps and temporary villages of 
miners as well. Most of the gold fmds its way 
back to the emperor’s coffers in Chitlacan, but 
quite a lot stays in Tenpocatliotl, making it 
second only to Chitlacan in wealth. 

Tenpocatliotl is ruled by Prince Toziltipac, 
the oldest son of the emperor. Like his father, 
he is cruel and efficient; but he also hums 
with the rages and hatreds taught by Atzan- 
teotl. It is generally expected that Toziltipac 
will be the next ruler of the Azcans. 

Titlapoca 
This northern city is far away from the the 
tight-fisted dominance of the capital city. It is 
the northwestern garrison responsible for send- 
ing out northern expeditions against the Nea- 
thar; they are not particularly strong there and 
this is an easy border to defend. Here, there 
are actually temples and small pyramids still 
dedicated to Kalaktada and Otzitiotl, and 
most of the population s t i l l  follow these two 
Immortals-though they do of course perform 
the obligatory ceremonies to Atzanteotl. 

The ruler of Titlapoca is, unusually, neither 
a son of the emperor nor a cleric of Atzanteod. 
Since the emperor only had four sons who 
were clerics, he selected a military hero of dis- 
tinguished lineage to assume the rulership of 
the most distant imperial city. Governor Ot- 
ziltipac is not in his heart a follower of Atzan- 
teotl, but must pretend to be to maintain his 
position. 

In fact, Otziltipac is an adherent-the 
highest-placed one, although not the leader- 
of the New Way movement. His policy of 
turning official eyes away from “questionable” 
activities (questionable to Atzanteotl’s fol- 
lowers, that is) have made Titlapoca a haven 
for the New Way and other religions, dissi- 
dents, and foreigners. 

Yuzihuapac 
This is a dreary Azcan city on the edge of the 
Malpheggi swamp. It is more humid than 



other Azcan cities, and fights a constant battle 
with the encroachments of swamp vegetation. 
It is the southeastern bastion of the Empire, 
charged with keeping the Malpheggi lizard 
men out (and meeting with those of the lizard 
men who will work for the Azcans). Expedi- 
tions against the Oltecs and southwestern-' 
Schattenalfen are launched from here. 

Prince Azcotica, the youngest surviving son : 

of the emperor, is the ruler of this city. He is '1 

an avid hunter and often goes out on dinosaur 
hunts. He received the rulership of this rotten 
community because he was the youngest; he is 
a good administrator, however, and could 
shape up into a competitor for Toziltipac for 
eventual rulership of the Empire. He got along 
well enough with his eldest brother until they 
were assigned distant cities to rule; now, with 
the throne of the Empire at stake, they have 
become competitors and enemies. 

Lakes, Waterways, and 
"'etlands - - 
w lien the Azcan people were transportea TU 

the Hollow World, they had not discovered 
the wheel. Now, thanks to the Spell ofpreser- 
vation, even though they have encountered 
other cultures that use it, they disdain its use. 
For overland journeys, they use some pack 
animals, but human potters are the primary 
method to haul goods. Earthen roads and 
trails connect the towns and cities. The most 
popular means of transport, however, are wa- 
terways. (This is one of the reasons that so 
much of the Azcan population is centered on 
Lake Chitlaloc and its tributary rivers.) Besides 
natural waterways, there are canals, built with 
the funds and manpower of the emperor, the 
military, and the tra 

Acatfan Marshes 
Placed in the trim 
Chitlaloc River and the Bay of Tlapac, the 
Acadan Marshes are a vast and almost entirely 

unexplored delta. The Azcans (apart from. ..- 
adventurers and fugitives) avoid its noisome 
expanse; and, unlike the Malpheggi Swamps, 
it lacks B population of intelligent lizard men. 
It is home to many dinosaurs, however, espe- 
cially the large herbivores who require the 
shallow waters to support their bulk, and 
ubiquitous reeds to fd their bellies. Rumors in 
Netzacoatl and Titlapoca speak of stranger and 
more dangerous denizens of the marshes, how- 
ever. More than one party of bold youths has 
vanished there, chasing after a tale of hidden 
pirate gold. Even on the fringes, quicksand is 
a danger of which one must be wary. Legends 
speak of ancient, alien ruins, dating from be- 
fore the Preservation, being hidden by the tall 
reeds and stagnant waters. 

The inner regions of the Acatlan Marshes 
are noticeably warmer than the rivers, bay, and 
surrounding dry lands. Although no Azcans 
have explored the marshes enough to find out, 
the warmth is geothermal, caused by hot 
springs which well up from the depths of the 
earth. The sulfur in this water, added to the 
stagnant pools and decaying organic matter, 
gives the marshes their distinctive unpleasant 
odor. 

The warmth of the marshes interacts with 
the cool local air, and the regular, cool rains, 
to generate a blanket of m i s t  over the delta 

This important river is the main route for :I. i 
trade between the northern plains and decidu- 
ous forests and the heart of Azcan civilization. 
The Atcans are careful to keep it dear of dan- 
gers, since the rich farmlands in the triangle 
between Ocotepec, Izumal and Netzacoatl are 
the main source of maize for the capitk and 
transporration by water is vastly cheaper than 
land transportation along the Chitlacan Road. 
The river NnS between Lake Chitlaloc and 
Bay of Tlapac. 

, .  



Emple of Atzanteoil in Enpocatliod: 

Once the Azcan people lived on in the world 
of the moving sun. To feed the sun and keep it 
returning, the priests offered humans in sacri- 
fice. 

But then, seduced by the softness of the 
Oltecs and their women, many Azcans turned 

The Azcans are a beautifully savage race. They 
are cruel, very cruel indeed, but this is not the 
mindless, barbaric cruelty one sees among my 
own Antalian people. Azcan cruelty is exqui- 
site: Whether on the stone of sacrifice or in 
the dachtli courts, they have elevated it to the 
statuq nf art 

w 
. .. -.. 

to evil, selfish, weak ways. They inverted the 
proper order of things, and said that to he 
killed for the gods was not noble, proper, and 
the highest honor, but a waste, an evil thing 
itself' As this heresy spread, the gods were 
denied the holy blood of sacrifice, and their 
thirst went unquenched 

Without nourishment, the sun weakened 
and perished. This unleashed evil spirits upon 
the world. the mtzimme, nightmare creatures 
from the dimensions of perpetual twilight, 
which devoured and destroyed all m their 
path. The immortals cursed and forsook the 
faithless people, letting the tzitzimitl destroy 
as they pleased. They sent evil spirits of 
drought, plague, earthquakes, and famine 
across the land In this manner the wicked 
were obliterated from the face of the Known 
World 

ful; and although most of the Immortals pad  

one Immortal, the great Atzanteotl, smiled 
upon them He them to a new place, 
where the fiery red sun, his throne and palace 
in the sky, never set 

To show his people where to build Chitla- 
can, Atzanteotl sent them a sign. On an island 
there grew a cactus, reminding the people of 
Azcans of their ancient, desert homeland; and 
upon this cactus there perched a mighty eagle, 

ned of them. They are city-dwellers in the 

It seems that the Azcans are an extremely 
dent race, perhaps one of the oldest in our 

malicious trickery of the Immortals. . . t 
that is the stuff of dreams. 

Dreams are something to which most Az- 
cans are not particularly predisposed, I might 
note. They are very practical and industrious, 
completely devoted to their vocations of war I 

trade-two pursuits which they equate in an 
abstract way, as both are understood as the 
conquest of non-Azcans. Their competetive 
nature is almost frightening in its intensity. 

to rule the world, They begeve quite ardently 

Some, a very small few, had remaned faith- 
If there is an Azcan dream, it must be this: 

that they are destined to rule the world, that 
their patron Atzanteotl has foreordained this. 

them no mind as they unleashed the carnage, 

teotl. Were it not for the equal ferocity of 
Schattenalfen, the Azcans perhaps could 
realize their dreams. 

If this Immortal, Atzanteotl, exists, his w 



priests, “will we build our city, and our em- 
pire.” And so they did. 
~ Atzanteotl instkcted his people to offer 
sacrifice before him and his celestial temple, 
He gave the people a calendar so that, in a 
place where there is no night, they could mark 
the passage of time and offer their lord his 
proper sacrifices, 

As long as they have continued to serve 
him, following the holy calendar and offering 
him human sacrifices as it prescribes, Atzan- 
teotl has guarded his people and provided for 
their needs. So long as they continue to do so, 
they rest well, knowing that they need not fear 
another cataclysm at the hands of a pantheon 
of vengeful deities. But if the people fall away, 
if the blood on the great sacrificial stone on 
the temple of Chitlacan ceases to flow, terrible 
indead will be Atzanteot 

The Azcan Pe 

I 

I 

From the journals of 

I have not yet made up my mind as to whethei 
or not the Azcans have a rigid society. On the 
one hand, they are terribly fond of structure, 
order, and centralization; and tradition strictly 
dictates the dress and behavior of each social 
class. And yet, my studies of their folklore and 
actual life stories indicates that it is possible- 
even likely-that talented individuals will rise 
to levels from which they would be excluded 
by birth in other cultures. 

At the bottom of the social ladder are the 
slaves, or tlacotin. Most of these persons are 
foreigners, captured in war or acquired by 
trade with pirates. A tlacoti has little to expect 
from life; indeed, he always runs the risk of 
being offered as a sacrifice to their patron evil 
spirit, Atzanteotl. 

Slightly better off is the maceualli, or com- 
moner. There is quite a bit of variety amonc 
the maceuallin, including tenant farmers, 
relatively wealthy peasant landowners, an, 
urban craftsmc 

I 

The tenant farmers, called “hands of the 
earth,” are supposedly free, unlike the slaves, 
but own no property. They work other mens’ 
land, and are bound to the soil as serfs. They 
do not have the rights of a citizen (which 
means their landlord can treat them with ex- 
treme cruelty); but on the other hand, they 
don’t seem to pay any taxes, nor are they re- 
quired to work imperial lands. Their ruler is 
whosoever should own the land on which they 
work. As free men, however, they may be 
required to serve in the emperor’s armies, and 
they must answer to the courts of temple and 
state. 

Tenant farmers, as well as slaves, may be 
required to play tlachtli, a perfectly barbaric 
game in which two teams use whatever means 
necessary to put a rubber ball through the 
other team’s hoop. It is played on a stone 
court, found in most towns and every city. 
Every year they have a great tournament, 
where each town puts together a team of E 
ers. The best of these teams are gathered i 
Chitlacan for the climax of the season. Aft,, 
“elimination rounds’’ (in which each losing 
team is sacrificed on the Great Pyramid of 
Atzanteotl-something the Azcans consider a 
great honor), a final winning team is declared. 
Its members are showered with gifts and trea- 
sures, and are elevated to the class of citizen. 

landowners and craftsmen. Landowning com- 
moners gather together in groups, called 
calpulli. Perhaps in the past they were family 
or tribal distinctions, but now they seem to be 
a simpler matter of geography. A calpulli has 
an elected leader, the calpullec. It seems to me 
that this position has been gradually growing 
obsolete, as the priests and nobles consolidate 
their power. 

A craftsman belongs to his local calpulli 
but also may have membership in a guild. In 
the large cities these groups of craftsman may 
hold considerable influence, thanks to thei 
pooled resources. 

Higher than the tenant farmers are common 
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clothing, for the climate requires nothi 

sandals (especially those who live in rockier 
regions), but most are found barefoot. 

The best way for a commoner to improve his 
lot is through the army or, if he has the talent, 
the priesthood. Citizen commoners may enter 
the schools run by the military and theocracy. 
Many an extraordinary commoner has acquired 
an elevated position as a soldier or priest. In- 
deed, the ruler of one of the cities today was 
born a commoner, rose as an extraordinary 
soldier, then commander, and then wooed and 
won the hand of one of the emperor’s d 

empire. 

chy are traders. These wily fellows are indis- 
pensable to the empire, both for their 
economic contributions and as spies keeping 
the tlatoani and priesthood abreast of develop- 
ments across the world. The traders flatter 
themselves as being the best soldiers among 
the Azcans-but not without good reason. 
Their trade routes are perilous, and it is true 
that Azcan military conquests are normally 
preceded by a mercantile colonization by the 
traders. For forgotten reasons. the traders are 
independent of the rest of the empire’s legal 
systems; they even have their own priesthood, 
to tend to the spiritual and corporal needs of 

Almost outside of the regular social hierar- 

Almost every spring or grove is believed 
have its guardian spirits, whom the simple folk 

Rabbits even have priest.-closely monitored 
by Atzanteotl’s agents, of course. I’ve even 
noticed two deities of the Oltecs-Otzitiotl 
and Kalaktatla-among the Azcans. Perhaps 
these Immortals had considerable followings 
before the rise of Atzanteotl. 

Crowning nobility and priesthood alike is 
the emperor, whom the Azcans title tlatoani. 
He is by tradition a spellcasting priest of At- 
zanteotl, and must have been a son or other 
close relative of the previous tlatoani. When 
one emperor dies, the chief priests and highest 
nobles of the land gather to elect the new 

we Once captured A~~~~ on a raid-which 

tle. This one was knocked senseless by a blow, 
but survived. 

We’d heard blasphemous rumors about the 
Azcans following our sacred Atzanteotl, so we 
thought we’d query this prisoner on the mat- 
ter. 

He withstood torture surprisingly well-and 
this was cultured, expert torture, I should tell 
you. Nonetheless, the pain got to him eventu- 
ally, and he broke his silence to cry out for the 
mercy of Atzanteotl. 

We were all very offended that he would 
clam our Immortal as his own Didn’t he 

are eager to please. Some Of the Four Hundred is no easy task, since they prefer to die in bat- 
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realize that Auanteotl was Schattenalfen, and 
would never stoop to intercourse with mere 

By this point the poor fool was blubbering 
and babbling incoherently, and couldn’t seem 

n to make sense of our questions. Not that 
d have likely answered them, anyway. 

The one strange thing we could seem to 
make out from his simperings was that-of all 
absurdity!-he wanted to be sacrificed to At- 
zanteotl! Apparently it would guarantee him 
some son of paradise, just like death in battle. 
Since he seemed past any value or use to us, 
we decided to fulfill his wish. 

report from Drineuvel, a SchattenalfeD firm 
commander, to certain priests of Atzanteod 
who desired information on the legal system of 
the Azcan enemies: 

Honored Lords: 

It is my pleasure to respond to your query 
regarding Azcan laws. Our spies and in- 
fo;mers,l must confess, hav; done little study 
of this question; but it is easy enough to infer 
the truth from the intelligence we have gath- 
ered for other purposes. 

The fact is simply this: The Azcans have no 
laws; they are illiterate barbarians, relying on 
the supposed decrees of their false gods, which 
really amount to the whims of their princes 
and high priests. 

You may have heard of Azcan writing-but 
it clearly is a myth. The “glyphs,” declared by 
Azcan sympathizers to be writing, are nothing 
more than conventionalized decorative art- 
work. It is likely that these small-minded sav- 
ages endow their glyphs with a rude sense of 
symbolism, or superstitiously believe them to 
contain potent protective magic. They are 
obviously deluded. 

mortals; in particular, the lunacy of Atcans 
following His Eternal Splendor, Atzanteotl. 

You may also have heard of the Azcan Im- 

Nothing could be further from the truth! A 
very reliable informant reports that many Az- 
cans serve “the Four Hundred Rabbits,” which 
can be nothing more than primitive tribal 
totems or fetishes. 

Given that they serve such a patently false 
pantheon of “divinides,” it is logical to con- 
clude that the notion that laws are derived 
from divine commands is a ruse. Countless 
reports over the years have found that “law,” 
inasmuch as that term can be used, is nothing 
more than the whims of the high priests and 
males of the royal family. Trappings of divine 
command, interpretation of glyphs, and the 
like are a smokescreen to delude and pacify 
the populace. 

Everything confirms what we Schattenalfen 
have long recognized: The Azcans ace a crude, 
heretical. tyrannical, and lawless culture. 

If your Eminences should desire further 
data, such as original intelligence reports and 
interrogation transcripts, I would be honored 
to furnish them. 

Respectfully, 
Field Commander Drineuvel 
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Creating Azcan Player 
iaracters 

I t  11's acccptabk IO your Dungeon hla*ier. \'ou 
may create Azcan player characters for use in 
your DUNGEONS & DRAGONSO game 
campaign. 

If you've already been playing with the 
HOLLOW WORLD" boxed set, you may have 
active Azcan characters already. The informa- 
tion that follows is not meant to contradict or 
replace the information on Azcan characters 
presented in the HOLLOW W0RL.D" Players' 
Guide. Rather, it clarifies, expands and elabo- 
rates upon those rules, giving you more diverse 
opportunities for your Azcan characters. If ever 
you encounter a difference between the two, 
however, you'll probably want to go with what 
this book says. 

Azcans are humans; they therefore are able 
to be fighters, clerics, magic-users or thieves, 
and in fact all of these classes occur in abun- 
dance in Azcan society. 

es, let's consider some things that apply to all 
Azcan characters. 

Azcan Benefits 
Like most peoples of the Hollow World, the 
Azcans have special benefits and limitations 
due to their cultural and racial heritage. Be- 
cause they are very tough, Azcan characters get 
an extra hit die at first level, and + 1 hp per 
experience level above Ist, up to 10th level. 
This bonus is combined with any bonuses or 
penalties the character receives on account of 
his constitution score. 

Example: Let us suppose we have a first 
level cleric of Atzanteotl with a constitution of 
13. He would have 2d6 hit points, rather than 
the usual ld6. because he is Azcan; an addi- 
tional hit point would he added because of his 
high constitution. At second level, he would 
gain Id6 + 2 hp more (for 3d6 + 3 hp total), 
which includes + 1 hp for his Azcan heritage 
and + 1 hp for Constitution. Each level the 

But before we talk about the character class- 

cleric advances where he gains a new hit die 
and his constitution bonus, he will gain the 
Azcan hit point bonus as well. 

Azcan Limitations 
Balancing their toughness, Azcans are hi.-.. 
in what sort of weapons and armor their cul- 
ture allows. Spedfcally, they may use the 
following: 

Melee Weapons: Club, dagger, hand axe, 
javelin, mace, pole arm (pike only), 
shortsword, spear, staff. 
Missile Weapons: Atlatl, blowgun, bola, 
Short bow, sling. 
Armor: Leather, shield (horned shield, knife 
shield, sword shield, and tusked shield are 
not allowed). 
The above apply to fighters and normal 

humans. Except in the most curious circum- 
stances, other sorts of weapons will not be 
found in the Azcan Empire. 

additional limitations on their armor and 
weaponry, as follows: 

Azcan clerics, magic-users and thieves have 

Clerics: Weapons-bola, club, mace, sling, 
staff; armor-leather armor and shield. 
Magic-users: Weapons-Bola, dagger, staff; 
magic-users are not permitted tow 
armor. 
Thieves, with regard to usable weapons, are 
the same as fighters, except they are not 

of bronze, iron, or steel. They may oecasional- 
ly hammer a knife or axe out of copper, but 
for the most part they scdpt their blades and 
arrowheads from stone, such as flint or nbsidi- 
an. For simplicity, however, we recommend 
that these "stone age" weapons be treated no 
differently from their metal counterparts. 

There are arcane, ancient reasons for Azcan 
characters' rigid cultural preferences. Your DM 
may have shared them with you, or you may 
come to a better understanding of the peculiar 
nature of the Hollow World in the course of 
your adventures. 
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The preference for certain weapons among th 
Azcans is an aspect of what’s called cultural 
bias, and it’s something that appears in most 
Hollow World cultures In brief, characters 

over all others. This preference must be fore- 
most in mind; most Azcans will violate it on1 
in the most extreme circumstances 

An Azcan character will refuse to reguIarly 

particular styles of decoration. Even if an Az- 
can were to pick up a new piece of armor or 
weapon which fits on the list above but ongi- 
nates from another cultural milieu (say, a 
Schattenalfen shortsword), he would be anx- 
ious to decorate it in the style of his people, so 
that he would be more comfortable using it 

It is usuallv most honorable for a character 

Experience points are acquired more slowly. 
For three full experience levels, the character 
divides experience received by half, For in- 
stance, a second level character who begins to 
ignore his cultural bias earns one-half experi- 
ence points up to third level, through fourth, 
fifth, and sixth  levels. Once he reaches sixth 
level, the chatacter resumes earning full expe- 

to remain faithful to his native Azcan culture. 
Sometimes this may make the character look 
foolish, but fear not’ It’s the foreigners’ fault 
they do not recognize the superiority of Azcan 
ways‘ 

When it’s not merely embarassment, but 
actual mortal danger at hand, it’s all right to 
bend the rules a little For instance, a group of 
Azcan characters may be fighting an undead 
creature, which they know can only be harmed 
by magical weapons. The only magical weapon 
available is a sword + I-a weapon prohibited 
to Azcan characters’ In this unusual situation, 
where the lLfe of the Azcan character or some- 
one (or some goal) dear to him is obviously at 
stake, and there is no other apparent way of 
doing the job, the Azcan will stoop to use a 
non-Azcan weapon. As soon as the danger is 
past, however, he will revert to familiar mate- 
rials. Never will he become proficient in a 
weapon of another culture. 

Violating Cultural Bias 
We do not mean to inhibit the choices of 

players with this cultural bias Player characters 
have free will, of course, and may well decide 

rience. If at time the Azcan resumes his 
customs, he returns to earning experience at 
the normal rate. However, if he subsequently 
&dons the Customs %ai% he Starts Over 
from the beginning on the path of three full 
levels of reduced experience. 

even when the breaking of Customs is neces- 
sary. In the example discussed earlier, the 
Dungeon Master could decide that the Azcans 
who used the magical word will receive only 
half the usud experience for that encounter 
(but at least they’re alive!). 

A second penalty is the loss of the special 
Azcan hit Point bonus. If an Axan has for- 
saken his people’s customs, he ceases to gain 
an extra hit point per die on subsequent expe- 
rience levels. However, previous gains cannot 
be lost. The Azcan discussed above would not 
lose any of his 3d8 + 2 hit points at second 
level; but at third, fourth, fifth and sixth he 
would gain just ld8 rather than Id8 + 1 hit 
points. If an Azcan revem to his customs, he 
regains the hit point bonus after he has earned 
one full experience level while behaving in the 
manner ofhis culture, 

The DM will find this penalty easy to assess, 



Finally, characters who forsake their cust 

bloodthirsty patron Immortal of the empire 
These clerics may rise to the heights of power 
and social staus, but they are also restricted b 

place and duties in the hierarchy, 
Other Immortals' clerics do exist in Azca. 

While they have somewhat more freedom than 
Atzanteotl's, they are constantly watched, as 

powerful role over society 
Hollow World clerics must have a nat,.,. 

wisdom score of at least 16 This high score 
stdl earns the usual + 10% experience point 

As explained in the HOLLOW WORLD'" 

to deranged, perverted, or evil. They might 
also assume him to be an exile or uaitor, and 
probably criminal. 

If the character resumes the manners of his 
culture, he will be accepted agm. However, 
after three levels of behaving other than Az- 
can, he will permanently be regarded as an 

toms, other Azcans will feel uneasy around 
him, inruiting that there is something differ- 
ent about him. 

Fighters bonus. 
Warriors are among the most respected sub- 
jects of the empire; from birth, Azcan boys are 
taught that the most honorable death is in 
battle-or, failing that, on Atzanteotl's stone 
of sacrifice. Every free adult who is fit, save 
those who are inducted into the priesthood, 
are required to serve several years as soldiers. 
Almost every one will see combat duty against 
one of the Azcans' many enemies. 

Thieves 
A fair number of members of the thief class 
are found in Azcan culture. Larceny is not 
always their chief activity, though; a greater 
number acquired their skills of stealth by 
working as scouts, either in the Azcan army or 
For pochteca (merchant) caravans. 

Thievery as such makes little sense among 
the Azcans. They do not measure wealth in 
material terms, but more as a function of hon- 
or and social position-which cannot well be 
stolen, and must rather be earned. 

A very small number of Azcans do make 
their living by stealing the fruits of others' 
labor. Many of these hail from the merchant 
families, where perhaps they were less than 
successful in normal commerce. Theft is da 

Outcast. Even if he briefly resumes Atzanteotl's hierarchy obsessively guar& (VC 

boxed set, many clerical spells are useless 
unknown in the Hollow World. For your 

includes new spells (indicated by asterisks), 
which are described thereafter Your DM may 
introduce other usable spells in the course of 
play as he deems appropriate. Unless you ha 
received instructions otherwise, assume you 
may only take spells from this list. 

spell (e.g., curelight woundscould he re- 

especially those of Atzanteotl, wdl favor re- 

Note that an asterisk indicates a reversible 

ersed forms of spells 

ds* 

LC 

Ivil 
'urify Food 
Lemove Fea. 
Lesist Cold 
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ic who may serve an administrative function in 
spite of a lack of spells, a magic-user without 
magical ability is pretty useless! 

The social setting makes magic use even 
rarer. Clerics and fighters are trained from 
early childhood, and most male children are 
therefore inducted into one of those two pr 
fessions. Magic-users have neither widesprea 
acceptance, nor formalized channels for train 
ing new members of their profession. 

There exists one “college” of magicians in 
the empire: the House of the Magician, in th, 
city of Huitlaktima. I t  is a step pyramid, for- 
merly consecrated to Otzitiotl. The priests of 
Otzitiotl would have torn it down, but it 
proved indestructible, so they handed it over 
to a brotherhood of sorcerers who were looking 
for a place to base their community. The 
House of the Magician is not a training schoo 
however. It is rather a sort of elite academy o 
fraternity, which the greatest magic-users of 
the land are invited to join. The magic-users 

ow profile, tending to their obscure 
es. They pay attention to politics on 

as it maintains their stable positio 
nges of society. Rumors whisper of 

ant on the reversed spell 
cause serious wounds, available only to clerics vi 
Atzanteotl. The spell does not kill; rather, 
when a character has been reduced to 0 hp or 
less by Atzanteod’s hand [which, like cause 
serious wounds, inflicts 2d6 + 2 hit points of 
“damage” per touch), he enters a deep state of 
paralysis. Any healing magic dispels &is en- 
chantment and restores lost hit points; other- 
wise the paralysis is of indefmite duration. 

Priests of Attanteotl use this spell to inca- 
pacitate reluctant sacrifcid victims. Note that 
it is particularly valuable in the Hollow World, 
where the regular holdperson spell does not 
work. 

cient, heretical rituals practiced deep in th 
ancient House of the Magician-but there is 
always idle gossip about that which happens 
behind closed doors 

So how do new magic-users arise? Appren- 
ticeship, of course. An experienced magic-us1 
will search the cities. towns and villages for a 
youngster who shows promise of magical tale 
[Le,, high intelligence-see below). He will 
offer the parents valuables in exchange for 
their child; regardless of the actual size of th< 
offer, few Azcans would dare to refuse a sot- 
cerer, for the magicians are highly feared 

el variant on the commol 
.s bat-winged fly- 

, ____ ic’s commands. 
railable to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tcler- 
hought by some that this 

of a spell known to ......,.... ia ago). 
Itnor class 6; xt ~i~~ 2 ~ ;  
3oor [loot); ~~~~h 1 bite 

nent uaotic. 

Vagic- Users 



apprenticeship ends, sharing spells and other 
arcane discoveries; others have legendary rival- 
r ia.  (For role-playing pleasure, you may, with 
your Dungeon Master. create information 

Third 
Dispel Mag 

ing girl-child as readily as a boy-child when he 
seeks an apprentice; similarly, about half the 
members of the House of the Magician are 
women. The rest of society is not quite so 

against "witches," perhaps rooted in resent- 
ment of the magicians' social autonomy, 
persists. 

must begin with a natural score of at least 16 
in Intelligence. Even hough this is required. 
the character still receives a 10% bonus to 
experience points earned. 

As explained in the HOLLOW WORLD" 
boxed set. certain spells are useless OK un- 
known in the hollow world. For your conven- 
ience in generating characters. we provide the 
following list of spells which are readily availa- 
ble to Azcan magic-users. Your DM may intro- 
duce other usable spells in the course of plav 

To become an Azcan magic-user, a character ~ i ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ *  

ProJectcd I 
Stone 

Seventh 
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option, it might be a skill gained by characters 
above first level). Alcohol is usually taboo 
among the Azcans, except on the most special 
occasions or in the mnst illustrious company. 
Recognizing its deleterious effects on people’s 
lives and society as a whole (especially since 
the Azcans have unfortunate genetic predispo- 
sition to the disease of alcoholism), the Azcans 
long ago decided that drunkenness was pun- 

hol shows up only on the tables of powerful 
nobles, or old people who are permitted their 
vices in the autumn of their lives. Azcan char- 
acters, even of noble lineage, will never have 
had the chance to have the Drinking skill at 
the outset. 

Such skills as these may present themselves 
to characters as they gain levels of experience. 
Adopting skills from outside of Azcan culture 
is risky business, however. It’s up to your DM, 
but an Azcan who learns and practices skill 
like Riding may be considered to be violating 
his cultural bias. 

I 

. ,  

boxed set, we will not repeat that informatior 
here. We do include a list of skills appropriate 
to Azcan characters, grouped by pertinent 
ability. Skills which are listed in italics are 
discussed afterward: They are new, or have 

described in the HOLLOW WORLD boxed set 

Note tha t  not all of the s!& described in the 

‘ I  

i 

particular modifications. All other skills are as ishable by death (by sacrifice, of course). Alco- . \  

2 

cd 
boxed set are listed here. “Treewalking,” for 
instance, is not appropriate to Azcan culture. 

Two mole conspicuous absences on the fol- 
lowing list are Riding (D) and Drinking (Co). 
The Azcans do not use horses as mounts or 
draft animals (they have people to work as 
porters!). Riding therefore cannot be a begin- 
ning skill for an Azcan character. 

Drinking is also outside the normal Azcan 

E rn 
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Malpheggi Swamps 
These vast wetlands are home to the lizard 
men and are actually outside the Azcan Em- 
pire. Azcans and lizard men coexist surprising- 
ly well. The Azcans trade manufactured goods 
for rare items (including exotic and medicinal 
herbs) from the inner swamps, and mercenary 
services against the Oltecs and Schattenalfen. 
The lizard men also have some trade goods to 
offer in return, typically taken or traded from 
the Neathar and Oltecs to their east and 
south. 

although brave adventurers and desperate 
fugitives will sometimes penetrate the mists. 

Tlapac River 
The Tlapac is a branch of the Chitlaloc River. 
In the triangle between it, the Chitlaloc River, 
and the Bay of Tlapac lie the Acatlan Marshes. 
Although both the llapac and the main 
branch of the Chitlaloc are slow and easily 
navigable, traders and travelers prefer the 
Tlapac River between Xichu Fort and Netza- 
c o d  on the journey to Titlapoca and the sea. 
On this route they are better protected from 
the hostile Beastmen, dinosaurs, and other 
unknown dangers that roam the d e s  and 
the lands north of the Chitlaloc. 

Toltenco River 
The Toltenco is the main artery of trade from 
the lizard men. This river, originating in the 
Malpheggi Swamp, carries traders from Yuzi- 
huapac to Chitlacan and the towns around 
Lake Chitlaloc. Its name means “at the edge 
of the rushes.” 

Bay of Uaxactun 

Azcans avoid the swamps most of the time, 

This is a rich place for fshing, although the 
Atcans must sometimes compete with vora- 
cious ichthyosaurs and other prehistoric sea- 
creatures. Foreign merchantmen (especially 
Milenians and Tddar) are frequently found 
here, bearing their wares to Huitlaktima and 
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carrying away the empire’s bounty in ex- 
change. 

Aztlan Mountains 
The peaks of this range, steep and marked by 
knife-sharp summit ridges, rearh 12,000 feet 
into the sky. Etyormous fore 
blanket the mountains’ wind 
tree’s branch is laden with 
plants (Spanish moss, orchids, and Sofocth). 
These form what is called montaine rain for- 
est, or cloud forest. Slender brown-white vim- 
iias (herd animals) roam the mountainsides. 

Despite their height, the mountains do not 
have an appreciably thinner atmosphere than 
sea level--unWre what one would fmtl on the 
outer world. This anomaly is due to the 
unique consmction of the Hollow World. 

Numerous fell beats wander the m a -  
tains. The Azcans avoid the heights as much as 
possible. Since time immemorial, they have 
been people of the lowlands, and this predis- 
position is reinforced by the Spell of Pmern- 
tion. Azcans-traders and soldiers-will 
normally be found only on the uail from 
ima to Huitlaktima. 

Of course, the desolation of the rest of the 
m a haven for misfit, 

als, as well as monsters 
which would be hunted down in more wpu- 

, there are numermus 

Some, like Atacalpa, are the relics of Azcan 
days of glory; others are of origin deeper in the 
mysterious, forgotten past. 

mountains. 
Adventure possibilities abound in the 

Wilderness: Dangers & 
Mysteries 

Past the barricades of humankind, the land 
is rife with the common monsters ofthe Hd- 
low World, the dinosaurs, which prowl the 
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forest. The herbivores usually content them- 
selves with eating leaves, bark and under- 
brush, stomping the occasional human who 
gets too close. However, they sometimes wan- 
der into the cultivated fields of the Azcans, 
grazing through the farmlands, often ignoring 
the efforts of the farmers to chase them back 
out. The carnivores hunt both the herbivores 
and one another. They sometimes wander out 
of the deep forest and into the outskim of the 
human communities, looking for a quick 
snack. 

Azcans are wary of the wilderness. Solitary 
travel, even along the Chitlacan Road, is un- 
known. People will typically arrange to uavel 
in the company of a trading expedition or 
corps of soldiers that shares their destination. 
In the Campaign Book we discuss the mon- 

sters to be found in various parts of the Azcan 
wilderness. Below, we roughly describe each of 
the major ruins shown on the boxed set map 
of the empire. 

Atacalpa 
These ruins date from before the days or 
Auuatzin’s rule. The northwestern mountains 
were the domain of the Chochomecs, an Az- 
can tribe which was particularly devout in 
service to Otzitiotl. When Atzanteotl’s philos- 
ophy became ascendant across the land, the 
Chochomecs suffered prejudice, persecution, 
and finally outright military assault. At last 
they abandoned their city and migrated east- 
ward, to resettle in Oltec lands. 

At the center of Atacalpa is a great, bowl- 
shaped monolith, on which is sculpted a relief 
of the Hollow World’s continents visible (when 
the air is clear enough) from the highest peaks 
of the Aztlan Mountains. 

For more details about Atacalpa, consult 
module HWA1, Nightwail. 

Axateotl 
Once a thriving metropolis, these ruins ne:- 
the Gulf of Aztlan are chilling testimony t 
the fact that, tradition and romantic notions 

aside, endless wars aren’t necessarily wealth 
and prosperity for the Azcan people. 

Over the course of the fmt thousand ye 
after the Schattenalfen mived in the Holl 
Wodd, the city of Axateotl was completely 
razed, and subsequently rebuilt, no less th 
six times. In addition, there were countler 

After the last attack, in BC 322, the Arc 
did not attempt to rebuild the city. A few 
brave suagglers stayed on amidst the ruins, 
but they could not survive long as modern 
Azcans. Instead, they devolved to an earlie 

to Azcan culture). 
The descendants of these tenacious Azc 

low compose several small tribes, most n 
Axateotl. others elsewhere in the ninfore 

erers, blending ib with the rainforest. 0 
sionally they prey on the Azcan expediti 
the mines of Chapultepec and Tepetitlan, or 
ambush Schattenalfen who wrav into their 

above all other Immortals, out of fear and 
respect for the mighty dinosaurs who roam 
their lands and in whose image they conceive 
him. Sometimes thev sacrifice orisoners with 

D~~ ~ ~~~. 

of these Gbes. They &e regarded as some- 
thing of a myth, or perhaps cleverly-disguised 
Oltec or Schattenalfen scoufs and spies. OtI 
wise, the Azcan armies would surely have at- 
tempted to eradicate the tribes, and bring 
their members home to the Azcan heartland as 
slaves and sacrifidal victims. (One might de- 
bate whether thecampaign would work. 
tribes have rediscovered the ancient, out 
uorld-Azcan arts of stealth and concealment. 

I’ 



as sacred ground. While most of the seven 
cities (remember, seven were built on exactly 
the same site) are overgrown or buried from 
centuries of erosion and neglect, the small 
pyramid-temple of Kalaktatla is tended duti- 
f d v  bv a grow of Drimitive tribal Driesu 
(they are more-like shamans, reall 

- 

Quauhnahuac 
The ruins of Quauhnahuac lie 90 miles north- 
east of the old lighthouse at Titlapoca. These 
ruins are all but forgotten by the Azcans. They 
were the last Hollow World home of the an- 
cient king, Auuatzin, before he was driven 
into the world’s crust by the pretender ele- 
vated to the throne by Atzanteod. 

Near to the ruins dwells a tribe of Azcans 
who. like those of the Axateotl region, have 

speaks of Auuatzin’s humble descent into 
Mictlan, the place of the dead, from which it 
is promised he will one day arise. 

The Auuatolco are consummate hunte 
and foresters. and have a strone taboo aea 

doctor, priest, and soothsayer) would they dan 
break it. 

Besides being rich with myth, Quauhnahua 
is home to a powerful artifact of Immortal 
manufacture, connecting this place with the 
outer world. This “elevator,” installed by 
Auuatzin, may be a point of entry for out- 

devolved to an earlier cultural stage. They call 
themselves the Auuatolco, and claim to be the 
descendents of the few survivors of Atmattin’s 
last stand. Indeed, they are a small tribe, and 
their epidemic genetic defects speak of untold X m 
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The land that I, Atruatzin, once ruled has 
flourished for millennia. Long ago it found 
beauty in diversity, and has kept that beau- 
ty, in spite of the dark one’s cruel reign, just 
as flowers may bloom in spite of the desert. 
Many are the paths my children follow on 
their journeys through this life. I know 
them well, for as I sought Immortality, I 
followed them all and many more besides. 

The Military 1 

From the day of his birth, an Azcan male is 
dedicated to war: His umbilical cord is buried 
with a miniature shield and arrows, and the 
crying babe is exhorted, in a ritual speech, to 
fight and die bravely. This is his purpose in 
this world as an Atcan. 

At the age of six or seven, a boy enters the 
telpochd? “house of the young men:’ some- 
thing resembling a military academy. There he 
receives a warrior’s uaining for three or four 
years. After that time his hair is shaved, except 
for one lock on the nape of his neck. This is 
called the piochtli, and the Azcan must not cut 
it until he has killed or (better yet, for the 
bloodthlmy priests of Atzanteotl) captured an 
enemy in battle. (He doesn’t have to accom- 
plish the deed alone.) He then cuts his piodrtli, 
and is recognized as iyac: a warrior, an adult. 

Many Azcans leave the army after attaining 
the title of iyac. (To leave earlier would mean 
lifelong disgrace.) Usually this is not a matter of 
choice: An iyac is forced to retire if he has not 
continued to succeed, capturing and killing 
more enemies over the course of several cum 
p a i p .  Leaving the military, he is forced to 
return to his family, settle, and work the land as 
afarmer or in the cities as acraftsman. He is 
then a maceualli-a commoner-and will never 
be privileged to wear the jewelry and rich, em- 
broidered clothes that adorn the nobles. 

A warrior who has captured or killed four 
foes on the battlefield, on the other hand, 
becomes a tequiua, and may remain in the 

army. This title means “one who has tribute ; 
that is, the tequiuaque are among the elite 
soldiers who receive shares of slaves and booty 
captured in a campaign. The tequiua is like an 
officer: He commands other soldiers, and co 
fers with the higher ranks on strategy deci- 
sions. The tequiua is also a noble, permittec 
to weaf the feather headdress and leather 
bracelets that indicate his rank. 

A soldier who continues to fight well, or a 
commander with proven talent for leadership, 
may continue to rise in the military hierarchy. 

At the summit of his career, a successful 
Azcan may be invited to join one of the em- 
pire’s military orders: The Jaguar Knights, the 
Eagle Knights, and the Knights of the Winged 
Viper. These are the greatest warriors of the 
empire (no knight is less than 5th level). Thev 
also wield considerable political influence, a 
the soldiers and many commoners look to 
them for leadership. The priests of Atzanteotl 
of course are wary of the fighting orders’ 
power and loyalties, and have infitrated all 
three orders with many spies and informants. 

At the head of the army (after the emperor, 
of course) are two persons: the tlacatecatl, wh- 
is the top field commander of the warriors; 
and the tlacochcalcatl, “the man of the 
javelin-house,” who coordinates logistics for 
expeditions and oversees the maintaining of 
Azcan forts. The men who fdl these sandals 
are among the most powerful in the empire. 

The Azcan nobility, unlike that of many 
other lands, is not a heredimy class. Any 
male commoner can become a noble, if he 
can prove himself on the field of war as a 
powerful warrior and thereby win the title 
of tequiua. Besides the. tequiuaque and 
higher military ranks, the nobility include5 
the tecuhtlin, high-ranking appointed ad- 
ministrators, such as the d e r s  of towns an 
cities - 
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There is a0 emziption to the merit basis of 
the nobiliw: Since A 

cuhtlin arc, not fo+y.nobles, +ey don’t 
sink to the level of commoqers either. A 
tecuhdin’s son is called pilli.’This word 
simply means “son,” but its implic&on is 
“son 0f.a tecuhtlin.” The pilli have qo for- 
mal privfiefi, and ,in theory hive to work.. 

Politics and Government = 
The vmAzean empirc is a complicated politi- 
cal structure. In theory the tlatoani is the .aBso- 
lute d e r ,  the int~teeemfAtm&teod!s signs, 
the giver .ef laws. .Of mum, there’s simply <too 
muchfor me.man to.do minthe,way of-iahnin- 
istration. For-this re-, ,&ehe:AtcPls maintain 
a byzantine structure of noMa odminisua,:: 
tors,.and.mn,’at the’lowestlmk; elected., 8 .  

oficials (a holdover hmtheearliest~days, 
when even the Azcmmonarch was elected).. 

TheCelpulli . . 
The d k s t  political unli: of the’&can Em- ’ 
pirc is the calpulli: The word literally means 
“group of houses.” It is a territory that is held 
as the common property of a group of 
families. 
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The telpochcalli is aw uuwiae me JUWUC- 

don of the calpullec. It is the province of mili- 
tary instructors, veterans of many campaigns 
against the foes ofthe Azcans, who are ap- 
pointed to their post by persons higher in the 
military command, or the emperor himself. 
After sewing a long and successful active ca- 
reer, a respectful retirement for an Azcan war- 
nor is to be appointed an instructor in a 
telpochcalli. The military officials of the 
telpochcalli have, with the emperors' bless- 
ings, increasingly taken over the military du- 
ties that were once the province of the elected 
calpullecs. 

Considerably more powerful than a calpullec is 
a tecuhdi, an Azcan administrator or noble. 
His area of jurisdiction is a village, town, or 
city, and it encompasses numerous calpulli. 
Governor Otziltipac of Titlapoca, for instance, 
is one of the tecuhtlin. 

The tecuhtli is a man of importance and 
distinction. Because of his high station, he i 
permitted to wear elaborate clothing and jm 
elry, the public display of which is forbidden 
to the common folk. He lives in a building 
called a tecdfi. The opulence of this palace 
will of course depend on exactly what place 
the tecuhtli governs; it could vary from a rela- 
tively simple wooden house in an outlying 
village, to the splendid, multi-storied palaces 
of Governor Otziltipac and the princely sons 
of the emperor who are tecuhtlin of the other 
major cities. 

The functions of the tecuhtli are fourfold: 
(1) to represent the people of his district be- 
fore the emperor and other chief imperial 
oficials (this includes protesting unfair taxa- 
tion or conscription, and the like); (2) to judge 
legal suits, criminal and civil; (3) in time of 
war, to lead the army divisions raised from his 
district; and fmally, (4) to be an administrator 
in general, maintaining order and seeing thar, 
the land was put to proper use. In this last 

~ 

role, he pays especial attention to the land 

W h i  was set aside to produce the imperial 
taxes. 
In order to accomplish all of these 

tecuhtli has the right to appoint offic 
functionaries beneath him.'The emper61 
course has the power to Suip any functi 
(or, for that matter; any tecuhtli) of his 
and power. 

Tecuhtlin are selected by the emperor. 
Along with his administrative position, he ' 

receives an allotment of land in his districts, 'I : 
farmed by the common Peaple. Proceeds fro&, 
this land constitute the income of &e tecuhtB; ! 
they must also be used to pay any offidals thg 
tecuhtli has decided to appoint. The tecuhtlin .i 
and their families are exempt from impefial ' 
taxes. Finally, the emperor periodically makes 
gifts of provisions, clothes, and luxuries to hii 
favored (or needy) tecuhtlio. 6 :  

The tecuhtli's power derives from t h e i c p d  ! 
(the imperial throne), for it is the emperor 
who appoinu him. In the olden days, the 
tecuhtli was elected, like the calpullec; but as" 
the priesthood of Atzanteotl and the office of 
the emperor grew in power, the emperor's ro& 
shifted from judging tedqhtlin who out- 
stepped the boundaries of their offices, to 
approving which tecuhtlin might be elected, '. 

to, now, outright controlling who gets what 
position and how long theispolitical career : 
will last. , 

In a sense the tecuhtlin €oms hereditary 
nobility, :since by tradition only a close relati 
(son, nephew, r or ielative) of a retifed or de- 
ceased tecuhtli will.ascend to the post. How 
ever, the emperor is known to make 
exceptions. For inbtance, Moctitlipa~ didmot 
hesitate to appoint:& own sons as tecuhtlin 
the major Azcan cities; and the tecuhtli of :: 
Titlapoca, Otziltipac, was a commoner who 
had risen through the ranks of the-army, and 'T.' 
ultimately married one of the emperor's 
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The Tlatoani (Empor) 
The tlatom’is the apex of the Azcan empire, 
the head of the military, the secular govem- 
ment, and the religious hierarchy. 

Azcans regard the tlatoani as something like 
an incarnation of Atzanteotl; at the very least, 
as the highest priest, he is understood to have 
direct access to the Immortal’s will. This 
means, of course, that the emperor is always 
correct, and everything that he commands 
must be obeyed. Contradicting the emperor is 
both a religious and legal offense. In practical 
terms this is just about the same as suicide. For 
almost two and a half millennia, emperors 
have had the privilege of commanding the 
summary sacrifice of anyone they wish. 
In short: The tlatoani holds absolute power, 

and is almost invariably absolutely corrupt. 
The tlatoani achieves his position by a 

unique combination of birth, talent, and a n -  
ning. To become emperor, one by tradition 
must be the son of the previous emperor (or, if 
there are no surviving qualified sons, the 
brothers and nephews of the previous emperor 
would be eligible). The second, and even 
more rigidly enforced, requirement is that one 
must be a spellcasting cleric of Atzanteotl 
(which means, in the Hollow World, that the 
character must have been endowed with an 
extraordinary Wisdom score). ’Ihird, one must 
be elected by a body of the chief priests, high- 
est tecuhtlin, and top military leaders, who 
decide who is Atzanteotl’s chosen from among 
the eligible candidates. Clever and resourceful 
would-be emperors (such as the present one, 
Moctitlapac) try to reduce the competition, so 
that they are the sole candidate in existence. 
Attanteotl encourages this: He admires a frat- 
ricidal streak in his datoani. 

For a crown, the tlatoani weafs an elaborate 
feather headdress, made from the plumes of 
winged vipers and the most exotic jungle birds 
(including the archaeopteryx). When presiding 
over official functions, he sits on the icpalli, a 
chair with a back that serves as the Azcan 
throne. 

The Imperial Bureaucracy 

so complex that a single man, even one en- 
dowed with absolute authority, could not 
possibly govern it all himself. Consequently 
there are the legions of bureaucrats, from 
palace functionaries and chief priests all the 
way down to the local nobles and villag 
priests. Each is given a tiny fraction of .. 
emperor’s authority (which is synonymous 
with Atzanteotl’s authority) to carry out his 
assigned task. 

Such perfectly powerful and corrupt em- 
perors aren’t often conducive to smoothly 
functioning administration. For this reason, it 
is tacitly understood by those in the know 
that the emperor is, in practice, much more 
of a figurehead than anyone could imagine. 
He could in fact command just about any- 
thing he wished-but most of his time is 
occupied by debauched diversions and sadis- 
tic pastimes, plus the occasional ritual func- 
tion (such as performing sacrifices on 
important festival days). 

The myriad bureaucrats and functionuies 
from the imperial treasurer to the Vey Cdpi2- 
qui (in charge of sanitation in the capital, 
Chitlacan) are too many to be listed or de- 
scribed in detail here. 

The generic name for an administrat 
(especially a tax collector) is cdpixqui (pj 
cdpixque). The most important of them will 
carry the title “tecuhtli,” and may attach the 
honorific s u f f i x  - tzh  to their name (e.g.. a 
man named Quahuapac might change his 
name to Quahuapatzin upon appointment to 
an important position), to indicate the 
spect due the name’s bearer. 

Law & Enforcem 

Of course, the Azcan empire is so vast and 

.. 

, ~ , .  , ., 

The emperor nominates judges, theoretically 
from among nobles and commoners, to adju- 
dicate disputes amongst the majority of the 
population (traders and priests have their 
separate systems of justice). In practice, most 
judges either are pilli (the sons of tecuhtlin), 



experienced calpixque, or retired warriors- 
who showed themselves to be intelligent and 
loyal to the state. The emperor does little but 
approve the nominations of his staff, in most 
cases. The staff, however, is meticulous in 
researching candidates. They scrutinize possi- 
ble judges for incorruptible character. since 
the judges have considerable power. People 
who are prone to drunkenness or bribe ac- 
ceptance will not be nominated. Most judges 
are, at least at the time of their appointment, 
of Neutral alignment. 

Judges are accorded profound respect, and 
granted wide powers. They have a small po- 
lice force at their disposal consisting of fight- 
ers of not less than 3rd level. These police 
may be authorized to arrest any person in the 
empire, except the emperor and his immedi- 
ate family-who, as purported avatars of 
Atzanteotl, are above criminality. The deci- 
sion of a judge is binding unless counter- 
manded by the tlatoani himself. 

ous that some judges may be corrupt. 
Charges of corruption, leveled officially by 
another judge, will bring a judge’s career to a 
quick close. With one such charge, even if 
not completely proven, a judge receives pub- 
lic censure and his reputation is seriously 
tarnished. A second charge brings dismissal at 
the least; if three other, unbiased judges (as 
appointed by the tlatoani) find the accused to 
be guilty of corruption, he may be sentenced 
to death by sacrifice. 

Azcan justice is swift and brutal. Many 
crimes warrant death by sacrifice; others earn 
slavery, public humiliation, and/ or corporal 
punishment (whippings or mutilation). The 
Azcans have no prisons; the closest thing are 
the giant wooden cages that hold criminals 
awaiting punishment. 

A final note: Every citizen has the formal 
right to appeal to the emperor if he feels 
judgement has been unfair. Few bother, how- 
ever, since such rulers as Moctitlapac have a 

With so much power, it is of course danger- 

of all parties involved without even hear 
the case. 

,‘W 

Azcaa Wealth 
The Azcans have a ancient proverb: “It is 
not wealth that brings honor, but honor 
that brings wealth.” This folk wisdom ex- 
plaks a lot about Azcan attitudes, and the 
way that Azcan traders differ from the rest 
of their society. 

Compared to people of many cultures, 
the typical Atcan is impoverished. Private 
property is hardly a concept among these 
people. Peasant families hold land in com- 
mon, if they are not mere tenant farmers, 
and divide it for labor according to the 
decisions of their calpulles. They operate on 
a subsistence level, growing enough food to 
feed themselves and their families, and 
either working the lands of the local gover- 
nor or providing goods or services as taxes. 

The fruits of this tax-labor flow to Chida- 
can, the capital, to the coffers of the emper- 
or. But despite his famous greed, the 
tlatoani is not a miser. He must ration out 
most of the income to his servants, from the 
highest officials down to the soldiers in 
h a c  Fort. 

Wealth, to the Atcan mind, is what these 
people who serve the emperor have. It is 
not something in itself. After all. what need 
has a person, beyond his food, clothing, 
and shelter? (And remember: this is an 
economy based on barter, not money.) The 
people who have great wealth are those who 
must give it away. 

For instance, a tecuhtli is given an allow- 
ance by the emperor. With this allowance 
he is supposed to support his staff of sol- 
diers, servants, administrators, and so forth. 
He is also expected to provide for the needs 
of his subjects iffamine or other disasters 
should strike. A rich man is one who re- 
ceives much because of his honor, and - 

habit of summarily com 



gives it all away. After all, what point would 
there be in hoarding away bales of textiles 
and bushels of grain? They would simply 
rot, and these are the chief currencies of &e 
realm. 

perishable-gold, for instance, and jewelry. 
These are the treasures wealthy men will 
keep, and display as symbols of their status. 
Their value is not one of commercial con- 
vertibility, however, because only nobles are 
permitted to wear them! 

A person’s wealth is commensurate with 
his position, reputation, and honor. Those 
of high repute will have many followers and 
numerous officials, and will thus need a 
great allowance to support them all. 

The connection with honor also explains 
why only the nobles are permitted expen- 
sive clothing: It not merely symbolizes their 
wealthlhonorlreputation, it is those things 
in tangible fact. 
As you may well imagine, this concept of 

wealth and property is attractive to great 
warriors and statesmen, who thrive on hon- 
or and social status, hut does not appeal to 
businessmen. This is one reason why the 
merchants are almost like a separate society, 
one in which private property has greater 
meaning. 

Some forms of wealth are non- 

Trade and Commerce 
Azcan merchants, known as pochtecatl in their 
native tongue, are a special dass unto them- 
selves. They are divided from the rea of Atcan 
society by activities, customs, and wen a dis- 
tinct and autonomous system of justice. They 
are almost like a separate nation, marrying 
among themselves, passing on the business 
from father to son, and wen worshipping in 
their own manner. 

Several families of pochtecatl-similar to 
the guilds of other cultures--exist in the At- 
can empire. Each is based in a particular city, 

and has a monopoly on the commerce of that 
city and the nearby land. They organize and 
lead massive caravans of porters for overland 
journeys, travel the waterways with their 
barges and boats, and deal with those foreign 
merchants who call at their home ports. 

Despite their wealth, the pochtecatl affect 
simple, humble ways. This has a lot to do with 
the way Atcans view wealth (see the boxed 
insert); traders who flaunt their possessions 
would be challenging the honor and respect of 
the nobility and might be put to death. Hence 
they carefully affect meekness and poverty. 
This often goes so far that a merchant will 
deny that he owns his caravan, and will claim 
to be merely an intermediary-a very poor, 
humble go-between-for someone else. 

A pochteca has great pride in his position, 
however. He considers himself a soldier of a 
special sort. Indeed, the uade routes are often 
perilous, and many a trader must of necessity 
be a stalwart fighter. The pochteca also sees 
himself as a conqueror, bringing back the 
spoils of his foreign exploits to the homeland. 
The pochtecatl‘s view of themselves as soldiers 
or conquerors goes so far that a trader killed 
on an expedition will be cremated, and de- 
clared to have joined the paradise of the sun- 
just as one would say of soldiers slain in battle 
or victuns on the sacred stone of sacrifice. Al- 
so, like warriors, the traders offer sacrifces to 
Atzanteotl on festival days; but while the sol- 
diers offer prisoners of war, the traders hand 
over slaves to the priests. Of course the war- 
riors’ prisoners are sacrificed fust, since they 
are of the greatest honor. 

The traders do have various contacts with 
the mainstream society, besides the commer- 
cial. Their children are permitted to go to the 
calmecac, the priests’ school, where they can 
learn to read A d  write both the Azcan -and 
Neathar languages. Some very few might ev 
leave the merchant class to become officials 
priests. 

Each trader family has a chief or leade , 
known as the pochtecatlatohqui, “merchant 
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lord,” whose name ends in the honorific -tzin. 
The pochtecatlatohque are too old to actually 
travel, but they supervise the younger pochte- 
catl’s caravan arrangements and preside over 
ceremonies of arrival and departure. The mer- 
chant lords have further responsibilities: They 
are the legal authority over their pochtecatl, 
answerable solely to the tlatoani; and their 
legal authority covers all areas, not just matters 
of trade. They may even assign the death sen- 
tence for capital crimes. The pochtecatlatoh- 
que represent their families to the emperor. 

Beneath the merchant lord, the pochtecatl 
have several ranks or positions, such as: 

Tecubnenenque, ”Traveling Lords.” These 
individuals are respected for their experience 
in leading long, dangerous, and successful 
expeditions. 

sly Azcans have the job of infiltrating honile 
tribes and nations, wearing their clothes and 
speaking their languages, to scout trade oppor- 
tunities. Most are of the thiefclass. The poch- 

Naualoztorneca, “disguised traders.” These 

tecatl often share intelligence gathered by the 
naualoztomeca with the Azcan army. 

Teduanirne, “Who had offered slaves in 
sacrifice,” an honorary title for a clever, nota- 
ble merchant who has had much success, and 
thus has made many offerings of thanksgiving 
to Attanteotl. 

Teyaualouanime, “those who surround the 
enemy,” are an invaluable part of any overland 
journey. They are often of the thief class. They 
use stealth to scout out ahead of the caravan 
and warn of ambushes or possible danger. 

Tequanime, “wild beasts,” are the brawl 
fighters who guard a caravan. 

Apart from their public festival sacrifices, 
the pochtecatl do not participate in Azcan 
religion. They explain that they have their 
own way of honoring, adapted to the need 
traders fat from home and lacking trained 
priests. Some of Attanteotl’s priests worry that 
the pochtecatl may actually serve the old Im- 
mortals, but as long as they don’t corrupt the 
rest of society-and continue to pay their gi- 



gantic taxes-the theocracy doesn’t protest 
loudly. 
In fact, many tcaders do serve the old Im- 

mortals, Otzitiotl and Kalaktatla, and have 
secretly done so for centuries. They even have 
some clerics-secretly, of course-and some- 
times take non-pochteca clerics under their 
wing for protection. Similar protection may be 
extended to foreigners in the empire, other- 
wise destined for slavery or sacrgce, who could 
be of value to the pochtecatl. Some ttaders- 
even some of the pochtecatlatohque-are fer- 
vent adherents of the New Way. 

Naturally, the merchant families would be 
an excellent place for native player characters 
to begin their career, or for foreign characters 
to fmd refuge. 

Articles of Bade 
The following are some examples of the 
pochtecatl‘s wares: 

Imports (brought into Chitlacan and the 
cities): cocoa (the preferred drink of the 
elite), jade, emeralds, seashells, tortoise 
shells (out of which cocoa spoons are made), 
animal skins (jaguar, puma, deer, fox, etc.), 
amber, parrots, exotic birds’ plumes, slaves, 
cotton, aloe, maize, beans, oil-bearing 
seeds, peppers, onions, herbs, turkeys, rab- 
bits, venison, ducks, dogs (a culinary deli- 
cacy), fruit, sweet potatoes, honey, salt, 
seafood, tobacco, bamboo, flint, obsidian, 
lumber. 

Exports (manufactured in the cities and 
brought to the outlying places): embroi- 
dered clothes, cotton cloth, rabbits’-hair 
blankets, copper and golden jewelry, flint 
and obsidian knives, cochineal and indigo 
dyes, scented or medicinal herbs, cloaks, 
loincloths, charged pipes (cylinders of bam- 
boo filled with tobacco, ready to be 
smoked), skirts, cloth made of aloe fibers, 
shoes, ropes, cloaks, SYNP (made from 

from bark or aloes), charcoal, resinous 
torches, medicines and ointments. 

Religion and Priesthood = 
Azcan cosmology is based on a conception of 
cycles, or “suns,” of the universe, successive 
worlds that existed before the present one (an1 
will exist after), and were destroyed by cata- 
clysm. On the outer world, the Azcans were 
taught that the previous era was naui ad, the 
fourth sun, which ended in a cataclysmic 
deluge. 

They believed that they themselves lived in 
the ffi sun. That era was known as naui ol- 
lin. “Ollin” is the name of a cross-shaped 
glyph in the Azcan written language of picto- 
grams. It means both “movement” and 
“earthquake," and was understood to mean 
that the world would end in a cataclysm of 
earthquakes. 

“Movement” was understood as the begin- 
ning of the age, when the Immortals set the 
sun and the rest of the heavenly bodies, which 
controlled the destinies of all beings,. in mo- 
tion. At the beginning of Time-or, more 
properly speaking, before Time-the Immor- 
tals gathered in the twilight, for there was no 

I 
m sun, no motion, no time. 

One of them, Otzitiotl, a small and ugly 
Immortal, covered with boils, perceived the 
hollowness of the universe. He therefore sacri- 
ficed himself, casting himself into a great bra- 
zier fded with burning coals. By the flames h 
was raised up to heaven, burning as the sun, 
lighting the world. But he was motionless, an 
so the other gods immolated themselves, too. 
Out of the life-energies released by their 
deaths, the sun drew the energy to move, set- 
ting time and history into motion. 

Out of this creation myth, the Atcans cam 
to believe that sacrificial blood--chdchiuad, 
“the precious water,” they called it-had to b 



periodically offered to Otzitiotl, to keep the 
sun healthy and in motion. A foundation of 
all Azcan thought was that nothing could 
come to be or endure without dire sacrifice. 
Long ago, according to the priests of Atzan- 
teotl, weak and cowardly people resisted the 
practice, and uied to eliminate human sacri- 
fice. This weakened the sun, and brought the 
f& age crashing to an end. 

Azcan sutvivors found another meaning for 
the o h  glyph‘s sense of “movement;’ how- 
ever: The evil spirits of twilight, the tzirzimj- 
me, descended from the western sky, swarming 
across and devouring the land, and the world 
trembled and shook. As the Immortals sent 
myriad omens of desuuction, the Azcan peo- 
ple prayed feverishly and offered sacrilices, 
and their prayers were answered. They were 
whisked away from the collapsing universe to a 
new world, the Hollow World. 

The orthodox mythology of Atzanteotl’s 
followers states that he was the only Immortal 
to hear the Azcan cries for succor. He carried 
them to the Hollow World, where he immolat- 
ed himself, as Otzitiotl had in the previous 
sun, and brought out of the darkness of the 
Hollow World the red, thirsty, unmoving sun. 
To sustain him and hold him in the sky, At- 
zanteotl requires chakhivatl from his Azcan 
children. 

Ritual Sacrifice 
The Azcans are most infamous for their brutal 
practice of human sadice. There are several 
methods that the priests of Atzanteotl employ 
to sacrifice sentient creatures to their Immortal 
patron. It is not necessary for us to dirmss the 
graphic details; ifyou are really interested, 
your library may have several volumes on the 
topic of related Mesoamerican customs. 

Player characters’ being sentenced to death 
by sacrifice does not ensure their demise. 
Some methods may be similar to gladiatorial 
combat: If the object of sacrifice can overcome 
a certain number of Azcan warriors (say, five) 

When the f& sun came to an end, the few 

in ritual combat before Atzantcotl‘s altar, 
taken as a sign of Atzanteotl‘s special favo 
and the victim’s life will be spared. A feas 
typically bc held in his honor to celebrate 
zanteotl‘s beneficence. 

Death by sacdfice is, according to Az 
beliefs, one of the best ways to leave this 
world. They believe that warriors who die on 
the stone of sacrifice, like those that die in 
battle, become quauhtecatl, “companions of 
the eagle,” the bird associated with the sun. 
These spirits live in blin, near the Hollow 
World’s red sun, and revel in the splendor of 
mighty Atzanteotl. 

The Four Hundred Rabbits 
Besides Atzanteotl, the acknowledged overlord 
of everything Azcan, there are countless mi- 
nor, local divinities that are implicitly tolerated 
by Atzanteotl‘s priesthood. These’beings are 
called “the Four Hundred Rabbits.” (Four 
hundred is not literal in this context; it simply 
means a large and indeterminate number.) 
Most of these *or deities and powerful spir- 
its are guardians of the land, guarantors of 
fertility and prosperity. They may be associated 
with particular locales, after wbicb they are 
named (e.g., Tepoztecatl, “he of [the village 
ofl Tepoztlan”). While treated as Immortals, 
many are just fairies, such as Xochiquetzal, or 
other such nature spirits, that have been help- 

I .  

simple commonfolk who honor them le 
offerings of food and drink, and hold gay 
harvest festivals in their tribute. 

Under the ostensible tolerance for the 
oringbf the Four Hundred Rabbits, the 



bureaucratic roadblds, to keep any of these 
groups from gaining too much power or knowl- 
edge. Well-known priests of the lesser d t s  
have an unfortunate habit of disappearing or 
dying under questionable cirrumstances. 

The formal leader of the all the minor d t s  
together is the ometochtzin, “venerable two- 
rabbit” (whose title is the name of one of the 
innumerable minor deity-spirits). He is subser- 
vient to the hierarchy of Atzanteotl, and ad- 
ministers the proliferation of servants of the 
Four Hundred Rabbits. The hierarchy per- 
ceives the minor cults as hotbeds of heresy and 
threats to the theocracy; but for the moment 
their policy is that the best way to repress reli- 
gious dissent is to authorize and supervise the 
minor cults as part of the larger hierarchy. 
Many PC clerics would be answerable to the 
ometochtzin. 

The Priesthood 
The most talented youngsters of the empire 
and the children of nobles attend a special 
monastic school d e d  the cafmecac, where 
they live side by side with pious priests in aus- 
tere poverty. Here they are not taught the arts 
of war, as are mast male children; they are 
instead educated in the history and beliefs of 
the Azcan people, and the secrets of reading 
and writing. 

Most children leave the calmecac and fmd 
roles in Azcan secular society-= judges. ad- 
ministrators, merchants (if they come from a 
merchant family), and so forth. A select few 
(who have the requisite high wisdom) become 
novices, destined for the priesthood. 

Between the ages of 20 and 22, the novice 
must decide whether or not he will forswear 
marriage and become a tlamacazqui, or priest. 
Some novices decide against this, and join 
other professions; others choose to be initiated 
into a priesthood of the Four Hundred Rab- 
bits. Most, however, select Atzanteotl’s priest- 
hood. The prestige and power of a position in 
Atzanteotl‘s theocracy is virtually unparalleled 
in Azcan society. 

From tlamacazqui, the young Azcan may 
rise to higher ecclesiastical grades. Next is the 
q u a d ,  an assistant or ViUage priest; and the 
tlenamacac, a title for experienced and impor- 
tant clerics such as the chiefpriest of a town. 

A host of high-level clerics carry the 
teobuatzin titles, indicating that they are im- 
portant administrators. The uitzinauac 
teobuatzin, for example, is the arbiter of qua- 
tions of rimal; the tepan teobuatzin is the 
administrator of education in the Church. The __. 
high priest of each Azcan city bears the title of 
teohuatzin. 

Finally, above all of Atzanteotl‘s priests, 
answerable solely to the tlatoani and Atzan- 
teotl himself, is the Coatl Auantcotl Tlaama- 
cazqui, the supreme high priest of Atzanteotl. 

Priests of Immortals other than Atzantcotl 
must be registered in the temple records, or 
risk the punishment of death by sacrifice. Such 
priests are theoretically subservient to Atzan- 
teotl‘s clerics (see “The Four Hundred 
Rabbits”). 

Azcan women are able to become clerics. 
Sometimes a couple will deposit a girl-child, 
with an offering of copal (a type of incense), at 
a temple. If the child has the potential, the 
priests will educate her for the rehgious Me. 
When she becomes an adult she may elect to 
become a uuatlamacazqui, “priestess,” so long 
as she will accept celibacy. Priestesses of Arzan- 
teotl retain this title and role as long as they 
do not marry. 

from rising in the hiemchy, but it’s no secret 
that the theocracy is a “male club.” For this 
reason many priestesses prefer the Four Hun- 
dred Rabbits, amongst whom they are rela- 
tively free of the sexism and patriarchal 
oppression that dominate the high levels of 
Atzanteotl’s theocracy. 

There’s no written law that prevents women 



Clerical Titles and Levels 
The titles of the ranks of Azcan priests do 
not correspond precisely to clerical levels, 
but the following may be used a a guide 
for estimating the level of an NPC cleric 
with a particular station: 

Rank Level 
Novice: I Normal Hwmn or 

Level 1 
Tlamacazqui: Level 2 
Quacuilli: Level 3-5 
Tlenernacac: Level 6 + 
Teohuatzin: Level 9 
Coatl Atzanteotl 
Tlamacazqui: Level 12 + 
Note that the titles of Teohuatzin and Coatl 
Atzanteotl Tlamacazqui are limited by the 
number of administrative positions to be 
fded. 

Soothsayers and Physicians 
Divination is performed by a particular class of 
specialists, the tonalpouhque, who are edu- 
cated in the monastery schools. They do not 
enter Atzanteotl’s hierarchy, though; they 
rather set up a “private practice” of astrology , 
and soothsaying outside the temple (often on 
its steps!). Business flourishes, as everyone in 
Azcan society is obsessed with predestination. 
Soothsayers are well-off financially, and their 
social independence makes them excellent 
material for PC clerics, thieves, or magic-users. 

Physicians are another special, semi-secular 
class of calmecac graduates. Men and women 
may be officially recognized as doctors. In 
game terms, this may reflect knowledge of 
healing techtuques and herballsm; or the char- 
acter could in fact be a cleric with access to 
healing spells. 

secretly clerics of the old Immortals. 
Both soothsayers and physicians are often 

learn. 

Great Temple of Auanteotl i0 Chitlac 
which was built over an earlier temple 
crated to Otziriotl, is found in module 

Over the.centuries a secret cult, known to its . ’ 
adherents as the “New Way,” has arisen. These 
heretics (as the priests of Atzanteotl woul 
them) deny Auanteotl and reject him as 
evil deceiver. 

followers of the New Way do not realize 

people were saved at all, and uansported to 
the Hollow World. 

Followers of the New Way reject this Hollow 
World as a passing illusion, and they await the 



day of a savior, the new Sun, whose sacrifice 
will return a world of seasons, of a moving 
sun. This messiah’s sacrifice will not require 
more blood in the future, but will rather be 
the last blood, the satieyof the thirsting sun; 
his chalchiuatl will free the Azcan people at 
last. 

a beneftcent god-king, Quetzalcoatl. Quetzal- 
coat1 was a king in the early days of this age, 
when the Azcans were new to the Hollow 
World. He so loved his people that he refused 
to permit human sacrifices. Instead, he offered 
sacrifices of birds, snakes, and butterflies, to 
placate the Immortals. The priests of Atzan- 
teotl declare that Quetzalcoatl was a weak and 
heretical priest-king, and so Arzanteotl justly 
destroyed him. Adherents of the New Way say 
otherwise: They tell that Quetzakoatl-spoke 
the truth, and refused to bow down before the 
diabolical Immortal. Quetzalcoatl refused to 
let him dominate and enslave the Azcan peo- 
ple. Atzanteotl hated Quetzalcoatl, and used 
black magic to turn the people against the 
king, and drive him from the city. 

This messiah myth is rooted in the legend of 

various stories, Quetzalcoad lived before 
after the terrible cataclysm. Some hold that 
et exiling Quetzalcoatl, Atzanteotl deceived 

the Azcans, and stole them away to this evil 
place over which he holds sway. 

Many people who have heard his story se- 
cretly hope that Quetzalcoatl s t i l l  wanders, 
that he has achieved Immortality, and that he 
will return-in full Immortal splendor, or by 
reincarnating himself as an avatar among the 
Azcans-to free his people from the scourge of 

tzanteotl‘s evil shackles. 
 The highest initiates of the New Way are 

en skeptical of this belief in a messiah. 
They doubt that such a person will ever come, 
but still, they recognize that it is a powerful 
mvth. one that eives hoDe to those who chafe 

1 
Inner drcles of the New Way also realize th 

dfiiculty, or even futility, of their project: 
Thanks to the Spell OfPresemation. Azcan 
sodety can never be fully purged of the evil 
which has become its natu5e; and there are nt 
Immortals who will overtly oppose Atzanteotl 
in Azcan matters. These highest initiates sus- 
pect, or are even quite convinced, that their 
quest is utterly futile-and yet, they are the 
project’s most unconditional devotees. Having 
devoted their lives to a goal, revealed now as 
impossible, they renew the struggle hundred- 
fold, for the struggle’s sake. These desperate 
crusaders have a burning passion unmatched 
in gentler climes. 

They know that they run a terrible risk. By 
opposing the bloodthirsty Immortal’s will, 
they may be subject to the evil spirits and 
horrors that, in return for human blood, At- 
zanteotl holds at bay from his people. But 
those of the New Way fight on for Truth and 
Goodness and its inevitable triumph. 

Little is known about the structure of the 
New Way, even by its followers. Some of its 
members are placed very high in the clergy 
and government; but their identities are kept 
utterly secret. (If the truth were to leak out, i 
would mean certain death.) It seems that the! 
individuals are not the real movers behind th, 
Way, however; perhaps no one but those indi- 
viduals themselves know who they are. 

Members meet in secret, and do not use 
their real (public) names. Instead, they take a 
a use-name among their comrades the glyph I 
the name-day under which they were born. 
(Anyway, that is more useful for the group’s 
soothsayers than a public name!) 

FOUQWCIS of the New Way may have specia 
adventuring opportunities-and obligations- 
because of their allegiance. They are open 
targets for terrible, exuaplanar creatures that 
Atzanteotl holds at bay from his loyal fol- 
lowers: and thev mav be called w o n  at any udder evil’s burZen. It is a heresy that makes , ,  

the priest-kings of Arzanteotl tremble with 
rage and dream terrible plots in the 
inner sanctums of their palatial tem 

moment by their superiors, to risk or give up 
eir lives for the hope, of the Way. 
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Who are my people? Ewe counted and 
counted across many calendars, s t i l l  we 
could not list them all. And yet I, Auuat- 
tin, know them, as a shepherd on the high 
plateau knows every lamb in his flock. I 
know their beauty and their ugliness, their 
virtues and wickedness, all; and I know that 
even the darkest of Azcan souls longs to be 
set free from the shadow of the false twin, 
the viper who poisons my land. I will come 
to them, and show them the Way they seek. 
I will cast off their chains of wickedness, 
washing clean my people’s souls. By my 
chalchiuatl this shall come to pass, sausfy- 
ing those who thirst for justice. Plowers will 
bloom in the deep desert. 

Atruatzin 
Queualcoatl, Atruaghin, the Feathered 
Serpent 

Sphere and Alignment: Matter; Lawful. 
Manifestation Power: Greater 
Followers’ Alignment: Any. Clerics are 

almost always lawful; rarely (about 10%) neu- 
tral. 

History: Auuatzin was priest-king in Chitla- 
can when Atzanteotl achieved immortality. 
Auuattin had ruled long and wisely, and had 
gained the reputation of being skilled in every 
art. He was a faithful priest of Kalaktatla and 
Otzitiotl, the two major Azcan Immortals. 

Atzanteotl had set his mind to winning the 
Azcan people, and Auuatzin was a barrier. 
Finding the priest-king to be incorruptible, 
Atzanteotl had to manipulate other, weaker 
souls into eliminating Auuattin. Though their 
attempts to kill him failed, they did succeed in 
exiling him fmt from Chitlacan, then from 
the Hollow World altogether. 

In the course of his wanderings, Auuattin 
and some followers rested a while at a place 
they named Mictlan, “the land of the dead” 
(for so they virtually thought themselves, be- 
trayed by their people and abandoned by their 

Immortals). There they built a temple and 
consecrated it to both Otzitiotl and Kalakt 

Even there, Auuatzin was not safe from 
Attanteotl‘s meddling. Before long their h 
ven was overrun by desperate elves, who hs 
been wandering since being driven under- 
ground by a Bladcmoorian catasuophe in 
Glantri. Around Auuattin’s temple, these 
elves built the city of Aengmor, rededicated to 
Atzanteotl’s glory. Attanteotl subsequently 
arranged for the elves to be killed or driven 
away, and he handed the city over to human- 
oids. (Por the whole story, see GAZ10,The 
Om of Thar, by Bruce Heard; and GAZ13, 
The Shadow Elves, by Carl Sargent and Gary 
Thomas.) 

to the surface world. He found a people simi- 
lar to him, in language and appearance, 
though their custom were very different from 
the city-dwelling Atcans of the Hollow World. 
A medicine man among them, following a 
vision, discovered Auuatzin in the forest, a 
welcomed him to their tribe. 

Among these suong people, Atruatzin at 
last found a home. Their language was easy for 
him to learn. Among them his name became 
Auuaghin. His brilliance and multiplicitous 
skills made him an immediate hero. His diplo- 
matic skills brought the formerly warring 
tribes together, to protect them from external 
threats. 

But Auuaghin also found his difference 
from them: He did not age. This was all th 
more apparent in the strange outer world, 
with day and night and seasons. 

Auuaghin contemplated long and hard, 
md at last determined to embark on a vision 
pest, in the custom of his adopted people.. a 

After setting afTairs straight, to ensure that 
tribes would survive and be strong in his ab 
sence, Auuaghin again set to wandering tht 
world. 

In each place he visited, Auuaghin studied 
their customs, and learned their am and 
crafts. He even returned to the Hollow World. 

Alone and exiled again, Auuattin wandered 

I’ 
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but did not feel ready to challenge the order 
which, he saw, Atzanteotl had created. He did 
create an artifact, however, which connected 
the ancient r u i n s  of Quauhnahuac-his last 
Hollow World stronghold-with the lands of 
his adopted tribes on the outer world. He 
intuited that it would serve good purpose in 
the distant future. The other great deeds 
Auuaghin achieved are too numerous to list 
here. 

Gradually, his two patron Immortals re- 
vealed to him what he was doing, and what he 
was to become: He was following the Path of 
the Polymath, destined to become an Immor- 
tal himself. Auuaghin would be of great im- 
portance in the unfolding of destiny and the 
great war among the Immortals that was seen 
to be coming. 

two Immortal Sponsors: Ixion (whom Atruat- 
zin, as an Azcan, had called Ouitiotl), of the 
Sphere of Energy; and Ka (known to Azcans as 
Kalaktatla), of the sphere of Matter. When, at 
long last, Atruaghin won Immortality, he 
chose to enter the Sphere of Matter. 

Personality: Atruatzin is an exuemely pa- 
tient Immortal. It is 1,900 years since he 
achieved Immortality (and that was after an 
unusually long path), and he has not yet ex- 
acted vengeance upon Atzanteotl. Like a good 
Azcan soothsayer, he waits patiently for the 
right moment, when all the right elements are 
in correct alignment, to make his move. 

Soft-spoken, yet quietly commanding, 
Auuatzin is a conciliator and a sort of diplo- 
mat. He is not the scheming, plotting kind of 
diplomat, but more of a mediator, disarmingly 
open, stanlingly reasonable, and flexible in 
mind and attitude. He is not a weakling or 
pushover, however: When he recognizes that 
violent struggle is the only solution, he pur- 
sues it with the cold competence of an Azcan 

Atruaghin was most unusual because he had 

tzitiotl, who co- 
sponsored Atruatzin's path to immortality, are 
his chief allies. He has also made numerous 

friends, not only within the sphere oflhought 
(in which Diulanna has taken an especial lik- 
ing for him, admiring his tenacity ~d grate- 
fully remembering the peace made with 
Neathar tribes during his mohal reign over the 
Azcans-a peace all too soon broken by At- 
zanteotl's minions), but amongst all sphms 
save Entropy. He's not extravagantly popular, 
but is well liked and widely accorded great 
respect. Some wonder if his sponsors had in 
mind some destiny even greater than Irraor- 
tality. 

Enemies: Atruatzin's chief enemy is of 
course Atzanteotl. Aft 
tion, however, Auuaghin does not think in 
terms of vengeance. He is sorry that Atzanteotl 
is the bitter, cruel, being that he is; but still 
greater is the sorrow he feels for his people, 
still chafii under Atzanteotl's yoke. The 
responsibility to them is what motivates 
Atruatzin's desire to oppose Atzanteotl. 

on similar grounds: the fact that they are in- 
herently and irrevocably committed to the 
destruction of life and the other four spheres. 
This being so, Atruatzin has no choice but to 

ats of contempla- 

Atruauin opposes all Immortals of enuopy 

The feathered serpent 1s 
Atruatzin among his sca 
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bo1 of Otzitiotl) and the reptile (symbol of 
Kalaktatla). 

DMing Notes: The Atruaghin Clans (see 
GAZ14, by Bill Connors) have been Auuat- 
zin’s chief focus of interest since he attained 
Immortality. For the present, he is but a quiet 
observer of Azcan things, using only the most 
subtle influence to mire Atzanteotl‘s projects, 
and lending some quiet assistance to the New 
Way. The time is coming soon, however, when 
thiswillchange. . . 

The Feathered Serpent 
Auuatzin is often known as Quetzalcoatl,, 
which means “the feathered serpent,” or 
also ‘)recious twin.” A sto’y of the New 
Way tells how be received this name, and 
what it signites: 

One day in the forest, Auuatzin was 
walking with friends and family. A flock of 
deadly flying snakes suddenly descended, 

threateningly, and there was no way the 
humans could escape. Awatzin stepped 
forward and said, “Please, leave my people 
be, and I will offer myself; for surely my 
flesh is enough to satisfy you all.” 

Instead of attacking, the snakes landed 
on the rainforest floor, bowing and prostrat. 
ing themselves before him. “We honor you 
0 Quetzalcoatl, whose greatness will glorrfy 
our image. We shall await your return from 
Mictlan, to free us from the blasphemer.” 

In some versions of the story, the winged 
serpents then kissed his feet, pricking him 
gently with their fangs. The venom did not, 
kill him; instead, he ceased to age, and 
stayed in his middle yem even as grand- 
children died of old age. 

No one, not even Auuatzin, whose wis- 
dom went unequaled amongst mortals, 
understood then what the serpents meant. 
But the name “Quetzalcoatl” remained, 
and was remembered by the people. 
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d a t e d  “friendship” with the tecuhtli, Prince 
Tlachtatlatlan. The third son of Moctitlapac is 
a hopeless ruler, and has come to rely deeply 
on Chupicuaro’s sense, wisdom, and careful 
flattery. Chupicuaro’s real dream is to take .the 
Atcan throne for himself, upon Moctitlapac’s 
death. Tlachtatlatlan and the other eligible 
princes would of course have to be first elimi- 
nated. Since there are nb surviving undes or 
cousins (thanks to Moctitlapac’s having killed 
all his eligible brothers), a completely new 
dynasty would be required, and Chupicuaro 
would be well suited,toinitiate it. He has 
earned a great deal of respect amongst the 
great derics, and his exhortations for a return 
to asceticism appeal to Atzanteotl‘s hard- 
liners, who resent the sloth and debauchery of 
the tlatoani and his famil$ 

Petsodty:  Though hardened by rn 
long, brutal years of priestly duty,~Chupi 
retains a remarkable idealism with regard to 
Atzanteotl and the clerical vocation. He has 
little patience’with the pochtecatl and their 
endless insistence on autonomy and privilege, 
still less for the “misguided” derics of the 
Four Hundred Rabbits, and absolutely no 
room in his world-view for the New Way. Chu- 
picuaro’s unassailable convictions and deep- 
rooted intolerance make him a dangerous.man 
indeed-and have earned him numerous 
enemies. 

Azcan superiority and its destiny ofworld 
rulership, Chupicuaro is neither hothead 
nor impatient. On the contrary, his calm 
verges on the icy, and he is content to progress 
in a methodical, calculating way towatd his 

Appearance: Age 58; black eyes, short bl 
hair, dark skin, and a lean and wiry build. 
DM Notes: This man is extremely wealthy, 

in terms of personal property as ,well as pres- 
tige and power in Azcan society. He o m .  sev- 
eral buildings in the city-of Huitbkdma, 
including a residence wi+ a Secret tunnel from 

zellar to the palace of Prince flachtatlatlan. 
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iAlthough fanatical about Atzanteotl and 

goals. 

Only when Attanteotl came did people 
understand: Atzanteotl took the shadow of 
the feathered serpent as his symbol, just as 
Attanteotl’s works are but a shadow, a 
mockery of Auuatzin’s crafts. The flying 
snakes, which had made peace with 
Auuatzin, never again spoke, but instead 
attacked people and poisoned them with 
their venom. 

But Auuatzin, the precious twin, will 
return to free and redeem his people; and 
his chalchiuatl (sacrificial blood) wil l  end 
Atzanteotl’s wicked reign. 

This story is told among people who only 
know of the bat-winged flying vipr- 
Atzanteotl’s beast-and do not realize that 
friend18 intelligent feathered serpena once 
mamed the Azcan Empire. 

Chupimiuo 
Huitlaktima Teohuatzin: High Priest ofAtzan- 
teotl in the dry of Huitlaktima. 

History: Chupicuaro is unusual in that he 
hails from one of the powerful merchant fami- 
lies, the pochtecatl. He was educated in the 
calmecac, the school run by Atzanteotl‘s 
priests, where he came to feel that he had a 
special calling for clerical service. The decision 
to become a novice and then tlamacatqui up- 
set and aJienated Chupicuaro’s family who, 
like many pochtecatl, were suspicious of At- 
zanteotl and his priesthood. 

In the priesthood Chupicuaro flourished. 
He rose slowly but steadily, always having to 
face a certain degree of suspicion and resent- 
ment on account of his pochteca heritage. 
Eventually, at the age of 41--thirteen years 
ago-he was appointed to become Huitlakti- 
ma Teohuattin: Atzanteotl‘s High Priest of 
Huitlakdma. 

Since then Chupicuaro has worked steadily 
to broaden his connections, personal wealth, 
and power. From the start he cultivated a cal- 
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Healing (I), Honor the 400 Rabbits (W + 1). 
Knowledge of Atcan Politics (I), Musk (Ch), 
Nature Lore (I), Persuasion (Ch), Soothsaying 
(W), Storytelling (Ch). 

Spells Carrid Level 1 : cure light wounds, 
detect evil, detect magic, light, remove feat 
Level 2: bless, find traps, resist 6re. silence 15‘ 
r., speak with animals. Level 3: cum blindness, 
cure disease, locate objects, remove curse, 
strfig. Level 4: cure serious wounds, dispel 
magic, neudzepoison. Level 5: createfiwd, 
cure critical wounds, dispel et& Level 6: bani- 
er, speak with monsters. 

Magical Items in Possession: s d o f  wither- 
ing, ring ofprotection +3, slate ofidentifiea- 
tion. 

Mocthkpac 
Emperor ofthe Atcans 

Historg: When Moctitlapac was born in the 
dry season 50 years ago, under the day 3 
Quauhtli-the only one of his father’s sons 
born under the number of the Emperor, Snd 
under the powerful glyph of the eagle as 
well-it was remarked by many soothsayers 
that this child would rise to the icpalli, the 
throne of Chitlacan. Moctitlapac grew up be- 
lieving his destiny, foreordained by Atzan- 
teotl, was to rule the Atcan people. 

The way was not easy, since he was the 
youngest son who could become a cleric (and 
thus q u e  for the throne). With the subtle 
guidance of Atzanteotl, Moctitlapac willingly 
forged himself into the most tuthless of his 
father’s sons, and arranged for “accidents” to 
kill all the other contenders for the throne of 
the Azcans. One brother fell down the full 
length of the great Pyramid of Atzanteotl in 
Chitlacan and broke his neck; another was 
crushed when the rope mdde lifting a huge 
block of dressed stone snapped; and so on. 

contributed to these “mishaps” were conse- 
crated (Le., s d i c e d )  to Atzanteotl in the 
days of mourning foflowing each death, so 

Naturally, the commoners whose “neglFt” 

sure thawone bithimselflived to.knmahr 

about religion. After 
dead, he ascended to 

most of an emperor’s 
ing himself the chox 
offquiddy. .I . , .  

I& ambitions havkdevdved to dvesrrictlp 
personal: Power, goldcjmeIs, .women, thc . .  . 

makes no difference tohim. Similarly, Atzan-, 
teotl fully realizes that Moctitlapac’s devotion 
is not genuine, but does not care; as lohg.~. 
the king does his duty, fulfiigthe,.ritual .. 
obligations and keeping steady the course of 
the Atcan Empire, AtEan,teotl.is content p 
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corne mcreasingly motivated by whims-cruel 
whims-over the years. All som of persons, 
even the most powerful officials and priests, 
give Monitlapac wide berth, since they realize 
that euen one of them could be summarily 
sacrificed on the emperor’s command. 

Combat Notes: 18th-levelmleric; AC 9; hp 
52; MV 120’ (40‘); #AT 1 war hammer or mag- 
ic; Dmg ld6 + 4  or:$ spell type; Save C18 +, 
2; ML4; ALC; S 13, I 11, W 17, D 9, Co 14, 
Ch 10. w a g e s :  Azcan, Neathar. General 
Skills: Military &tics (I), Danger Sense (W9, 
Detect Deception (W), Honor Atzanteotl (W), 
Alertness (D), Hide in Shadows (D), Stealth 
+l(City,D +l). 

wounds x 3, detectgood, detectmagic. dark- 
ness. 2nd level-blight x 2, fmd traps x 2, 
resist f i e  X 2. 3rd level-continual darkness, 
cause disease, growth of animal, locate object, 
strikiag. 4th level-animate dead, cause seri- 
ow wounds, poison, sticks to snakes. 5th I 

level-cause criuical woundsJX 4.6th level- 
barrier x 2, speak witb momters x 2. 7th 
level-earthquake, unholy word. 

+3. 

Otziltipac 
Governor of ZYtlapoca 

Spells Ganied: 1st level-cause fight 

Magical Items in PosseSSion: war hammer 

History: The ruler of Titlapoca is, unusually, 
neither a son of the emperor nor a cleric of 
Atzanteotl. Since the emperor only had four 
sons who were clerics, he selected a military 
hero (of remarkably undistinguished lineage, 
but who had won his daughter’s heart) to as- 
surde the rulephip of the most distant itnperi- 

Otziltipac made his name at the Battle of 
Tihuantepec, twenty years ago, where he ked a 
small army of recndts, acknowledged incom- 
petents, and a few crusty lizard man aux$aries 
against ab invading Neathar horde. By clever 
deployment of% troops, intimate fandkity 
with the terrain, and judicious use of Fort 

al city. 

Zitapan’s.’spd&g priests.of A.manteot1, 
Otziltips. so bewilde .enemies t J h  dyey 
retreatedinehaos. . . . .  . 

He was then summoned to Chi& to be 
rewhrded for hi’s perfobnance, where heclnet 
the empem’s daughtai~MalimdxdaalinalYochwithout 
knowing who She was. They sodn.feU in love, 
andweremarried. i .. 

Noelong befo+Odtipw was appointed .to 
govem T i t l a w ,  I&&ialxoch achieved her . . 
owlife’s dream of being -d omttoch~ 
tzin, the supreme Atm cletieof I.-ortah 
other than Atzanteotl. She b& ody m m m  
in anyone’s memoqi to have lacld. the 

thinker on the battlefield, and he tries to have 
the Same approach to administrative matters- 
he’s always looking for the invisible; ih@mba-’; 
ble, and retrospectively simple qlutipn.. , I 

As he‘s grown old, Otziltipac’s moodiness 

5 

Pemanaliqc Ohiltipacis a brilliant, 
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Magical Items in PossesSion: a flint dagger 
+ 2, ring of d e q  shield f2. 

Xochiquetzal 
History: Xochiquetzal, the seductive fairy 

queen of Oltec tradition, figures prominently 
,in many Azcan legends. Most notably, she 
misted-and fell in love with-Atmattin, the 
noble king exiled by Atzanteotl. She sheltered 
him and the other survivors of Quauhnahuac, 
showing them the way through the tunnels of 
the worlds C N S t ,  and then to the surface, 
when they dedined to enjoy her timeless fey 
hospitality for eternity. 

Because she is ageless and well-known in 
legend, Xochiquetzal is mistaken by some for 
an Immortal, and thereby considered one of 
the Four Hundred Rabbits. 

Persodty: The Azcan fairy queen is, in 
stark conuast to Atzanteotl and his blood- 
thirsty priests, a light and playful being. She 
enjoys music, dance, storytelling, and especial- 
ly jokes. Targets of her pranks include other 
well-known fairies, s t u f f y  Hollow World lead- 
ers, and the occasional unwary Immortal. 

Xochiquetzal is not frivolous, however; she 
is very seriously concerned with maintaining 
the balance of nature and protecting the weak 
and the innocent. She has in the past person- 
ally intervened to protect the Gentle Folk from 
would-be invaders. In these respects she is the 
implacable foe of the entropic Immortals 
Thanatos and Atzanteotl. 

Xochiquetzal also has a soft spot for 
romance-she is amacted to men who are 
brave, gwd and gentle (traits that ofen make 
them into fme practical joke targets!). She also 
appr&ates the vicatiom pleasure of secretly 
assisting mortal lovers in their endeavors. 

Appearance: This fairy is a stunning beauty. 
She is s m a l l  and lithe, with deep bronze skin, 
large brown eyes, and suaight, luxurious black 
hair that falls well past her waist. Her ears are 
slightly pointed. She bears herself with exqui- 
site dignity, and is always on the edge of merry 
laughter. Her personal symbol is the flower 

(xochitl), and numerous Mossoms d ahvays- 
be found in her dothing, hair, and general 
vicinity. Some legends say indeed that wher- 
ever she walks, flowers spring forth. 
DM Notes: Xochiquetzal is the sister d 

Titania, Queen of the (outer-world) Faeries 
and Mistress of the Dreamlands. Ud&e Tita- 
nia, Xochiquetzal lacks a iealous ( a d  m- 
often-unfaithful) spouse. She amuses herself 
by watching the affairs of mortals, sometimes 
helping out those whose extraordinary cow- 
age, gentle temperament, and noble mien 
catch her eye. She does not know that her 
paramour of centuries past, Atmatzin, has 
achieved Immoaality. 

be found attending this fey queen. 

Wager,” uses X&$petzal. 

tremely ancient and very powerful being-& 
was born on the m e r  worid, when the h a m  
lived there. This means she is a lax more pow- 
erful than most PC parties; besides his, sheis 
on good personal term with several Immor- 
tals, such as Faunus and OIdma. They would 
doubtless interfere if her life were somehow 
threatened. 

In case it is somehow relevant, we can give 
Xochiquetzal statistics, based on the rogue 
sidhe dm in PC1, W.Edes of the Wee F&. 
If you do not own that book, treaher as a 
being with the powers of a 36thkweI thief and 
a 24th level magic-user. 

36th-level rogue sidhe; AC 1; hp 59; MV 
120’ (40’); #At 1; 
Save T36; ML la; 
18; C 16; Ch 18. 
to mortals, thief abilities at level 36 
guages: AzcanlOltec, Neathar, Fairy, Dryad, 
Elvish, Gnome, Tream, Schattenalf“. ‘ h b c ,  
can communicate with animals. General Skikk: 
Alertness (D), Dancing (D + l), Healing (I), 
Hiding (I), Horticulture (W), Leadership (Cb), 
Musical instruments (basically all the ones 
common in Azcan and Oltec culture-she’s 

A retinue of 3d4 tepictotons will nomally 

An adventure in the Campaign Bo&, “The 

Combat Notes: Xhchiquetzal is an ex- 
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had a long time to practice them all!) (Ch), 
Mysticism (W), Persuasion (Ch), Singing (Ch 
+ l), Soothsaying (W), Storytelling (Ch), 
Tracking (I). , 
Spells Carried: Level 1: charm person, chill, 

courier, light, precipitation, read languages, 
sleep. Level 2: ESY, fairy slumbe& know align- 
ment, levitate, phantasmal force, warp wood, 
web. Level 3: clairvoyance, fear, fly, halludna- 
tory terrain, haste, protection from normal 
missiles, remove curse. Level 4: bestow second 
sight, call Lightning, create food, cure disease 
or blindness, plant door, telekinesis, summon 
weather. Level 5: animate objects, anti-magic 
shell, create normal animals, dissolve, 
feeblemind, hold monster, lore. Level 6: 
dance, geas, metal to wood, shapechange, 
speak with the dead, speak with monsters, 
truesight. Level 7: dispel evil, maze, mind 
barrier, polymoph any object, reincarnation, 
summon object, timestop. 

Magid Items in Possession: Ring ofprotec- 
tion + 5 ,  a fabulous (and priceless) dagger + 5 
that is cut from a single, gigantic diamond, 
plus other potions, scrolls, and devices too 
numerous to list here. 
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characters-will recognize that the adventurers 
ate perhaps their only chance to realize their 
dreams. This provides a plausible connection, 
one that does not disrupt the game’s continui- 
ty. Through this process, the entire party may 
eventually consist of Hollow Worlders. 

To make the process even more smooth, 
low-level natives may periodically join up with 
the party as NPCs, to serve as retainers and 
hirelings. They’ll become familiar to the party, 
and gain experience that will keep them from 
being too far behind the old, original charac- 
ters. When an old character dies or retires, it’s 
an easy matter for the player to take over one 
of the native NPCs as his own, without so 
much as a pause in the play of the adventure. 

Role-Playing Paradox? 
The Azcan setting presents something of a 
paradox for games. Our characters are sup- 
posed to be heroes, and yet the Azcans have 
always been portrayed as villains. Indeed, after 
reading the Guidebook, the feeling that there 
is great evil at the hem of Azcan culture 
should hardly have been dispelled. Still we 
encourage you to create Azcan player charac- 
ters, and we require them, by the Hollow 
World‘s magic, to maintain their cultural bias. 
Given all this, how can you use Azcan player 
characten and still have your players aspire to 
goodness and heroism? 

As you might well imagine, this problem 
has been foremost in the designer’s mind 
throughout this project. You probably already 
have discovered ways around the problem. But 
just in case, let’s talk about a few ideas. 

Fim of all, let‘s clarify the Spell of Preserva- 
tion: It prevents the introduction of new cul- 
tural elements. So the wheel, no matter how 
you demonstrate its practical and aesthetic 
value, will never be adopted by the Azcans. 
But this does not mean the Azcan culture is 
frozen in time! Remember, the cult of Atzan- 
teod is a relatively new thing in Atcan 
history-circa 1,500 B.C., while the Azcans 
had been under the Spell of Preservation since 

their arrival 1,500 years earlier. 
Atzanteotl was able to win the Azcans be- 

cause he appealed to cultural elements that 
already existed. He appealed to and reinforced 
the cultural bias towards violence, cruelty, 
human sacrifice, and all the other nasty things 
that virtuous player characters love to hate. 

But the same instability within Azcan cul- 
ture which enabled Atzanteotl to rise in the 
fa place, makes his grasp on Azcan hearts 
eternally uncertain. There is always the oppor- 
tunity for the old elements of goodness-such 
as all those embodied by Atruatzin-to 
emerge, grow strong, and overthrow Anan- 
teod’s evil. Auanteotl doesn’t let his priests 
know this-he’d prefer they believe the Spell 
OfPreservation, if they know of it at all, will 
guarantee Atzanteod’s hegemony eternally- 
but it’s why he makes sure they’re exuemely 
vigilant in watching the d t s  of the Four Hun- 
dred Rabbits, especially in c a x  the old follow- 
ings of Otzitiotl and Kalaktatla threaten to 
regain stature. The campaign of disinforma- 
tion, besmirching the names of those Immor- 
tals, is ceaseless, because there’s always the 
chance that the truth could surface and 
prevail. 

So it’s quite possible for Aacan player char- 
acters to be virtuous, good and heroic; indeed, 
it is conceivable (although. let’s admit, ex- 
tremely unlikely at this point) that Azcan cul- 
ture could become predominantly so. This 
gives us the niche of possibiliv in which player 
characters worth playing can exist. 

Possibilities beget possibilities, so now we’ll 
move on to discuss a few campaign outlines- 
“ meta-scenarios,” if you will-for player char- 
acter heroes in the Azcan Empire. The Azcan 
Empire can serve as the setting for many “sim- 
ple” adventures, interesting for their own 
sake. It can also make the fascinating focus of 
a campaign, as c h m e r s  struggle from the 
inside to overthrow an immensely powerful 
and evil theocracy. The DM must carefully 
decide to what extent he wants to tamDer with 
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Azcan Empire change radically, after a long 
and fruidul series of games, and due to the 
influence of player characters, there are various 
ways it may come about. 
You may find these conceptual frameworks 

useful as you plot out your own Azcan cam- 
paign. Just be careful to use them to inspire or 
enhance your dramatic vision; do not let them 
stifle the creitivity of yourself or your players. 

The Visitors’ Campaign 
The most basic way to use the Azcan Empire is 
simply as another adventure setting-an exotic 
place the characters visit once or twice in the 
course of their heroic saga. If you have a great 
deal of information on other Hollow World 
lands, and the Gazetteers about the Known 
World to boot, you might be unwilling to 
devote your creative resources to a full-fledged 
Azcan campaign. If this be so, the visitors’ 
campaign is for you. 
In this kind of set-up, the characters have 

no long-term interest in the Azcan Empire; it’s 
little more than another colorful oddity as they 
cross the Hollow World. This is a perfectly 
legitimate approach, and we hope that the 
sourcebook and the adventures that follow will 
put many possibilities at your fmgertips for 
exciting Azcan exploits. 

outworlder characters, and characters from 
other Hollow World lands, is that they don’t 
have to consider the long-term impact of their 
presence. The Azcans are quite xenophobic- 
distrustful of foreigners-and so most non- 
Azcans (especially non-humans) are likely to 
end up as slaves or sacrificial victims before 
long. For visitors, this threat is just something 
that makes their time in the Azcan Empire 
more dangerous and thrilling. It’s not the kind 
of problem it would be for people who wanted 
to settle down and make a stronghold, or in- 
teract with Azcan society regularly for an ex- 
tended period of time (like years or decades). 

How do characters get to the Hollow World? 
There are countless possibilities. Besides those 

The advantage of the visitors’ campaign for 

ertain distance frgm 

establish conneaitio 
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.‘i .. and the characters should be well able to si- 

lence (by threat or bribe, if necessary) anyone 
who happens along. Alternately, they might 
set up some sort of magical or natural cloaking 
to hide their base. When the infrequent need 
for civilized contact arises-to barter for provi- 
sions, for instance-they should be able to 
approach a nearby Azcan community with a 
minimum of risk. (Characters in the moun- 
tains near Colima might be in the best situa- 
tion, since that town is relatively open toward 
strangers.) In time those villagers may become 
close, trusting friends of the characters. The 
village could also be a source of new PCs as the 
old outworlders die or retire. 

Another reason for foreigners to remain in 
the Azcan Empire is if they have a special 
mission-perhaps one inspired by the Immor- 
tals. Either they would be allied with Atzan- 
teotl and his priesthood, or opposed to it. In 
the former case, characters will have no d#i- 
d t ies ;  they’ll have the protection of the tla- 

courageous or foolhardy followers of the No 
Way) would dare to harm them. 

they have sure friends within the New Way. 
This group may somehow contact them, and 
provide them shelter and assistance in avoid 
ing problems with officials. A high-placed. 
secret member of the New Way could even 
arrange for a false identity, whereby the part 
is said to be foreign advisors retained and pr 
tected at Atzanteotl’s command! 
Our connection with the Atruaghin Clans 

presented later on, comes with a built-in COI 
nection for foreign characters and the New 
Way. 

The Natives’ Campaign 
~ i ~ a l l ~ ,  characters may be born  an^ as 
Azcans. They might buy into the system- 
perhaps the party even includes clerics of At 
zanteotl. A more heroic situation, however, 
one where the characters--like many Azcans 

If the characters are against Atzanteotl, then ’s” s 
8 

tomi, priesu* and armY-none (Save perhaps too fearful to show their opinions-come to 
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see that Atzanteotl’s way is evil and desuuc- 
tive. They may then devote their lives to un- 
dermining the system-or, for those with a 
roguish streak-just getting by as comfortably 
as they can at the expense of the corpulent 
priests and princes. 

With regard to the New Way, there are sim- 
ple and complex ways to handle player charac- 
ter involvement. The simple one is to start the 
game by telling the PCs all about the New 
Way, and set them up as already being initi- 
ates. Their membership can lead to many ad- 
venture possibilities, secretly fighting for 
goodness and justice. It will also give them lots 
of valuable connections, possibly even assist- 
ance in tight spots. (Usually members are on 
their own, lest the entire society be endan- 
gered; but if the characters have made them- 
selves extremely valuable, the powers that be 
may deem the risk of other New Way adher- 
ents’ lives worthwhile.) 

The other way of bringing player characters 
and the New Way together requires more role- 
playing skill. Characters start on their own, 
possibly as unquestioning members of the evil 
Azcan system. In the course of the campaign 
they come to question the priests’ teachings 
and the morality of the whole society in which 
they live. They meet like-minded people- 
secret members of the New Way, sent to study 
the PCs, who have garnered the attention of 
important leaders in the movement (such as 
Governor Otziltipac). If the player characters 
prove themselves to be trustworthy and as 
uncompromisingly virtuous as their reputation 
suggests, the New Way will try to recruit them 
into its ranks. 

Imagine the players’ surprise when they find 
that all their best friends are part of a seuet 
society, and now they’re being invited to join! 
Are they willing to face the dangers it might 
involve? If not, their friends, disappointed, 
will apologize for any inconvenience their 
observation has caused, and melt bad  into 
Azcan society. Characters will not learn the 
identities of any high-placed New Way adher- 

ents until they have proven themselves as fol- 
lowers of the Way. 

To make the initiation even more exciting, 
some player characters could be recruited be- 
fore others, or could even have been members 
from the start! m e  those players aside, with- 
out the others’ knowledge, and inform them 
of the New Way and their characters’ partici- 
pation therein. Tell them that besides being 
adventurers, they have a special assignment: 
They are supposed to judge the mede of their 
compatriots, and if the adventurers seem wor- 
thy, they are to invite them to follow the Way. 

Atruatzin’s Return 
Player characters’ questioning and adventures 
may lead them to the secret New Way move- 
ment, which looks to overturn Atzanteotl and 
his widted influence. After a long and difficult 
campaign, these people may actually fmd 
some success. 

This is in part because the player characters 
and the New Way are not alone in their task. 
They have a powerful, but as yet silent, ally: 
the Immortal Auuatzin. Atruatzin has waited 
patiently for a very long time to return to the 
Hollow World. It would seem that the mo- 
ment is coming soon. 

But even this is part of a bigger tapestry, 
one which about which even Atruatzin is only 
vaguely aware. There is a mighty storm brew- 
ing across the cosmos, one for which the Im- 
mortals of both Life and Entropy have 
prepared for countless centuries. Characters 
may ascend through the difficult hours in the 
Atcan Empire to play a role in this greater 
SW. 

numerous connections with these larger 
plotlines. 

In the adventures that follow, we present 
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be suffident for an adventure of this sort. 

Set Up 
The characters are in an “immigrants” cam- 

paign: They have set up a stronghold some- 
where past the fringes of Azcan civilization, as 
a base of operations. For supplies and civilized 
amenities, they travel half a day to the nearest 
village once a week. This time, they arrive to 
find the village in shambles-a rogue dinosaur 
has trampled through the village not once, but 
twice since the pany’s previous visit! The 
greatest warrior of the village set out to stalk 
the great lizard, but alas, failed in his quest. 
He was given a serious concussion by the dino- 
saur’s heavy, armored tail. Wouldn’t the char- 
acters be so good as to help by hunting down 
the dangerous beast before it causes more 
destruction? 

character, &e party encounters‘desuuction left 
by a crazed dinosaur. They agree that the trou- 
blesome lizard must be killed to prevent fu- 
ture incidents. 

DM5 Background 
Normally the dinosaurs of the Azcan lands 
steer clear of human settlements-the smell of 
humans distresses them, and dinosaurs who 
are overly fond of human flesh tend not to 
survive to beget more dinosaurs with such 
tastes. Sometimes, though, a dinosaur “got 
bad,” wandering near to human civilization- 
perhaps deciding, as it were, that it’s easier to 
raid human settlements than hunt bigger 
game in the wilderness. Sometimes an her- 
bivore just wanders into human territory an-’ 
doesn’t pay much attention to the people 
whose homes it wrecks as it forages about. 
Such was the case in this adventure. 

The dinosaur was an ankylosaurus (see the 
HOLLOW WORLD”’ boxed set, Adventures 
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ame, but they can describe its appearance. 
The PCs don’t stand to gain any substan0 

material awards from the villagers, but they 
can earn invaluable respect and gmitude. If 
the PCs are foreigners and relatively new to 
the area, winning the wst of the local vil- 
lagers will be of paramount importance, and 
hunting down a problem dinosaur is a gteat 
way to do it. 

The Adventure 
Characters with tradcing ability (or Toziloco- 
pac, a young bop from the village with that 
skill) will have no trouble tracking down the 
ankylosauius. It’s a large beast, and doesn’t 
to hide its presence. 

Because the dinosaur is large and..mwerfu 
players will probably want to devise some wa 
to defeat it other than a frontal assault. Pits, 
snares, and the like might not be able to cau 
the dinosaur on their own, but they could 
hamper its ability to defend itself. The fact 
that the ankylosaurus has a soft underbelly 
(AC 8, as opposed to the AC 0 of its armore 
back) makes spiked pit traps especially effec- 
tive against it. 

If the characters are ecologically-minded, 
and have the resources, they may even attem 
to capture the dinosaur alive and transport ii 
to the deep jungle, far from hu 
tion, where it can trample in p 

Ankylosaurus (1): AC 0 (top) or 8 (undersidt 
HD 7; hp 40; MV 60‘ (20‘); #AT 1 (flail-like 
tail); THACO 10; Dmg 2d6; Save F4; ML 6; 
AL N. 

TL- Lost Temple x 
T dventure could be easi., - for 
low-level characters (levels 1-5). If the DM 
beefed up the encounters, it could evep rho1 
lenge parties of more powerful stature. 



gious beliefs; they are avid followers of Ka- 
laktatla, in a way that the Azcans as a whole 
were 4,500 Years 

The player characters must be delicate am- 
bassadon, proving their virtue, good inten- 
tions, and perhaps even divine connections 
(for a cleric of Kalaktatla). The Axateotecs 
remember Atzanteotl and loathe him, so they 
are potential allies of the New Way. They may 
also be of use to player character adventurers, 
as they are intimately familiar with the south- 
ern jungles. 

Characters are traveling the southern jun- Although they maintain the temple, the 
gles, perhaps even searching for Axateotl (hop Axateotecs have lost the Of reading and 
ing to find ancient gold undiscovered by writing; they cannot decipher the glyphs on 
Schattenalf pillagers) when they stumble acros: the walls. Who h o w  
the lost temple. Azcan writing and language, however, may 

decipher the relief text and recognize it as an 
DM’S Background inspirational text that enables a cleric who has 

studied it to learn a long-forgotten Bth-level 
clerical spell: m’cks to feathered sepenrs. It In the ruins of Axateotl, 

Kalaktatla has been maintained for more than was this was corrupted long ago by 
the followers of Atzanteotl into the spell sticks thirteen centuries (see “Geography of the 
to flying vipers. The two spells are identical Azcan Empire”), about which the priests of 

A PC cleric of Kalaktatla receives a vision 
instructing him to travel south, to the ruins of 
Axateotl, where he will be rewarded with an- 
cient lore. 

Soothsayers of the New Way have divined 
that somewhere in the ruins of Axateotl is 
knowledge, and perhaps allies, that will help 

Atzanteotl are COmPletelY ignorant. Most Az- 
of the tribes Who live in 

except for the son of cfeame they produce. 
Featherd serpents generated by the spell are are also 

and near Axateotl. These tribes hold the ruins 
to be sacred ground. 

The Adventure 
The biggest challenge for characters in Ax- 
ateotl will be one of role-playing, not combat 
or spells. An ancient, primitive sect of 
Kalaktatla-followers has maintained the lizard 
god’s shrine for thirteen centuries. Like all the 
southern, proto-Azcan tribes, the Axateotecs 
(as they call themselves) are extremely xeno- 
phobic, and avoid contact with all other peo- 
ples. Moreover, Kalaktatla’s temple is sacred 
ground; the presence of outsiders would be 
desecration, and require the offenders’ deaths. 

Despite these harsh views, the tribes are 
fundamentally good. They left Atzanteotl’s 
fold soon after Axateotl was sacked for the last 
time. As their customs devolved to an earlier 
stage of Azcan history, so too did their reli- 

as though ingested serpent- 
mint (see New Monsters for more 
information). 

This spell will not be of immediate use to 
low-level characters, but it w2I create a stir in 
the New Way (if the characters have connec- 
tions to that movement) and Kalaktatla’s SUI- 
viving following in Azcan society. Many will 
take it as a sign that the return of Quetzal- 
coatl, the great Feathered Serpent, is dose at 
hand. 

It would be rude (and dangerous) for the 
characters to remove anything from Ka- 
laktatla’s temple (except for 
they can of course copy down). 
other parts of the ruined city th 
challenges and treasures to occupy the party 

s 
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The Ass 
Foreign chara~crs and nativc ALCUI~ should 
be usable in this adventure with nearly equal 
ease. They should be of mid-levels (6th to 
8th). 

Set u p  
The player characters are approached by a non- 
descript Atcan man, dressed in the manner of 
a commoner. “May we speak openly?” he 
asks. “I have a business proposition that may 
interest you.” The proposition is this: For a 
suitable weight of raw gold and jewelry (ap- 
proximately 3,000 gp worth), would the char- 
acters arrange the demise of a certain wicked 
priest of Attanteotl? Only if the party is inter- 
ested in this task and these terms will the 
agent, who calls himself Tizo, say more. The 
priest is Chupicuaro, the high priest of 
Huidaktima. The characters need only pene- 
trate Attanteotl’s step-pyramid in that city, 
find the high priest, and eliminate him. The 

assassination must be neat; is preferable that 
no other persops be killed. The agent does not 

any information about his employers; 
he only dedares that Chqpicuaro is a menace 
to the well-being of the Azcan people. If the 
PCs accept the job, Tito pays them 1,000 gp 
w d  of jewelry in advance. When it is known 
that Chupicuaro has b e e a u e d ,  he will deliv- 
er the remaining 2,000 gp. Ifthe party can 
avoid killing anyone except the high‘priest, 
Tizo will pay them a 500 gp bonus. 

DM’S Background 
Any number of people could conceivably de- 
sire Chupicuaro’s death-from rid priests to 
the prince of Huitlaktima himself. 

tium of the powerful merchants of Huitlakti- 
ma. They have discovered that Chupictaro, 
who has always been a thorn in their side, 
plans to use his influence over Prince Tlach- 
tatlatlan to curtail their traditional freedoms, 
and levy heavy taxes against them. They also 

In fact, the PCs’ secret employer is a consor- 
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have reasons to suspect that Chupicuaro has 
broader ambitions that could threaten the 
internal stability of the Azcan Empire-and 
the merchants’ business as well. They have 
decided that a clean, surgical removal of this 
ambitious priest is in order, and will result in 
the least disorder for the empire. The pl 
characters are their scalpel. 

skip town, they will undoubtedly be 
by Tizo and others. These merchants 
many connections; PCs who double- 
will find no end of trouble throu 
empire, perhaps even in other lands where 
merchants can buy influence. 

The Adventure 
You may use the sample floorplans for th 
temple of Atzanteod as the temple in 

additionally. 

stealth and careful preparation to accomplish 

,. 
: 

Chupicuaro is ahead of the game, thanks 
to his old merchant and street connections, 
and he knows the assassination attempt is 
coming. The PCs are walking into a uap. The 
high priest does not want to kill them, 
though-at least not immediately. Rather, he 
wants them to lead him back to their employer 
(whose true identity is unknown to them). 

Things are arranged so that the player 
characters, and everyone else in Huitlaktima, 
believe Chupicuaro to have been assassinated 
successfully. In fact this is a ruse-the party is 

he will be followed back to the merchants. 
Even if Chupicuaro doesn’t stoop to snuff out 
the characters, the merchants-when the high 

If the PCs take their advance payment and 

I 

being followed, and after they meet with Tizo 
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Huitlfima, Ifyou wish, feel fre 

Characters will have to use the utmost 

this task, They are probably inc 
sacring the entire temple staff ( 
willing to disobey their employers’ orders to 

battle would bring the military garrisons of 
Huitlaktima running. The PCs are not 
equipped to defeat an army. 

minimize the bloodshed); 

(as many pochtecatl do)-a dark, ancient cult, 
far older than that of Atzanteotl? Thanatos 

Chupicuaro is slightly p 
reason-so he can be 
ous uaps and alarms set 
besides the guar&, aco 
occupants. 

The full deaipti 
in the “Personalities 
section of the Guidebook. 

Twists and Turns 
If it suits your long-term campag 
range things so the party can’t PO 
ceed in assassinating 
you want this? Primarily because Chupicuaro 
is interesting and powerful enough an NPC to 
be a foe over the course of many adventures. 

destruction, and personal profit for the “rec- 
onciled” family. Perhaps the pochtecad would 
rally other merchant families-and even other 



The Mines of Madness 
Characters of up to seventh level can play this 
adventure. The tone and objectives of the tale 
will vary according to the party’s strength and 
abilities, however (and how you set up the 
climactic encounters). For less experienced 
characters (under fourth level) this will be a 
story of horror; their objective, once they’ve 
discovered the miners’ fate, will be simply to 
escape the cannibalistic Gruquotecs alive. 
More powerful characters may forge their way 
through the whole adventure, and discover 
precious knowledge in the tower of Wastoure. 

Due to unfortunate space limitations, this 
adventure, like “The Wager” (which follows), 
is not completely fleshed out. We provide a 
detailed background, set-up options, and an 
opening encounter to start you off. Here also 
are essential notes and maps for fleshing out 
the remainder of the adventure. You can tailor 
the main part of the adventure to the party’s 
specifications and your whims with a relative 
minimum of preparation. 

Set Up 
There are several set up options for the player 
characters, such as: 

The last expedition to the Tepetitlan gold 
mines has not returned. The PCs are commis- 
sioned by Cuitlazoc, the commanding officer 
of Ximac Fort, to make their way to the mines 
and found out what befell the miners. Cuitla- 
zoc is unwilling to commit soldiers (that is, 
unless the PCS are themselves scouts under his 
command), because his intelligence reports 
that the Schattenalfen are massing at Fort 
Myridas. He fear-and forewarns the PCs- 
that an attack on the mines is a Schattenalfen 
ruse to lure the Atcan army to the hills, into 
an ambush that would replay the disastrous 
Battle of Wondyviel. 

* A friend or relative of a player character was 
m the ill-fated mining expedition. Perhaps it 

was a foreign-born PC, captured and enslave 
by the Atcans; the rest of the party has 
learned that the hapless individual was sent 
work the mines. (In this case the party migh 
not realize what danger they are appmachii 

The chararters are journeying ~CIOGS the sou 
eastern hills when, by chaoce, they stumble 
acxm the Tepetidan mines or Wastoure’s towe 

DM’S Background 
If you’ve read the HWA-series modules, in 
particular Nightwail and Nightrage, then 
you’ve encountered one variety of the burro 
ers: the Great Annelids. But &ere are other 
related minions of chaos (tzitzimime in the 
Azcan mind) that still lie in the Hollow 
World’s crust, dreaming unspeakable dre 
of decay and destruction. 

Even though they are in most respects 
inert by the Spell of Preservation, the bu 
ers are such monsuous and temble psychic 
presences that their corrupting influence m 
still occur, within a narrow range of effect. 

In case you haven’t guessed, there’s a bu 
rower near the mines of Tepetidan. 

More history: When the burrowers roam 
they corrupted the Beastmen who were the 
Hollow Worlds chief sentient inhabitants. T 
Spell of Preservation retumed mast Beastmen 
to their “natural” state-except those who 
resided near powerful dormant burrowers. T1 
burrowers’ destabilizing psychic-mag 
ence causes disturbances in the Spell 
vation, encouraging physical and cultural 
mutations. Unlike any other Hollow World 
a group that lived for centuries near a do 
burrower would have a marked 
change (but not necessarily for 

Thus we have the GN 

thousands of years this uibe has lived in the 
ha, following the dread Earth-Beast which 

tive and brilliant Gruquotec shamans 
wokani. 
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The Gruquotecs are not the only ones wh 
have encountered the burrower. Parts of th 
Tepetitlan gold mines extend within a half 
mile of the burrower’s location. Among the 
Azcan miners the cipaCdi (as they call it) is 
material for chilling fireside stories when the 
daily rains fall. No one has actually seen the 
cipactli, but many have dreamt its terrible 
visage with disturbing clarity. Some have lost 
their sanity to such unspeakable dreams. Sti l l ,  
gold beckons, drawing its constant pilgrimage 
of miners. 

Enter a dreamer. Wastoure is a cold, heart- 
less man, cursed with a talent that would have 
beer graceful adornment for a gentler soul. 
He has a unique empathy, an ability to deeply 
intuit the soul of a nation or people-whether 
or not he wants to. Born and raised amongst 
the harsh Antalians of the northeast, this 
mixed blessing brought untold suffering up 
him as a &Id.  Wastoure took up sorcery, in 
part so that scholarly isolation might fd his 
mind and hold back the feelings of his neigh- 
bors, but magic is frowned upon among the 
Antalians. Wastoure did not mind when a 
sentence of exile was pronounced. 

Among Hollow World cultures, Wastoure 
found he liked the Azcans best, and so here he 
senled. He made his home in the hius, not far 
from the Tepetitlan Mines. There he found a 
primitive tribe-the Gruquotecs-who were 
malleable, easily adapted for use as servants or 
experimental subjects. The locale also had 
quirks, oddities in the way magic worked. 
Wastoure constructed a tower with the labor of 
the Gruquotecs, and called it home. 

Wastoure too dreamt of the cipactli. But the 
Earth-Beast was able, thanks to Wastoure’s 
xupathk receptiveness, to communicate more 
iearly than ever before. Even in a dormant 
state, the Earth-Beast’s intellect is massive. 
Consciously it and Wastoure began to plot. 

Such plots are outside the scope of the 
present adventure. Wastoure, in the cipactli’s 
service, has gone to the outer world to stir 
trouble and arrange the release of his mate 

(cf. module DDAZ, Legions of Thyatis). His 
tower and the Gruquotecs remain. 

The most recent mining expedition extend 
ed the tunnels toward the burrower, and brol 
into the Gruquotecs’ warrens-to the miners 
eternal regret. 

A Fool md His ouia 
You may design wilderness encounters as you 
see fit for the party’s journey to the mines. Use 
the lists by terrain, provided later in this book- 
let, for ideas. For certain the characters shod 
have the following encounter. 
In the rainforest, or the hills nearer to the 

mines, the adventurers stumble upon an Az- 
can man-or rather, he literally stumbles into 
them. His eyes are glazed and feverish, with 
pupils dilated, like those of someone using 
peyotl. He is barefoot, clothed in only a d i q  
off-white breechclout, and he reeks of days’ 
sweat and grime. He carries a large, heavily- 
laden sack. His name, when he can remembc 
it, is Tezolahuac. 

Tezolahuac, slave miner: AC 9; Normal hu- 
man; hp 3; AL C. He has neither weapons ng 
armor, and in his present state of mind is in- 
capable of even defending himself. He migh 
run if threatened or struck. 

As a boy, Tezolahuac was assumed to 
priestly material; he had that uncanny SUIIIC- 

thing that set some people aside from the 
crowd. But his great weakness-greed-got 
the better of him. An inept attempt at theft 
landed Tezolahuac in the ropes of a slave, 
bound to labor in the rich mines of Tepdtla 
Suitable punishment for one who longed to be 
near gold, reasoned the sentencing magistrate! 

But Tezolahuac was not to enjoy his new 
life. Apart from the drudgery of a slave’s exi! 
ence, Tezolahuac’s sensitive mind made him 
especially susceptible to the cipactli night- 
mares that plagued mining expeditions. In 
fact, they drove him insane. Tezolahuac re- 
tained his composure just long enough to di- 
rect the miners to extend a passage in a certain 
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direction. The “hunch” at first seemed a bril- 
liant success, as a rich vein of gold was discov- 
ered. But then it led to the Gruquotecs. 

As chaos broke out, Tezolahuac escaped 
with a heavy load of gold nuggets. He ne- 
glected to gather provisions. unfortunately. 

Ever since, Tezolahuac has been quite mad, 
stumbling through the wilderness, muttering 
to himself and clutching his petty hoard 
(about 250 gp worth of nuggets). He has occa- 
sionally thought to gather food (berries, fruits, 
and tubers) or to drink from a stream; but the 
unbalanced combination of strange herbs, 
exhaustion, hunger, and thirst has exacerbated 
his mental instability. Tetolahuac is completely 
unable to distinguish dreams and hallucina- 
tions from reality; he indeed believes himself 
to have had an ongoing conversation with the 
cipactli. 

Characters will not get a lot out of Tezola- 
huac at the start. He babbles about the ci- 
p a d ,  sometimes calling it the 
“dragon-worm” or “earth-beast.” He cries for 
lost comrades (for whom he seems to feel re- 
sponsible); and he raves about the “Beast- 
men.” (characters might know that there 
aren’t any Beastmen except hundreds of miles 
to the north!) All the while he shifts, almost at 
random, between the Azcan and Neathar 
languages. Above all, he clutches avariciously 
to his sack of gold-he’d sooner die than part 
with it. And he refuses, even on pain of 
death, to return to “the mines of madness.” 

If characters are patient, gentle, and insis- 
tent, they might nurse Tezolahuac back to an 
improved state of mental health. This would 
require a decent meal, dean water to drink, 
and a good sleep. He still dings to his gold 
and refises to return to the mines. The poor 
Azcan cannot dearly remember what hap- 
pened (he won’t even recall his meeting the 
party), and is largely unwilling to do so. Its 
horrific magnitude is too much for him to 
admit-especially his own role. Tezolahuac 
insists it was all dream, nightmares. His mem- 
ory is undear, and he cannot explain where he 

found the gold to which he clings so tightly. 
Asked about the odier miners, Tezolahuac 
breaks down in tears. He has completely re- 
pressed the memory of his burrower-inspired 
role as betrayer, but just facing the question 
upsets him profoundly. 

While the party might not get many con- 
crete details from Tezolahuac, they’ll have 
glimpsed the unwholesome character of the 
situation they’ll soon face. 

If you wish (and depending on how the 
player characters treat him), Terolahuac coald 
be a recurrent NPC in the campaign. He is 
young (17 years old), with the potential to 
become a powerful cleric (Wisdom 17). After 
the horrors he’s met, though, he would just as 
well avoid the ritual demands of Atzanteotl. 
PC clerics could fmd in him 
slightly unstable, protege. 
unconscious desire to redeem his forgotten 
crime with acts of goodness. 

Wti t lan  
Map 2 depicts the Tqetitlan mines. When 
characters approach the stodiade around the 
mine entrance, they find it eerily deserted. 
Not so much as a guard is there to hail them, 
and the gates are open, swinging sometimes 
when the wind blows. 

The DM should script the village as a 
suspense-buildet. Devoid of living humans, 
the village does contain corpses: The first is a 
mutilated human body, propped up just in- 
side the gates like a scarFrow, dire &ing to 
those who would pass. Inside, the buildings 
that served as slaves’ quarters and guards’ 
barracks have been converted to charnel houses 
for the many Azcans slain by the 
ing and unexpected Gruquotec attack from 
the depths of the mines. (The Gruquoters’ 
own dead were removed to tribd burial ca- 
verns, leaving the party to wonder what laid 
waste tb the mining camp in so brutal a man- 
ner.) If a PC or friend of a PC was at the mines 
(as part of the Set Up), that character’s body is 
nowhere to be found. . . 



If you’d like to whet the players’ appetite 
for battle, you may place a prowling carnivore 
or scavenger (a hyenodon would be appropri- 
ate) in the encampment. It was attracted by 
the charnel stench that permeates the camp 
and wafts out into the forest. 

fate should be found-including some GN- 
quotecs, who may ambush the PCs. A couple 
of other “dungeon” monsters may liven up 
the exploration, which will ultimately lead the 
characters into the Gruquotecs’ home territory 

The Gruquotec Warrens 
The Gruquotec’s home territory is depicted by 
Map 3. The map’s tags indicate the general 
occupants of each room, which you should 
flesh out in greater detail. The shaman should 
be given spellcasting ability; the chieftain and 
his lieutenants are considerably more powerful 
than typical Gruquotecs (having 10 and 7 hit 
dice, respectively). Female Gruquotecs have 
2 + 1 Hit Dice and defend the tribal territory 

Within the mines more dues to the Azcans’ 

as fiercely as the males; young have 1 + 1 and 
are noncombatant. Provide numbers accordine 
to the strength of the party. 

The room that will be of most interest to 
the party is the grisly sacrifice chamber. The 
chamber is directly above the dormant burrow- 
er’s resting-place. In the center of the room 
spattered with blood (fresh and dried), is a 
very crude stone sculpture of the Earth-Bear 

Live, captured humans from the mining 
camp have been bound and held in this cham- 
ber, without food or with little water, and 
slain, one by one, “that their blood may nour- 
ish the earth-beast’’ (in the shaman’s words). 
If a PC or a PC’s friend or relative was cap- 
tured, they should still be alive (although very 
weak and desperately terrified, perhaps even 
wounded from the battle, if you’d like added 
drama) so that the PCs can rescue them. 

They may subsequently flee, if the GN- 
quotecs are capable of overpowering them: o 
they could continue to explore the warrens, and 
even find the enuance to Wastoure’s tower. 
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1
otecs 

7 
3+1  

Hit Points: 14 
Move: 
Attadrs: 
Damage: 
Number Appearing: Id20 
Save As: 
Mode: 
Treasure Type: 
Alignment: 
THACO: 
W Value: 
These humanoids are a degenerate offshoot of 
the Beasunan race, corrupted by untold gen- 
erations of inbreeding and the entropic ema- 
nations from the c i p d  burrowers. 
Gruquotecs ate found only in the Azcan Em- 
pire, in the southeastern hills. Their name 
i d  is a Azcanized corruptiof~ of “Grmuk,” 
wbich the ‘‘pure‘’ Beastmen call themselves. 

The GNquotecs have thek own lan- 
guage, and speak none other. Th 
seem a gibberish of mixed Beas 
thar, k a n ,  and (thanks to Wastom’s 
recent influence) Antalian-almost, but not 
quite, completely indecipherable to some- 
one who knows-those languages. 

The Gruquotecs are smallisb, males and 
females aveiaging about five feet in height, 
and stocky. Like Beastmen, their features 
vary widely-some are dog-faced, others 
tusked. Most are quite hairy. AI411 have a 
bold. black tattoo highlighted with earthy 
red: a draconian head, the symbol of their 
unholy Earth-Beast. 

Wastoure’s Tower 

may return unexp 
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\ -  traps). Among these are several handwritten 
journals, chronicling Wastoure’s explontions 
of the Hollow World. Besides containing use- 
ful and penetrating anthropological insights 
into Hollow World cultures, these journals 
may contain clues to new adventures all across 
the far-flung inner lands. 

The most fabulous treasure in the tower- 
and the best protected!-is a sculpture of the 
cipactli (of infinitely more refined craftsman- 
ship than the burrowers’ idol). It is fashioned 
of solid gold, set with eyes of jade. It radiates 
faint chaos or malignancy to a know dignment 
or derect evil. The value of the statue should 
be appropriate to the PCs’ level and the chal- 
lenge the adventure has given them; if they 
are low-level and you made the adventure 
relatively easy, this prize is but a statuette of 
about 500 gp value. If the adventurers are 
higher-level and had to face formidable chal- 
lenges to make it this far, then it is a massive 
idol worth 6,500 gp. (Most parties-and statue 
values-should fall in between.) 

The Cipactfi 
Buried in solid rock, several hundred feet 
directly beneath Wastoure’s tower and the 
Gruquotec Warrens, the dormant burrower 
of this adventure will not be physically en- 
countered by the characters-to their ad- 
vantage, for the beast’s powers (which we 
need not present in detail) come close to 
that of a minor Immortal. Suffice to say the 
active creature could dispatch any P G  short 
of Masters level with minimal effort. 

The monster known to the Azcans as the 
cipactli was one of the most powerful of the 
ancient burrowers. Even though dormant, 
thanks to the SpeU of Preservation, the 
Earth-Beast has a powerful influence on its 
nearby environs. It has been able to eaab- 
lish nearly conscious contact with a human. 

Wastoure, but for the awesome 
the dream-projection is a mere 
potential consciousness). It has 
generations of a Beastman offsho 
Gruquotec tribe. 

Purthermore, it even has a powerful, yet 
unpredictable, effect on magic: Enchant- 
ments which would normally not function 
in the Hollow World might do so near the 
cipactli, thanks to its entropic emanations. 
This is a function of the unstable interac 

and the Immortal magics of the Sp 
Preservation. 

To properly express the effects of 
interaction, we’d need to borrow som 

Instead, for simplicity, consider outwor 
magics (the spells listed in the Hollow 

quotec warrens. Outside the tower, bu 

so a character couldn’t, say, telepom to 

such as Thyatis City. (He could tel 
From the Warrens to some floor of 
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The Wager 
This adventure presupposes that the characters 
have acquired a certain degree of fame and 
stature in Azcan society. It would be best suit- 
ed for three to six characters of approximately 
name level (from 8th to 1 Ith). If you believe 
the characters of your campaign are sign&- 
candy more or less powerful than this, by all 
means develop and modify the,det& of the 
adventure accordingly. You can do this 
beforehand-generating new stats for mon- 
sters, or adjusting numbers-or you can do it 
at the spur of the moment in play, if you fmd 
that things as you set them up in advance are 
simply too difficult or too easy for the adven- 
ture to be any fun. This is easy enough to do, 
since no one among the players should have 
read this or your development notes, 
anyhow-they can’t know if you decide in the 
middle of a battle that, for dramatic purposes, 
a foe’s hit oints should be adjusted by ten. 
This sort o 4 ’ .  mampulauon, used with discre- 
tion, is the DM’s prerogative. 

not completely fleshed out. Once again we 
provide detailed set-up, background, and a 
fim encounter to get the adventure underway; 
but even more than in “The Mines of Mad- 
ness,” you’ll need to do some work to make 
the ideas we’ve sketched for the later pam of 
the adventure ready for play. 

Set Up 
At the beginning of the adventure, the PCs 
find themselves in the city of Huitlaktima. 
Their reasons for being there will depend on 
your campaign. Characters who are involved in 
trading would have an obvious reason to be 
there, as it is the acknowledged center of Az- 
can commerce, second only to the capital in 
importance for the Azcan mercantile class. 

the characters are in town, and what their 
fabulous past exploits have been. Among the 
e m  it reaches are those of Prince Tlach- 

Like the previous scenario, “The Wager” is 

Word gets around the a t y ’ s  soud circles that 

tude in conducting their affairs): but he is 
nonetheless a very important person, When am 
invitation to a feast, held in their honer, ar- 
rives in the PCS h a d ,  they can hardly expect 
to refuse. 

boasts and tall tales 

tures before the appreciative audience of im- 
perial bureaucrats and dignitaries. 

Prince Tlachtatladao is not as 
as he seems, however: he has a s 

distinguished persohs of the e 
invited-perhaps even the tlatoani himself: If 
they fail, the same persons will be on hand 
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that day for the honor of witnessing the PCs 
entrance to paradise, as they are sacrificed to 
Atzanteotl. A suitably festive wake will follow 
their sancufying demise. 

This is truly an Azcan wager-and the sort 
of bet to which a sane person would not readi- 
ly commit himself. Tlachtatlatlan makes it 
clear, however, that the characters don’t really 
have a choice. If they do not accept his wager, 
he insinuates that he has the means to bring 
about their untimely ends. 

mon people is punishable by death, but the 
tecuhtlin and emperor may permit it on spe- 
cial occasions, such as this. The prince may 
threaten to have the whole party put to death 
for lack of this permission (even though it’s his 
party, thrown in the PCs’ honor). The party 
should know that the prince could get away 
with it (a minor bureaucrat might whisper this 
fact in a PC’s ear, if the players don’t clue in), 
and to judge from his nasty reputation his 
conscience probably wouldn’t hold him back. 

It’s all the better if these threats need not be 
made explicit, if the characters just understand 
that accepting the wager, mad though it be, is 
in their best interests. Better yet would be if, 
role-playing the evening’s cockiness to the hilt, 
the characters would bellow that they’ll win 
the wager, and in half the time Tlachtatlatlan 
suggested! 
In the course of the adventure, characters 

may feel tempted to welsh on their bet, and 
run away from Azcan lands. This is, to say the 
least. very dishonorable-not at all a sponing 
way of doing things! Such cowards guarantee 
themselves ignominy (and summary execution) 
if they ever turn up in Atcan lands again. 

Native Azcans will do their utmost to 
the wager. Running away would be usclcss, 
since Atzanteotl would find some way to har- 
vest his promised sacrifices. And, even ifdis- 
sected atop the terrible Immortal’s temple, at 
least the characters are guaranteed paradise. . . 
Right? 

For instance: Drunkenness among the com- 

The Impossible Journey 
Once the characters have slept off their hang 
overs and realized the mess they’ve gotten 
themselves into, they’ll wonder: How in the 
world do you find fairyland? A good question 
indeed! 

Consultation with the local wise-woman or 
soothsayer reveals about rhis much: “Fairy- 
land,” she advises, “is by defiition wherever 
you’re not lookiog for it. It cmps in from the 
comers, just like the fairies who are only visible 
from the comers of your eyes. . . You don’t 
find fairyland-it finds you. But it will never 
fmd you if you hang around in a coastal city, 
waiting for the Prince to have your heart on 
Atzanteod‘s temple. The best ding you can do 
is pa& your bags and travel east, since that’s 
where most fairies are said to be found-or is 
that just those ~UMY elves?-and hope to catch 
their attention. You an heroes, right? Then it’ll 
work out fine.” She demands a hefty payment 
of gold or goods for this advice. 

So off goes the party, heading in some ran- 
dom direction, trying to find a passage to 
fairyland. If the players have some clever ideas 
on how to find their way there, allow them to 
uy. To spice up the wilderness, you might set 
up various and sundry encounters and chal- 
lenges. The regional monster lists should be 
helpful. 

a dusty road or jungle path, they encounter a 
wizened little man in dirty robes, wearing an 
off-balance feather headdress of the sort one 
sees on the tecuhtlin. He greets them boister- 
ously and seems quite intoxicated. “From 
whence come you. 0 travelers, and whither are 
you bound?” he slurs. 

He offers them drink from his gourd. The 
party members may decline, but he will hear 
none of it. He is a powerful wizard, he claims, 
the powerful wizard Peyotlotzin, and none 
may leave his company before they have drunk 
deeply of his gourd. He forcibly restrains PCS 
who attempt to leave without having had a 
drink. 

At some point, as the c h m e r s  travel along 
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Mysteriously, the gourd never empties, and 
one forgets how the time is passing when one 
has it to one’s mouth. Some imagine they are 
having but a sip, but their companions behold 
them quaffing quarts. When all have drunk 
their fd, Peyotlottin guffaws merrily, gives 
them his blessing and wishes them well in 
their quest to find Xochiquetzal. (Players may 
wonder how he knew this, if they did not 
mention it to him.) 

Without further ado, he bids them farewell, 
and stumbles along the road, playing a haunt- 
ingly alien tune on a bone pipe. Characters 
who look carefully through their already- 
dimming vision may see that his legs are hairy 
and feet cloven, like the wild goats that roam 
the Azcan hills and mountainsides. 

If the PCs are intractable in their refusal to 
drink of Peyotlotzia’s gourd, the encounter 
may come to blows. The characters are in over 
their heads, but, for their good fortune, Pey- 
otlottin is benign. In fact, he is a mortal form 
of the Immortal Faunus, recently returned 

from paying court to Xochiquetzal. This mor- 
tal shape is that of a silenus, an ancient faun, 
with the following characteristics (for full in- 
formation on faun characters, consult PC1, 
Ell Wes of the Wee Folk in practice, the 
following information should be sdcienr  
this tightly-scripted encounter): 

Peyotlotzin 36th-level faun/ 36th-level 
shaman. 

HD 10d4 + 14; hp 109; S 16, I 18, W 18, D 
16, C 18, Ch 12. 
Spells Carried: 
Level One-cure light wounds ( x 4). detect 

magic ( x 3), faerie f ie ,  protection from evil. 
Level Two-heat metal, holdperson ( X 6). 

obscure, snake charm. 
Level Three-continual light ( x  5 ) .  hold 

animal ( X  3). water breathing. 
Level Four-cure serious wounds( X 3), 

dispel magic, neutralize poison, plant door, 
protection from lighming, summon animals 
( 2). 
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Level Five-conml winds, cure critical 
wounds ( X 3). dispel evil, dissolve, insect 
plague, pas plant ( X  2). 

Level SLr-anti-animal shell, cureall ( x 3). 
summon weather, turn wood ( X  3). word of 
recall. 

Level Seven-creeping doom ( X 2), metal to 
wood( X 4). summon elemental ( X 2), weather 
control. 

You might notice that this lia contains 
spells which are supposedly useless in the Hol- 
low World. Because Peyotlotzin is a manifeaa- 
tion of an Immortal, the normal strictures of 
the Hollow World do not apply. 

As a faun, Peyotlotzin can use his pipes to 
make magical music, to stir extreme emotions 
in the listener (rage, euphoria, desire, etc.), or 
even to stir plants to exueme growths. This is 
handy because it means Peyotlotzin could 
make grass, vines, and trees grow according to 
his commands, so that they enuap PCs- 
leaving their mouths accessible, so he can 
muse himself by emptying his gourd down 
their throats! 

tzin departs, the characters be- 
ngly drowsy. Finally, as the wiz- 

es in the distance, they fall 

The Fairy Queen 
From this point, the Dungeon Master must 

Xochiquetzal. 

bargain: or find some way to trick her md 
steal the prize. 

The Theft 
It would be masonable to suppose that Xochi- 
quetzal wouid not be eager EO part with the 
precious artifact. As such. chamcters may dect 
to pursue their goal by stealthy means. Viofat- 
ing the hospitality and good will of a quasi- 
immomal is, however, m simple mattet! 
As DM, you'llhauc to generate the details 

necessary for the theft to be played out. What 
is the layout of Xochiqueual's rourt? You 
should base the architecture on Azcaa add 
Oltec models (not the western European ones 
we usually associate with fairies). A glance into 
library books about Mesoamerican hchitWturc 
may inspire you. 

What obstacles will be in the way? Xochi- 
quetzal has many sew&, including ttpiito- 
tons (see'new iaonsters,,at.the end of this 
booklet)-and other fairies and wob$tand crea- 
tures (e.g., pixies, sprite& dry&, 
. . .),:plus the'rate'and wondrous feath 
serpent (also described among the new 
sters). a sampling of such.creaturcs @Well- 
placed guards, or just passing revelers who 

' . 
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The name of this favor needs to be such 
that the fairies would beanable to fulfill the 
task, for some reason or other. 

Let loose with your creativity on this one. 
Xochiquettal could send the party literally 
anywhere in the Known World-inside or out, 
or even in the middle (cf. The Shadow Elves 
and The Om of Thar). With help from her 
Immortal friends (such as Faunus), she might 
even send them to another world! This frees 
you, as DM, to design a suitably bbarre and 
fantastic task. 

The Bip  Home 
If the characters succeed in their endeavors, 
they make their way back to Huitkiktima to 
report and prove their success. Prince Tlach- 
tatlatlan was dubious as to their chance of 
success; but in any case, he is not eager to lose 
his wager. He would n a d y  prefer not to 
pay the piper, and has arranged some scheme 
to sabotage the P O  at the last minute. Re- 
member, basides having thaprublem of ac- 
quiring the artifact in the h place, the 
player characters are in a race against time. if 
they are but a minute late, they are accorded 
due honor for their efYom, but d l b e  sacri- 
ficed nevenhekss. Thus, Tlachtatlatlan's 
agents need only delay the party long enough 
for them to miss their 10- QI 20-day deadline. 

be part of the patty-an NPC retainer per- 
haps, or evan a player character. Be careful 
with the lamer, howevec. Dividing the party 
against itself is a touchy thing to do, even 
among friends and mature role-players. If the 
traitor is to be run by a player, make: sure the 
player undamands that he'll probably lose, 
and should not take it penonally. 

sweet success 
Assuming &ey beat the prince's last-ditch 
gambit, the characters are received in 
Huidaktima with cheers and celebration, car- 
ried on the shoulders of jubilant crowds to the 
gates of the tecuhtli's palace. There he mag- 

If it's feasible, the prince's agent might even 

comes them inside. 

is) a number of guests. . 
The tziuimitl &ea its graiimde t o  the, 

chaos-with a net 

the characters can pi 
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Monsters of the 
Azcan Lands 1 
Monsters by hcgluu 
For each region we first describe generally 
what the region includes. Then we list the 
monsters that would naturally be encountered 
there, according to the source-e.g., “Boxed 
Set” (i.e., the HOLLOW WORLD” boxed 
set), “Basic Set,” or “New Monsters” (which 
are described soon hereafter), to help you look 
up the original description. An asterisk indi- 
cates that special notes on that monster follow. 

Note that these sources refer to the old 
rules, divided into Basic, Expert, Companion 
and Masters sets. If you use the new D&D@ 
Rules Cyclopedia, you’re in luck, because all 
of those monsters should be found in one 
place. We’re including the set references for 
the benefit for those who don’t own the new 
hardcover compilation. 

When designing adventures, don’t feel 
constrained by these guidelines. For instance, 
it is perfectly possible that you may place a 
white dragon in the southern rainforests. As 
part of the adventure, however. you would 
surely need to justify its presence to your play- 
ers. How did it get there? What is it doing? Is 
it there unwillingly? Placing a monster from a 
completely different ecosystem in the rain- 
forests of Azca, and then figuring out ways to 
justify its presence, can be a great source of 
adventure ideas. 

Acatlan Marshes 
This misty region, the delta of the Chitlaloc 
river, is clearly marked on the fold-out map. It 
is home to many fearsome beasts, and most 
Azcans dread having to enter it. Although the 
surrounding climate is colder than the south- 
ern regions, and thus less hospitable to dino- 
saurs, the marshes themselves are warmed by 
hot springs. Some of the largest of the great 
lizards thrive here because of this warmth, the 
abundant flora and the sluggish and stagnant 
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waters which can support their bulk. 

Archaeopteryx, Phobosuchus, Pterosaur. 

ooze, Green slime. 

toad, Hydra, Insect swarm, Water termite 

Boxed Set: Apatosaurus (Brontosaurus), 

Basic Set: Black dragon, Giant spider, Gray 

Expert Set: Crocodile, Giant leech, Giant 

(swamp). 
Companion set: Giant weasel. 
Masters Set: Onyx dragon. 
AC9, Creature Catalogue: Death leech, 

Dragonfly, Gator man, Giant amoeba, Giant 
serpentweed, Giant spider, Marine decapus, 
Phororhacos, Sirenflower, Strangleweed, Va- 
pour ghoul, Whipweed. 
New Monsters: Moan bird, kystropheus. 

Aztfan Mountains 
The following monsters are also the ones most 
often found in the environs of the town of 
Colima, since the townspeople have long la- 
bored to eradicate the dangers that inhabited 
the grasslands between the mountains and the 
Bay of Colima. Monsters native to the wild 
mountains occasionally make incursions into 
the region, however. 

Note also that the environs of Colima are 
the only present habitat of the rare feathered 
serpent (see New Monsters): the winged rep- 
tiles are not found in the mountains, however. 

Boxed Set: Archaeopteryx, Giant pterano- 
don, Hiak (giant eagle), Pterosaur, Thumper- 
lizard. 

Basic Set: Gargoyle, Giant centipede, Giant 
tuatara lizard, Harpy, Mountain lion, Red 
dragon, Rock baboon, Sabre-tooth tiger, Trog- 
lodyte, White ape, White dragon. 

Expert set: Basilisk. Centaur, Chimera, 
Cloud giant, Cockatrice, Cyclops, Dopple- 
ganger, Frost giant, Gorgon, Griffon, Harpy, 
Hell bound, W giant, Hippogriff, Manu- 
core, Pegasus, Roc, Stone giant, Storm giant, 
Troll, Wyvem. 

goyle), Snow ape. 
Companion Set: Cave toad, Gargantua (gar- 

Masters Set: Colddrake, Crystal dragon, 



Ruby dragon, Sasquatch. 
AC9, Creature Catalogue: Eagle, Wildcat. 
New Monsters: Moan bird. 

Lake Chitlaloc 
Most of the lake’s fearsome monsters are found 
far out in the middle, and in the depths, 
where Azcans seldom venture. Herbivorous, 
legged dinosaurs such as the brontosaurus, 
however, tend to stay near the shore (especially 
near river mouths), where their massive bulk is 
supported by the water, and edible plants are 
in abundance. Other aquatic dinosaurs, such 
as the icthyosaua, seek fish and other prey in 
the lake’s depths. 

Boxed Set: Apatosaurus (brontosaurus), 
Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus. 

Basic set: Sea snake. 
Expert sct: Fresh water termite, Giant crab, 

Giant fish, Giant leech, Merman, Nixie. 
AC9, Creature Cadope: Tylosaurus. 
New Monsters: Archelon, Nothosaurus. 

Northern Forests 
North and northeast of Lake Chitlaloc, the 
tropical rainforest gives way to temperate 
woods of deciduous trees. Here the dimate is 
less hospitable for dinosaurs, but mammals, 
prehistoric and otherwise, abound. 

viper, Pisanosaurus, Pterosaur. 

bee, Giant beetle, Giant centipede, Giant 
draco lizard, Giant ferret, Giant rat, Giant 
shrew, Giant spider, Giant toad, Green drag- 
on, Grizzly bear, Insect swarm, Mountain lion, 
Pixie, Robber fly, Sabre-tooth tiger, Snake (pit 
viper, spitting cobra), Sprite, Stirge, Tiger, 
Werebear, Wereboar, Wererat, Weretiger, 
Werewolf, Wolf. 

Expert Set: Animal herd, Basilisk, Cocka- 
trice, Centaur, Devil swine, Displacer beast, 
Dryad, Giant toad, Rhagodessa, Tkeant, US- 
corn, Wyvern. 

Boxed Set: Archaeopteryx, Aurochs, Flying 

Basic set: Black bear, Boar, Giant ant, Giant 

Companion Set: Giant weasel. 
Master Set: Faerie, Hsiao. Jade dragon, Sas- 

quatch, Werebat, Wezefox, Woodrake. 
AC9, Creature Catalogue: Aranea, Archer 

bush, Dog, Eagle, wl, Giant porcu- 
pine, Giant spider, ,Jaguar, Killer tree, 
Magpie, Megatherium, Skunk, Vampire rose, 
Wildcat, Wood imp. 

Tepictoton, Werejaguar. 

Northern PJains 
The dimate north of Lake Chitldoc and the 
Bay of Uaxactun is distinrtly cooler than the 
rainforests of the Azcan heartland. For this 
reasons, dinosaurs are considerably rarer, and 
those which are found ate typically the smaller 
species. Prehistoric mammals, on the other 
hand, abound. 

The northern plains cover theTitlapoca 
peninsula and the open lands d m  lie betwetn 
the towns of Izumal and Hudcoybt4. These 
lists could also apply e grasslands north 
the river Cbitlaloc. 

Bison, %ak (giant eagle), Phosauhls, 
Pterosaur. 

Basic Set: Boar, Blue dragon, Giant ant, 
Giant beetle, Giant locust, Giant rat, Sabre- 
toothed tiger, Snake (giant racer: g k t  rattkr, 
pit viper, re& python, spitti 
Weterat, Wereboar, Weretige 

Expert Set: Animal herd, Blink dog, Cen- 
taur*, Displacer beast, Gorgon. 

Companion set: Grab grass. 
Master Set: Sapphire dragon. 
AC9, Creature Cad6gue:;Archer bush, 

Dog, Eagle, Giant owl,, Hawk, P~QIOI~COS, 
Spotted lion, Vampire rose. 

New Monsters: B&chitherium, Hienodon, 
Tepictoton. 

Notes: There are but two or,three surviving 
tribes of centaurs, living on the fringes of the 
light forest to the plains’ east. Theswreatures 
are often hunted for sport by the At+ms, who 
believe them to be the offspring of evil spit;its. 

New Monsters: Baluchitherinm, Moan 

Boxed Set: Aurochs, Archaeopterp,*Giant 
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South & Central Rainforests 
This geographical region comprises all the hexes 
marked ‘‘rainforest” on the fold-out map. The 
most dense concentration is found in the south- 
em rainforests, between Ximac Fort and the 
schattenalfen territories. Around the towns and 
cities to the north the Azcans have worked to 
eradicate the threats, especially the giant liz- 
ards. Stil l , the unsettled interior regions (espe- 
cially the quadrilateral marked by Coatepec, 
Yuzihuapac, Fort Hueca, and Xotitlan) are the 
roving grounds of many beasts. 

Boxed set: Allosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Ar- 
chaeopteryx, Flying viper, Giant pteranodon, 
Pachycephalosaurus, Stegosaurus, Pterosaur, 
Tyrannosaurus rex, Tdceratops. 

lizard (chameleon, dmo, gecko, tuatara), 
Giant rat, Giant spider, Giant vampire bat, 
Green dragon, h e c t  swarm, Panther, Robber 
fly, Sabre-tooth tiger, Snake (spitting cobra, 
giant racer, pit viper, giant rattler, rock py- 
thon), Tiger, Wereboar. Wererat, Weretiger. 

Expert set: Animal herd, Gxkatrice, Devil 
swine, Dryad, Giant toad, Hydra, Treant. 

Master Set: Faerie, Jade dragon, Mandrake, 
Sasquatch, Werefox, Woodrake. 

AC9, C r e a m  Catalogue: Aranea, Bekkah, 
Dog, Giant spider, Hypnosnake, Jaguar, Killer 
tree, Megatherim, Phanaton, Piranha bird, 
Strangle vine, Wildcat. 
New Monsters: Baluchitherim, Moan bird, 

Tepictoton, Werejaguar. 

Southeastern Hills 
These indude the wooded hills around the 
Chapultepec Mines as well as the higher foot- 
hills of the World Spine around the Tepetidan 
Mines. Since the cooler. higher altitudes of the 
foothills makes survival more difEdt for 
them, the dinosaurs on the following lists 
favor the lower, wooded hills, especially in 
cooler weather. 

chaeopteryx, Flapsail, Flying viper, Giant 
pteranadon, Hiak (giant eagle), Pterosaur, 

Basic set: Boar, Giant ant, Giant bat, Giant 

Boxed Set: Allosaurus, Ankylosaurus. Ar- 

Stegosaurus, Thumper-lizard, Triceratops. 

centipede, Giant tuataralizard, Mountain lion, 
Red dragon, R d  baboon, Sabre-toothed tiger, 
Snake (giant rattler, pit viper, d g y t h o n ,  spit- 
ting cobra, giant mer), Werebar. 

Expert Set: Basilisk, Chimera, Codrauice, 
Cydops, Gorgon, Griffon, Hellhound, Hill 
giant, Hippogriff, Manticore, Pegasus, ROC, 
Stone giant, Troll, Wyvem. 

Companion set: Gargantua (gargoyle, 
troll), Rock toad. 

Master set: Ruby dragon. 
AC9, Creature Catalogae: Dog, Hawk, 

New Monsters: Hyenodon. 
Notes: The flapsail, a sort of miniature red 

dragon, is uained by the Schattenalfen. Many 
s d l  live in the wild in these hills, however. 

Rivers 
Besides the creatures that may be found in 

the river, be sure to remember the monsters of 
land and air that inhabit the neighboring 
terrain. 

Phobosuchus*. 

Basic Set: Animal herd, Boar, Gargoyle, Giant 

Spotted lion, Wildcat. 

Boxed Set: Apatosaurus (brontosaurus)*. 

Basic Set: Lizard man*, Sea snake. 
Expert set: Crocodile, Fresh water termite, 

Giant fsh, Giant leech, Giant toad, Hydra, 
Nixie. 

poisonous frog, Piranha, Strangleweed. 
AC9, Creature Catalogue Giant f&, Giant 

New Monsters: Nothosaurus. 
Notes: The brontosaurus is rarely found in 

rivers north of Lake Chidaloc. 
Among rivers in the Azcan h d s ,  only the 

Snake River is home to the terrible phobo- 
suchus. All of the specimens in the Toltenco 
River (where they once roamed as well) were 
hunted to extinction, both because they were a 
dangerous threat to Azcans in rafts and ca- 
noes, and because their hides were valuable. 

It is not uncommon to fmd lizard men 
straying from the Malpheggi Swamp into the 
upper reaches of the Toltenco and Snake rivers. 
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a denizen of Lake Chitlalw, where it feeds on’ 
schools of smaller fish. It usudv crawls onto 

New Monsters 
Archelon land only for the purpose of breeding (for 

which it requires sandy beaches). It rarely as- 
saults humans purposely, but may unwittidh 
cause havoc by overturning a canoe or raft 
when it comes to the surface. 

The Azcans occasionally hunt this prehistov 
ic turtle, serving the tender parts of its flesh as 
a delicacy and making armor and shields out 
of its sturdy hide. They also harvest the edible 
turtle eggs from the known breeding beaches. 
They are careful to leave most eggs undis- 
turbed, lest they upset nature’s balance and ’ , ~  

cause the creatures’ extinction. 

Save As: 
Morale: 

THACO: 4 
XP Value: 75 Baluchitherium 

The archelon is a prehistoric reptile, the giant 10 
ancestor of modern sea turtles. Its twelve-foot Hit Points: 45 
diameter “shell” is not hard and calceous, b 120’ (40‘) 

Armor Class: 5 
Hit Dice: 

Move: 
rather thick and leathery, like the soft-shelled 
tortoise. 3d6 

The archelon, besides being found in many Appearing: ld4 
of the seas and oceans of the Hollow World, is 

1 tramp&. 
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Morale: 6 
Treasure Type: Nil 
Alignment: Neuual 
THACO: 10 
XP Value: 900 

The baluchitherium is a huge, primitive ances- 
tor of the rhinoceros. It stands as much as 
twenty feet in height, and is found chiefly in 
the northern grasslands of the Azcan empire. 

Feathered &pent 
Armor Class: 6 
Hit Dice: 2 
Hit Points: 7 
Move: 
Attacks: 1 bite 
Damage: ld6 
Number Appearing: 2-20 
Save As: F1 
Morale: 6 
Treasure Type: Nil 
Alignment: Neuual 
THACO: 18 
XP Value: 20 

Thousands of years ago the feathered serpents 
abounded in the lush rainforests of the Azcan 
Empire. With the coming of Atzanteotl, a 
new species also arrived: The winged viper (see 
the HOLLOW WORLD" boxed set for its 
description), which was similar to the feath- 
ered serpent, but poisonous and with the 
wings of a bat. 

The feathered serpent is a lovely creature, 
admired even among the squeamish who con- 
sider ordinary snakes abhorrent. Most varieties 
(there are over a dozen, in fact) display bril- 
liant colontion such as limpid green scales, 
brilliantly colored feathers on the two broad 
wings, the tail, and in tufu behind the skull, 
and eyes of jewel-like clarity, with hourglass- 
shaped pupils. 

have intehgence about on par with a dog 
folk of &lima wain them as matchdogs). 

60' (20'). fly 270' (90') 

Feathered serpents as commonly encountered 

there exists another stage in the life of feath- 
ered serpents, where their intelligence matches 
at least that of a human. Setpents in this phase 
of their life ace not presently found anywhere in 
the Azcan Empire. 
In most Atcan lands feathered serpents have 

disappeared altogether. They remain only in 
dim memories, in legends of great kings like 
Atruatzin who were said to converse with 
them. The legends are blurred today, however, 
because only winged vipers are familiar; so it 
seems to the Atcans that once the vipers spoke 
and were allies of humans, but no longer are, 
when in fact there was an entirely different 
species that Atzanteotl's spawn drove away. 

The one place where feathered serpents are 
found is the plain between the Bay of Colima 
and the Aztlan Mountains. Here grows a plant 
called serpent-mint, which makes feathered 
serpents strong enough to resist the vipers and 
their poison. A serpent that has consumed 
serpent-mint has AC 5, HD 3, THACO 17, 
and hp 9 for ld4 hours. A few feathered ser- 
pents have been reponed in other regions (see 
module HWA2, Nighoragc). 

Half-forgotten myths among the Atcans 
allude to a powerful queen who lives in the 
sky and rules the feathered serpents. 

Hyenodon 
Armor Class: 7 
Hit Dice: 5 
Hit Points: 23 
Move: 120' (40') 
Attacks: 1 bi 

F3 
Morale: 7 
Treasure Type: Nil 
Alignment: Neutral 
THACO: 15 
XP Value: 175 
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travel in packs, surrounding and pulling down THACO: 14 

to their numbers and large size (they average 
about eight feet from head to rump), they are 
able to take on large prey like the baluchithe- 
rium, as well as smaller creatures (including 
humans). They are also voracious eaters of 
carrion, eager to tear into remains left by the 
huge camosaurs. In the Azcan empire, they 
are found roaming the southwestern hills and 
the plains of the northwest. 

Lycanthrop, Werejaguar 
Armor Claw 4 
Hit Dice 5 + 2  
Hit Poin 25 
Move: 180' (60') 
Attacks: 2 claws/ 1 bite 
Damage 

Number Appearing: 1 
Save As: Ev 
Morale: 10 

Alignment: :haotic 

prey with their powerful, vise-like jaws. Due XF' Value: 4@ 

Werejaguars are the most common variety of 
lycanthrope found in the Azcan Empire. Some 
specimens might be found in other uopical 
rainforests of the Hollow World, but they are 
very rare. 

Among the Azcans, the werejaguar is both 
feared and revered. Some of Atzanteotl's 
priests, especially in more isolated settlements, 
where service of that Immortal is mingled with 
that of the Four Hundred Rabbits, believe the 
disease is a sign of their Immortal's favor. They 
may even hope to catch it themselves. Wes of 
whole villages of werejaguars in the southern 
jungles, however, are probably fictitious. . . 

Although Atzanteotl's priesthood offidally 
forbids it, there are perennial rumors of savage 
cleric-werejaguars in villages of the deep rain- 
forest who, in unspeakable rituals, sacrifce to 
the darkest Immortals by devouring living 
victims. 

Like the were-sabretooth, another native 
Hollow World lycanthrope, the werejaguar is 

ld4/ld4/ld8 + ld6/ 
1AX 

Treasure Type. T I  
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themselves, like great reptilian walruses, on 
the shore's rocks. 

Azcans wisely avoid the nothosaurus when- 
ever possible. If one seems to be particularly 
aggressive in seeking human prey or otherwise 
disrupting the rivers and lakes, a group of 
soldiers or adventurers will be dispatched to 
kill the beast. 

'liu?ys tropheus 
Armor Class: 
Hit Dice: 
Hit Points: 
Move: 

Attacks: 
Damage: 
Number Appearing: 
Save As: 
Morale: 
Treasure Type: 
Alignment: 
THACO: 
XP Value: 

7 
8 
36 
60' (20'). swim 180' 

1 bite 
3d6 
1 
F4 
8 
Nil 
Neutral 
12 
650 

(60') 

A curious water-dwelling dinosaur, the tany- 
stropheus is found occasionally in the warm 
southern rivers (especially the Snake River- 
which is itself perhaps misnamed after the 
tanystropheus, some scholars speculate). It is 
best known as a danger of the warm, humid 
Acatlan Marshes. It is long and sinewy, with a 
snake-like body and small, webbed legs. This 
body is especially well suited to slithering 
amongst the reeds and pools of the marshes, 
chasing and devouring prey with swift strikes 
of its long neck and sharp teeth. 

Tepicto ton 
Armor Class: 6 
Hit Dice: 1** 
Hit Points: 5 
Move: 
Attacks: 1 bite or sting 
Damage: 

60' (20'). fly 270' (90') 

1-3 + poison (see be- 
low) 

Number Appearing: Id8 
Save As: F1 
Morale: 7 

Alignment: Chaotic 
THACO: 19 
XP Value: 16 

These tiny Azcan fairies, kin of sprites, pixies 
and brownies, are usually the benign assistants 
of farmers. They stand about a foot tall, dress 
in Azcan fashion, and speak with the oldest 
idioms of the Azcan language (since the 
guage itself has not changed in 4,000 years, 
thanks to the SpeU ofPresemation). 

They are sometimes mischievous, however, 
and may take the shapes of spiders and scorpi- 
ons (normal or giant-sized) to frighten or even 
do harm. The uansformatioti is instantaneous 
and occurs by mere will. In these shapes they 
retain their normal armor class and bit points, 
and are able to attack with either a bite or a 
sting. Both attacks do 1-3 points of damage, 
and the victim must save versus poison. The 
spider's poisonous bite causes the victim to fall 
asleep (and leaves him prey to tepictoton 
pranks!), while the scorpion's sting is deadly 
(save vs. poison or die). 

Tepictotons do not carry weapons (or know 
how to use them), since they can shapeshift 
and use natural weapons whenever danger 

Treasure Type: C 

appears. 
like all fairies (cf.  PC1, ?HI1 Wes of the Wee 

Four), tepictoton do not normally age or dis- 
ease. They are able to make themselves invisi- 
ble to m o d  eyes (Though other fairies can 
still see them). A tepictoton cannot be both 
invisible and in spider or scorpion shape, how- 
ever; so it would not be possible for one to 
strike out invisibly with its poison, for 
instance. 

Tzitzimitl 
Armor Class: -2 
Hit Dice: 16 or higher 
Move: 180'(60') 1 



Chaotic ’ human sacrifices as k proper. 
Each of these fiends is unique in appearance .: 

%d abilities, but they are uniform in the im- 
mensity of their powers (which rival those of the 
ancient Burrowers-lading some learned 

lector (a monster which the Azcans would surel, 
consider a tzitzimitl), and have similarly  morbid^ 
tastes. Their deepest appedte is for desuuction, 
for they hate the universe of the Azcans. 

believe that they are held at bay as long as 
Attanteotl is sufficiently appeased-although 
what constitutes “sufficiency” is never quite 
certain. On the outer world, according to At- 
tanteotl’s priests, the failure to fuKi the rit- 
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In the Hollow World, one civilization above all 
r 
others is known as  the fiercest, most dangerous race, 

to be avoided as  much a s  possible: the Azcans. 
Are they truly cannibals, given to performing sacrifices 

r DARKNESS 

I 

as entertainment? Is their architecture really some of the 
most extraordinary in all the Hollow World? Is there any truth 

to the rumor that there is some connection between the Azcans 1 and the outer world tribes of the Atruaghin Clans? Are there any 
pleasant qualities about this warrior race? 
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